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Foreword

This publication is the result of a fruitful partnership between the
ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education (ERIC/
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the National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network. Risinger is the
Associate Director of ERIC/ChESS and Dir,.ct, of the National Clearinghouse for U.S.-Japan Studies, which also is an Adjunct ERIC Clearinghouse.
Wojtan, Spence, and Risinger wanted to develop this publication
to influence social studies educators to internationalize the curricula
of schools. And they wanted to provide practical examples and guide-

lines about how to do it. This publication succeeds in presenting
compeHing reasons for internationalizing the social studies classroom.
It also includes valuable cases of effective curriculum development

and instructional strategies. Thus, this voIume will be useful to educational policymakers and administrators, curriculum specialists,
and classroom teachers.
John J. Patrick
Director, ERIC C-aringhouse for
Social Studies/Social Science
Education and Director, Social
Studies Development Center of
Indiana University
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Preface

Many of the gook of K-I2 curricula in the United States can be
achieved through the study of other cultures and other peoples. The
study ot other cultures is Variously referred to dti area studies (e.g.,
Asian Studies, African Studies, Latin American Studies), cross- ultural education, international education, global education, and others.
Persistent problems in K-I2 studies of other cultures include a tack
(11 aVailable resource Materials tu support teaching, too few teachers
with a knovledge of and e\perience in a second culture, and too little
research in cross-cultural prOgratT1 deVelOpMent and teacher education.

In the early lit8ns, the United States-Japan Foundation began tund-

ing ti seie of regional centers to facilitate teaching about Japan in
the K-I 2 curricuill111. Over the past decade, regional centeN have been

established m every major geographic division of the country. Ilie
focus of each of these centers has been Varied, but the major thrust
ot each has I.V011 tu address ore or several ot the persistent problems
listed above. In addition to tunctioning dti resource distribntion cen-

ters, they have provided teacher education both in the U.S. and in
Japan, served ati centers tor materials and program development,
facilitated networking opportunitiec in the U.S. and Japan, and are
currently e\ploring iross-cultural let4dership development and precollegiate Japanese language training.
Personnel from the Various retiOtIrCe centers began to Meet initurMath' Lit pri,fecsinal meetings, such as the National Council tor the
Social Studies. I hose informal meetings provided Li valuable opportunity for sharing lessons learned and for identifying Whin goals for
collaborative efforts. It became obvious quickly that many of W.; lessons learned could be generali/ed to apply to the study of dlIV
gOditi that CIIICrged fr0111 the utituuiiiil tiCtitillMti %VCR' to

intititlItiOndli,/0 the meetings and to document the best or vhat had
been learned from the efforts of the past ten years. The group heroin,'

the National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network. The Network
spent two years refining our "lessons learned", which we believe
have significant implications for enriching any culture study program.
This book is the result of those efforts.
We are indebted to the personnel of the various regional centers
who have worked tirelessly at enriching Ja panese studies in their arecth
and have till11.1111a rited much ot their work here. We are particularly

indebted to the United States-Japan Foundation for its support ot
these projects and for its commitment to strengthening cross-cultural
understanding through such projects. This book was made possible,
in part, through generous tunding from the United States-Japan Foun-

dation. We especially would like to thank Dr. Ronald Aqua, Vice
President of the Foundation, for his continuing guidance and assistance.

We would like to acknowledge the tntributions of the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social StudiesiSocial Science Education staff in the production ot this book. In particular, we are grateful to Dr. John J. I 'atrick
tor this thoughtful ac I v.ce and expert direction, to C. Frederick Risinger for his helpful review of the manuscript, and to Vickie J. Schlene
for her careful editing.

We dedicate this work to the development of understanding between and among all of us, to the teachers who work daily helping
students to understand, and to the students they teach who m list
make sense of the world.
LSW and DS

Introduction
Rationales for Teaching about Japan:
Some Reflectic
David L. Grossman

While serving as President of the California School Board in the
early 1980's, Michael Kirst witnessed dramatic changes in the state's
educational agenda. With remarkable candor, he outlines these cycles
of United States educational reform in an insightful essay:
Shaken by reports that Japanese children were doing much better
than American children, the California State Hoard of Education
in the ea dv 1980s suddenly changed its agenda, We cut short our
formerly intensive discussions of high school dropouts, 4....sat..vantaged minorities, and the lower third of the achievement band

to focus on the alleged crisis of decline in academic standards. .The metaphor of educational policy as a bandwagon in
search of recurrent crises seems apt (Kirst 1984).
.

According to Kirst, "Toyota" or "Japan Incorporated" had become
the "Sputnik" of the l980s. The impact of Japanese competition was
already being reflected in the U.S. history textbooks of the same
period, where the final chapter of several major textbooks dealt with
the growing economic power of Japan and its potential threat to the
U.S. It is this context of economic competition that frames most national and state policy statenwnts with regard to improving international/global education in the United States.
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The foreword of the Report of the Task Force on International Education of the National Governors' Associafion reports:
International Education - teaching and learning about other countries, their citizens, and their languages. Just how important is it
to our country? As important as economic prosperity, national
security, and world stability More than ever before, our economic

well-being is intertwined with that of other countries through
expanding international trade, financial markets, and investments. More than ever before, our national security indeed,
world stability as a whole depends upon ou understanding of
and communicatim with other countries ("America in Transition:
The International Frontier" 1989).

Rationales and Motivations
In the course of preparing a book on teaching issues relai d to the
Asia/Pacific region, Don Wilson, Kerry Kennedy, and I examined
rationales for teaching about Asia and the Pacific in selected countries

of the region (Wilson, Kennedy, and Grossman 1990). One of the
most interesting findings of this exercise was that the ratinnales for
teaching about Asia and the Pacific in the western and developed
nations, namely the United States, Canada, and Australia, were so
alike as to be virtually indistinguishable. The national policy statements were so similar that we chose to include only the Canadian
one in the book, but we ould have substituted the U.S. or Australian
version with little or no difference, in effect.
The single most important motivation behind the nuwement toward
policies increasing Asia and Pacific education in the U.S., Canada,

and Australia was desribed in terms of serving the nation's selfinterest. In fact, the rationale for this new emphasis was the notion
ot increasing the country's economic competitiveness in the world,
particularly toward its Asian neighbors. (Some might be tempted to
call this approach "selfishness," not self-interest.) If there was one
common thread, it was that teaching about Asia and the Pacific was
seen as contributing to the national agenda of producing a competent
citizenry tor the 21st century. Underlying this notion of a competent
citizenry was the need to be competitive in a global economic system
with a new set of powerful players in the Pacific region, principally
Japan.
It is on this note of economic competition that most national rationales for improving international education in the 1980s have
rested This rationale is based on perceived self-interest. We must
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sustain informed connections in order to survive in a competitive
global system, if not to prosper and maintain our way of life.
Rationales based on economic self-interest result in a kind of paradox for the goal of improving teaching about Japan. It is becoming
increasingly clear that in order to become widespread in classrooms,
teaching about Japan has to be related to the larger issues of curricular
development and reforr, policies in any given educational jurisdiction. Similarly, it is perhaps fair to conclude that if the study of Japan
is not seen as an integral part of the national, state, 01 district agenda,
we are not likely to find curricula which reflect the new international
realities of the Pacific era. Rut, if in order to get on the national, state,
or district agenda, the rationale has to be based on Japan as a potential
economic threat, what kind of international education are we promoting?
The motivation with which educators approach international education has significant impact on its content and methodology. Underlying the national rationales of teaching about Asia in Australia,

Canada, and the U.S., is a perceived need to be competitive in

a

global economic system. This national self-interest approach contains
several important problems inherent within it. First, a rationale based
on economic competitiveness necessarily builds in a "we/they" dis-

tinction which is unlikely to lead to a true global perspective. Secondly, might not such an approach intellectually limit curricular input
on Asia to those topics ot immediate economic or vocational relevance? Finally, a rationale built on current self-interest is subject to
the whims of national and international eventswitness the longterm decline of Russian language and culture studies after the initial
boost in the post-Sputnik era. Arc there any meaningful alternatives
to the limitations of a rationale based on economic self-interest in the
context of an increasingly competitive global economic system?

Rose Lee Hayden, formerly Director ot the National Council on
Foreign 1.anguage and International Studies, has suggested that other

than self-interest, there are at least four other possible patterns of
motivation for increasing international/global education in U.S. classrooms (I layden 1979). An examination of these generic approaches
to teaching internationally oriented subjects along with their potential
for providing a rationale for teaching about Japan follows.
One alternative pattern of motivation can be called the humanitarian approach. It tends to follow the reasoning that it the "haves" of
the world do not share, they will have little claim to self-decency in
a desperate and starving world. This approach is commonly associ-

C.
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ated with North/South issues and development education, and, as
such, is rarely appliod as a rationale for teaching about Japan.
Another approach might be called global survival. Behind this lies
the notion that we need all the shared brain power we can get if we
hope to ameliorate the seemingly intractable problems all mankind
faces: energy, population, pollution, urban sprawl, disease, discrimination, injustice, hunger, war, political repression, just to mention
a few. Being an "issue-based" mode, this is rarely used as a major
motivation for teaching specifically about Japan. However, since Japan shares with the U.S. many of tlw problems common to modern
industrialized societies, it is sometimes portrayed as offering alternative modes of dealing with similar problems, such as mass transit.
However, in this context, Japan is sometimes cited as a negative
example, particularly on ecological issues such as whaling and pollution.

Another pattern is one which might be labeled as cultural or spiritual enrichment. This approach maintains that without an education
that opens minds and cultivates a taste for the diversity of cultural
expressions in the world, the U.S. may face a kind of aesthetic starvation. Certainly this could provide a rationale for teaching about
Japan's rich cultural heritage. A significant percentage of teachers who
teach about Japan do so for reasons based on this cultural heritage,
and this notion will be expanded later.
A final pattern of motivation might be called the democratic citizenship approach. Here citizen competence is linked not so much to
economic competitiveness, but rather to the full exercise of citizen
responsibilities in a democratic system. In other words, the goal of
this approach is to produce citizens callable of interpreting and responding to global challenges and opportunis. Otherwise the U.S.
faces thc dangers of widespread apathy and p,-dochial neo-isolationism at the very least, and self-destruction in the worst case. Given
tlw mutual interests that link the U.S. and Japan, this approach can
easily be linked to increasing tlw study of Japan in our schools. That
is, it our students are to be competent citizens in the world of the
21st century, they must have a basic understanding of what former
U.S. Ambassador to Japan Mike Mansfield called the "most important
bilateral relationship in the world, bar none!"
In this mix ot rationales, there is perhaps no single best answer to
the question of providing a rationale for the teaching of Japan in U.S.
schools. These rationales are not mutually exclusive and in fact, appear in various combinations in educational policy statements. In a
recent study of 30 U.S. global education projects at the secondary

Rationales for "[meninx about /apan
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level, Merryfield (1990) found that in terms of conceptualization these

programs as a whole were strongest in the teaching of human values
and cultures. At the same time most of these programs reported a
notable lack of political support from those who control their respective educational systems or institutions. It is reasonable to conclude
that strength in teaching human values and cultures is not perceived
of prirne importance in the current round of educational reform which
seems to emphasize economic self-interest over humanitarian, global
survival, cultural enrichnwnt, or democratic citizenship goals.

At the same time, it remains important to remember that in an
educational system as decentralized as that of the U.S., it is not simply

national, state, or even district policy statements which ultimately
determine what is taught. Individual classroom teachers still exercise
considerable influence over what is included or excluded from the
curriculum. If teachers currently teaching about Japan were asked

why they chose to do so, most would offer rationales in which the
importance of teaching Japanese values and cultures wouki rank
higher than economic self-interest. Many would cite an instance of
personal contact with the culture of Japan, e: ',.er through travel,
reading, and/or in-service workshops as significant motivational factors. One study of global education among elementary teachers in
Missouri found that the problem was not so much one of getting
teachers to endorse the need for global education, as it was their lack
of academic preparation for the task, their feelings of being pressured

by competing demands on classroom time, and the minimum opportunities they had had to experience other cultures (Wright and
Van I)ecar 1990). At the level of the individual classroom teacher, it
mav be that official policy statements about the importance of international education have little value, espechilly if they are devoid of
serious implementation which offers teachers opportunities for wider
exposure to the cultures they are supposed to teach. How can teachers

be expected to know something, much less do something, about
teaching Japan with so little instruction at ither the preservice or inservice levels?
It is critical to consider carefully what conceptual framework is used
to teach about a region (IS vast and diverse as Asia and the Pacific,
or even a single country like Japan. In the context of our broader
educational goals where does the study of Japan tit? It is incumbent
upon teachers and administrators to identity the significant themes,

concepts, or issues that will hdp students build a framework for
analysis that includes a reflective understanding of their owr, national
perspective or perspectives.

Grossman
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It is this very notion of perspectives, or perhaps more correctly
stated, "multiple perspectives," which is sadly lacking in the rationales for teaching Asia and the Pacific examined. Multiple perspectivetaking can be defined as the ability ind willingness to consider issues
from the viewpoints of people whose cultures or value orientations
are different from our own. This lies at the core of the kind of education which is called for in the Prologue to Tlw Carnesie Report on
Ed:awl-ion (1986):

The world has become a more crowded, more inier-connected,
mow volatile, and more unstable place. If education cannot help
students see beyond themselves and better understand the interdependent nature of our world, each new generation will remain ignorant, and its capacity to live confidently and responsibly
will be dangerously diminished.

To paraphrase the ,lbove, if the study ot Japan helps our students see
beyond themselves and better understand the interdependent nature
ot our world, it is not just edicati m about Japan, it is simply good
educa tion.
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Internationalizing the Social Studies
Teacher Education Program:
Japan as a Case Study
Patricia E. Weiss
with contributions from:
Stephen Rose, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
and James Dick, University of Nebraska-Omaha

The decade of thc I980's will be remembered for the proliferation
of educational reform literature. fliis literature called for changes in
schooling in order to prepare students for the global chalknges of the
2Ist century. These reports Warned that America's educational failures, if not corrected immediately, would result in a nation that was
"at risk" of losing its competitive edge against overseas competitors.
Educators were taken to task tor not doing an adequate job of pre
paring students with the knowledge and skills to compete effectively
in the international marketplace. Schools of education were cited for
tailing to equip future teachers with the ability to internationalize the
learning experience in the classroom.
To assist schools of education seeking change, this chapter offers
a rationale tor internationalizing the preservic education curriculum
using Japan tIS a case study. Next, practical suggestions and innovative programs designed to infuse Japan-related topics and coursework into the middle/secondary level social studies preservice teacher

0I;
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certification curriculum will be explored. Finally, a brief discussion of
the need to internationalize the K-12 preservice curriculum in order
to extend Japan-focused curriculum development efforts beyond the
social studies, where Japan is primarily taught, will be presented.

The Need to Internationalize Preservice Training
Recent research on the level of international knowledge of teachers
indicates there are tremendous deficiencies in areas that pose significant barriers to implementing global education in the schools. The
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education estimated
that only tiye percent ot the nation's elementary and secondary teach-

ers had any academic preparation in international topics or issues.
At the preservice level, education majors were even less prepared in
international content than other college majors (Merrvfield 1990).
A national study of teacher education programs found little evidence that supported substantial coordination and integration across
general and professional studies (Edmundson 1990). Edmundson
noted that a major problem in educating teachers is the disconnected
nature of programs. She added that the disjuncture between general
and professional studies tells students that ;eneral studies are unrelated to their preparation for teaching, and that the content they
teach can be separated from consideratiims about how they will teach.

A studv of thirty teacher education programs acro,s the nation
( Merry field 1990) observed that preservice teachers were nol being
prepared to teach U.S. or world history with a globa! perspective.
Similarly, preseryice teachers were not being sensitized to the roles
of governmental organizations, multi-natiimEll corporatiom, and nongovernmental actors in their teacher preparation programs.
Responding to what is perceived as a national crisis, the National
Governors Association Task Force on International Education urged
all states to take initiatives to promote international education as part
of the basic education for all students. 'I be report stated that teachers,
as well as all college and university graduates, must know more about
international issues.

A Rationale for Japan Studies in the Preservice
Curriculum
While lapan is frequent topic (11 the elementary level kvhere students receive information on Japanese institutions and customs, this
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is not the case at the middle/secondary level. An examination of U.S.
secondary level social 3tudies textbooks reveals that the treatment of

Japan is limited, often contains errors, and is ethnocentric in the
treatment of U.S.-Japan relations (Japan-U.S. Textbook Study 1981).
This points to the need for university social studies methods instructors to devise an improved comprehensive teacher preparation program in Japan studies that will enable future middle/secondary social

studies teachers to expand the knowledge base of their students
through the introduction of mir, complex concepts and cross-cultural
skills (Walstad an:i Weiss 1991).
It is vital that future middle'secondary level social studies teachers
bring students beyond the simple awareness level of Japan that they
receive during their elementary preparation. Providing students with
a more sophisticated and Tper level of understanding about Japan
is a special problem for middle/secondary social studies teachers who
lack training in Asian and/or Japan studies. This situation has occurred
because most state certification standards for middle/secondary level
social studies programs require the bulk of preservice coursework in
U.S. history and government. The result has been a generation of
social studies teachers trained to teach and use textbooks, including
those used in world history courses, who lack an international perspective.
Currently, teacher education universities and colleges are studying
ways to implenwnt the recomme'ldations of the 1980's educational
reform rruwenwnts and internati inalize their preseryiee curriculum.
ln making thk decision, many universities have induded Japan as a
logical case study tor students needing to internatimalize their perspectives by k.arning about an eastern culture that is both familiar,
but signihcantly different from western-oriented MI tions. Second only
to the U.S. in (q...ollomic power, Japan and Ow United States now
share d special bilateral relationship characterized by increasingly
linked pohtical, cultural, environmental, and economic systems. As
tlw preeminent Ild tkm in the Pacitk Rim, it is important that Japan
rmvive dll important focus n the training of new teachers. A com-

prehensive K-12 intffnational studies curri.-uium that focuses on
111,111V nations inchiding Japan, will enabk, U.S. high school graduates
to be ,idequd itl repared to work in the increasingly interdependent

global society of the 21st century.
Using Japan as dli area ot focus for internationalizing the preservice
curriculum has many advdntages (Wojtan 1987):
Japan provides students with an examination of a culture from
dii eastern perspective.
f:
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As an economic superpower, Japan ranks riext to Canada as the
most important U.S. trading partner.
Japan provides an example of a nation that has modernized without excessive westernization.
The political and educational systems of Japan have been adapted
from the United States.

Japan provides an important multicultural dimension in which
cross-cultural perspectives can be explored.
However, understanding a nation as complex as Japan is not easy.
Misinformation regarding Japan, whether learned in school through
inaccurate textbooks or through the "hidden" or informal curriculum
on television and in newspaper/magazine stories, has led many Americans to perceive Japan as a threat rather than an international partner.
Because middle/secondary level social studies educators have the major responsibility for helping students understand the world, it is vital
that new teachers acquire a better understanding of Japan in order
to create an enlightened approach for discussing these cross-cultural
issues in their current events lessons.

Guide for Preservice Social Studies Instructors
What follows is a list of suggestions to middle/secondary social
studies teacher educators interested in infusing Japan studies into the
preservice curriculum. This is not meant to be exhaustive, but instead

represents, a list of what steps, programs, activities, iald strategies
have been useful. This list is based on successful efforts of the National
Precollegiate Japan Projects Network to provide preservice students
with an international perspective using Japan as a case study.
1. Review State Certification Requirements. Each state has a set

listing of requirements for certifying social studies majors. It is advisable to work with the state social studies consultant to insure that
global education and/or international studies is recognized as an important component of the social studies certification standards. Global
education is a comprehensive strategy in which all teachers should

receive training on methods and resources for implementation into
the total K-I2 curriculum. Focusing on Japan makes an excellent case
study for the social studies classroom.
2. Reviev the University Certification Program. It is important
to examine the total preparation of future social studies teachers. This
means reviewing courses taken by preservice students in the following areas: (I) general education coursework; (2) social studies certi-

fication coursework offered in the social science departments; and

'n
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(3) school of education coursework. In an effort to help integrate the
study of Japan into the total preservice curriculum, the Rocky Mountain Region Japan Project (RMRJP) works closely with teams of university faculty from departments of social sciences in the school of
liberal arts and sciences, and the school of education, to develop plans
to strengthen the international and cross-cultural training of preservice teachers.

3. Internationalize Coursework in the Social Studies Major.
While most social studies majors receive certification in U. S. history
and U.S. government, it is important to provide students with course-

work in areas outside an American Studies curriculum. The MidAmerica Japan in the Schools (MAPS) Program, for example, works
closely with the University of Kansas School of Education social studie:: teacher certification program. As part of the newly revised comprehensive ::ocia! studies endorsement at the middle/secondary level,
students take coursework in both American and World/Global studies. With careful planning, a social studies major can now enroll in
as many as twenty-four hours of Japan-related courses as part of the
general education and social science coursework. With these additional courses, new middle/secondary social studies teachers will have
a much better content background to prepare lessons that teach about
Japan and U.S.-Japan topics.
4. Work with Humanities and Social Sciences Departments. In
order to achieve the goal ot internationalizing the preservice curriculum, it is often necessary to review the course offerings by departments outside the education school. Social studies instructors can
improve the offerings for their majors through meetings with faculty

members in the departments that offer Japan-related coursework
taken by social studies majors. The MAPS Program has worked with
university faculty in the college of liberal arts and sciences to provide
resourcs and assistance in designing two new courses, "Education

in Japan" and "Economic :ssues of East Asia." These courses are
available to social studies majors as electives in the general education
requirement and the comprehensive socill studies major.
5. Implement an Early Advising System. It is vital to meet with
students as soon as they enter the university to help them plan their
total education program. Many universities only see their social studies majors after they complete the first two years of general education
coursework. The University ot Kansas offers social studies education
majors advising in their freshman year. In this way, preservice students can be encouraged to build a concentration of coursework on
Japan and Japan-related subjects.

0
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6. Participate in Study Abroad Programs. If preservice students
are to become knowledgeable about a nation and culture other than
the U.S., it is advisable that they participate in a study abroad program. Social studies advisors should encourage future teachers to
participate in a study abroad experience; this opportunity should be
built into the international studies curriculum offered to all social
studies majors. Almost all major universities have an office where
students can seek information on programs that offer opportunities
to study abroad. The National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network
members have additional listings on programs for college and secondary level students who are interested in a study abroad experience.
7. Utilize Existing Multicultural Education Course. All universities certifying education students must have a multicultural component as part of their education program. This course provides a
logical point to teach cross-cultural strategies that preservice students
can employ in the classroom to teach about Japan and U.S.-Japan
relationships. It is also useful to work with Japanese international
students on campus, or Japanese nationals in the community, who
can ofter education students opportunities to practice cross-cultural
technkjues that will help them learn about and, more importantly,
from the Japanese culture.

Japan as a Case Study in the Social Studies Method Course.
Petspectwef; iu, lapan: A Guule for Teachers offers methods instructors a

valuable resource to use with preservice students preparing to teach
about Japan. Fducators contributing to this publication have developed lessons and identified resources that integrate Japan and U.S.Japan topics into the social studies to a 110w students to view Japan
with cl new perspective. Currently, the MAJIS Program has adopted
cl Special focus on economic-related topics, while the RMRJP is working on (I project to provide educators with law-related lessons on

Japan and Japan-U.S. topics. Another valuable ,ource is the Fast
Asian Curriculum Project (FACP)
ot curriculum materials on
Japan. Special attention should be paid io the unit, Central Thew, far
a llint
lapatt. The themes allow preseryice students writing curriculum on Japan to focus their units around the following six ideas:
Cultural borrowingJapaniiation oi foreign ways
2. Social closeness and the primacy of ,,ocietv
3. Reid tion,; between the inward and ow ward economy
4. Inclination toward political and social stabilik'
5. Pursuit ot change/preservation ot cuitural values
h. Japan and the world
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Following is a list of strategies, offered by social studies methods
instructors participating in the MAPS Program, to integrate Japan
into the middle/secondary social studies methods course. Methods
instructors are encouraged to contact National Precollegiate
Japan
Projects Network m ,-;thers (see listing at the back of the hook) for
information on local-based opportunities, workshops, and
resources
that can be integrated into the preservice program.

1. The Global Education Curriculum
For social studies methods instructors, teaching about Japan
is most
often discussed within the global education curriculum. The field of
global education has matured to the point where there is a general
consensus about the purposes of global education and what teachers
need to know to teach global perspectives. Teachers need
knowledge
and understanding of cultural universals, cultural diversity, global
systems, and their interconnections between countries and indivkiuals. In addition, global issues and a global history that offers a perspective of the evolution of cultures, global systems, and
issues are
vital for preservice teacher preparation programs.
Instructors interested in revising and augmenting their
curriculum
might find the following works useful:
Schooling and Citizenship in a Global Age: An Exploration of
the Meaning and Significance of Global Education
Schooling for a Global Age

"The World We're Preparing Our Schoolchildren For"
"A New Look at an Old Idea: Core Curriculum"
An Attainable Global Perspective

"Defining a Global Education by Its Content"
"The Contemporary International System: A World in Transition"
(Full bibliographic information for the above sources can be found
in the References list at the end of this chapter.)
In October 1989, the National Council for the Social Studies
(NCSS)
adopted Social Studies within a Global Educatic:i as one recommended
scope and sequence for infusing global perspectives throughout the
social studies curriculum. This doLument synthesized
the main ideas
that had been developed during the last two decades,
and then specified the necessary content to develop global
perspectives. It states
that the social studies curriculum should reflect the
present and historical realities of a global society. To do this, it proposed four essential
elements of study in a global education. Social studies
methods instructors can find many ways to have their students develop
new or
review present curricula on Japan and U.S.-Japan topics
within each

Weiss
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of the four NCSS guidelines listed below. In addition, methods instructors should advise their students to take coursework outside
school of education that will provide preparation in the folloin ing
areas.

The Study of Systems - including the economic, political, ecological, and technological systems, which are pervasive in our interdependent world.
The Study of Human Values - both universal values defining
what it means to be human and culture specific values derived from
group membership.
The Study of Persistent Issues and Problems including peace
and security issues, national and international development issues,
local and global environromtal issues, and human rights issues.
The Study of Global History - focusing on the evolution of universal and diverse human values and, the historical development of
contemporary global systems, and the antecedent conditions and
causes of today's global issues.
2. Japan in the Social Studies Textbook
japan is traditionally taught as part of geography, world history,
or during the unit on World War II in U.S. history. Methods instructors can have their students identify the most widely used middle/

secondary level social studies textbooks in schools that cooperate with
the university's student teacher program. Then, students can evaluate
the accuracy of information about Japan. Students should be able to

note if material is inaccurate, out-of-date, and be able to identify
resources that they can use to supplement the text.
An interesting assignment for preservice students is to have them
review the Japan-U.S. Textbook Study. Students learn the important
role of the textbook in Japan in determining the social studies curriculum, the dilemmas faced by textbook authors and publishers, and
the roles of interest groups in shaping the content of textbooks. Students should be introduced to the role of the Japanese Ministry of
Education. Comparisons can be made with the role of individual state
and local boards of education in terms of setting education standards
and requirements. The following are additional suggested student
readings:
"The Hire ;hima Experience: Two Reflections"
"The Japanese History Textbook Controversy .
Can Learn From It"
"The Best Years of Their Lives"
"I low Japan Teaches Its Own History"

.

and What We

"Japanese Education and Its Implications for U.S. Education"
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3. Methods of Teaching about Japan
Teaching about Japan or any other nation requires teachers to select
appropriate teaching methods that will allow students to participate
in active learning. Rather than listening to a lecture and/or filling out
a worksheet (passive learning), students should be involved in activities that employ pedagogical methods that are useful in promoting
cross-cultural understanding. Students should develop and teach lesson plans to peers that demonstrate a variety of appropriate strategies
such as critical thinking skills in concept development, case studies,
issue analysis, conflict resolution, decision-making, experiential learning, exhibits, oral histories, cooperative learning, debates/fora, classroom travel simulations, role playing, field trips, etc. These strategies
are outlined in detail in most social studies methods texts.
4. Current Events
It is the responsibility of social studies teachers to bling the world
into the classroom so that students understand the complex issues in
newspapers and on television. Social studies instructors working with
National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network members are teaching
their preservice students to analyze and teach U.S.-Japanese international events from a cross-cultural perspective. Methods instructors
might consider having their students read selected translated newspaper editorials On a common issue/topic in the World Press magazine
or the Japan Times (in English) newspaper, collect and examine cartoons, or analyze news-clips from television programs. Many areas
of the United States receive, via cables television, "Today's Japan",
the NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) daily news program from
Japan via WGBH in Boston. It is also useful to introduce students to

appropriate teaching methods that facilitate the discussion of the

many complex value-laden U.S.-Japan issues.
5. Preview Print and Media Resource Materials
Each member of the National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network
has a library of curriculum materials that social studies methods instructors can utilize in the classroom. Preservice students should be
able to preview a variety of resources including print, media, and
computer materials. It is also valuable to identify any holdings in the
university and area school district libraries to determine if they are
ethnocentric, biased, or contain outdated images that do not reflect
life in contemporary Japan.
6. Develop Curriculum on Japan

If the methods course is to become a model for training future
teachers to internationalize the middle/secondary social studies curriculum, preservice students should be required to develop units and

S
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lessons using a nation like Japan as a case study. After the units are
checked for content accuracy. students can peer teach, edit for errors,
and then save the material for use during student teaching. Methods

instructors should consider submitting the best units/lessons to the
National Clearinghouse for U.S.-Japan Studies. (See listing in the
National Precollegiate Japi,n Projects Network). Below is a partial list
of ideas for lesson and unit plans:
a) utilize critical thinking skills in concept development or valueanaly.,is lessons related to Japan and U.S.-Japan issues;
b) develop Japan-related case studies that allow students to participate
actively in issue analysis, decision-making, role playing, conflict resolution, or the practice of cross-cultural skills, using cooperative learning;
c) prepare different Japan culture kits that allow students to examine,

compare, and draw conclusions about the following: historical artifacts, school life, the home, food, popular culture, daily necessities/
economic products and U.S. products sold in Japan;
d) involve students in experiential learning such as study abroad
programs and the U.S.-Japan Senate Scholarship Program (administered through Youth For Understanding);
e) interview Japanese exchange students or local students who have
participated in Japan exchange programs on their perception of U.S.Japan cross-cultural issues;

f) develop oral history reports with Japanese and Japanese-American
community rnembers;
g) identify community resourc(s on Japan and develop Japanese cultural exhibits in the school/community, or simulate a travel abroad
experience to the sister city/state in Japan;
h) hold a U.S.-Japan trade fair highlighting the products traded between the state/region and Japan;
i) conduct class field trips to local Japanese owned businesses or art
nuiseums housing Japanese collections; and
j) work with, or help establish a Japan sister city or sister school
rehitionship.
7. identify Campus Resources on Japan

Many universities have Centers for international Studies and/or
East Asian Studies that can offer a variety of resources. These centers
often bring in guest speakers and sponsor programs in which pres-

ervice students can participate. Contact the direewr to get On the
mailing list and post notices of important events for preservice students; these lectures and programs are not just for East Asian Studies

majors. Visit the centers to collect information on faculty/student

2'
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study-abroad opportunities, as well as materials and speakers that
preservice students can incorporate into their curriculum projects.
8. Japan-Affiliated Community Resources
Often the community has a wealth of untapped resources that preservice students can discover and use during their student teaching
experience. Lists of such resources can be obtained from the regional
offices of the Consulates General of Japan. These offices have many
free print and video materials that teachers can borrow. The Consulates will also provide information on sister city/state committees,
the Japanese Chamber of Commerce, or local Japanese-American Citizens Leagues.
9. Other Community/State Resources
Each state has a number of organizations that are affiliated with
Japan. Most religious, cultural, ai ,. service groups can often provide
speakers from Japan and other nations. Lists of Japanese businesses
in your state as well as state firms located in Japan can be obtained
from your state department of economic development or commerce.
Information from these firms can be used in a variety of social studies
lessons.
10. Inviting a Guest Speaker/Teacher
There are many teachers who have participated in a variety of Japan

study-abroad programs who make excellent guest speakers in the
methods class. Lists of these teachers can be obtained from members
of the National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network. Each of these
teachers can provide preservice students with examples of curriculum
that they have developed for use with their students. It is a good idea
to identify and use these educators as cooperating teachers for preservice students interested in teaching about Japan.
11. Interdisciplinary Units
Teaching preseryice students the benefits of interdisciplinary team
teaching and cross-curricular planning is a skill that should not be
reserved only for the ekmentary major. An important component of
learning involves the synthesis of information from all disciplines.
Middle schools often combine language arts with social studies. Preservice social studies teachers need to see the opportunities that can
come from introducing students to a whole school project on Japan
that involves art, music, literature, math, science, physical education

games, and the social sciences. There are many suggestions from
experienced teachers who have designed Japan cultural fairs. Contact
the National Clearinghouse for U.S.-Japan Studies for information.
Internationalizing the Student Teaching Experience. Because of

the importance of the student teaching experience, it is vital that
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universities consider where and with whom to place social studies
preservice students. Teacher training institutions need to be assured
that they will be able to place student teachers in districts that have
cross-cultural training to facilitate the preservice student who is interested in teaching about Japan. Cooperating teachers should include
those who have traveled to Japan or have attended in-service training
on Japan and U.S.-Japanese topics. Universities should also consider
offering international locations for students interested in teaching
abroad. The MAPS Program has worked with student teachers placed
in Department of Defense schools in Japan.
While this chapter has focused on methods of internationalizing
the middle/secondary social studies curriculum using Japan as a case
study, the overarching goal should include an effort to strengthen
the international dimensions of the total K-12 teacher education program. It is vital that the entire school of education work to provide
K-12 certification with an international perspective for all preservice
students. Faculty interested in seeking funds should begin working
with the university grant development office to identify potential
funding urces such as the U.S. Office of Education and the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education. Attempts should
be made to exchange faculty and students from overseas universities,
including those in Japan. Faculty should be aware of the following
opportunities to study in Japan: sister university exchange programs;
the Fulbright Faculty Fellowships; the Japan Foundation Study-Tour;
and the Keizai Koho Center Fellowships. In addition, members of the
National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network offer travel/study programs.

Care should be taken to provide an interdisciplinary approach to
internationalizing the preservice program. Efforts to internationalize
the curriculum using Japan as a case study are taking plice in areas
such as law-related education, foreign language, international education, science, and agricultural education. Working to help preservice students understand a culture as dynamic and exciting as
Japan's will help future citizens as they prepare to meet the challenges
of the 21st century.

Note
The author wishes to thank Ittuniko Y. Yamamoto, Associate Professor of
East Asiar. Languages and Cultures, and Akira Yarnarnoto, Professor of An-
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thripology and Linguistics at The University of Kansas, and Linda S. Wojtan,
Co-coordinator, National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network, for their insightful comments and suggestions.
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In-Service Workshops
Roberta Martin

Any session that involves a formal presentation for classroom teachers on content, materials, or model lessons can fall under the category
of an "in-service workshop." In our experience, however, the two
most effective types of in-service workshops are:

a) materials review workshop: devoted exclusively to exposing
teachers to the variety of resources that exist for the classroom; an..1
b) content workshop: featuring a topical presentation, preferably
by a Japan specialist, i.ullowed by discussion of relevant teaching
approaches and materials.
Each of these workshops can be extremely u ;eful. Both workshop
models viill be discussed separately below, wit) greater detail provided for the content workshop only because it is the more complicated to execute successfully.

Materials Review Workshop
Even in a state where much education on Japan has already taken
place, a good review of resources can alert teachers to new or overlooked classroom items that will give an added spark to a unit on
Japan. For new teachers, or where education about Japan is new to
the curriculum, a review of resources is essential in preventing "reinvention of the wheel."

0 't
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When? A materials workshop is most appropriate for a short time
slot of an hour or two. It therefore fits well as a) an afterschool session,
b) a session in a general social studies conference, or c) the concluding
period of an all-day content workshop on Japan.
Which Materials? The core of any materials presentation should
focus on the large variety of supplementary materials on all aspects
of Japanese culture, economy, and history, available from non-profit
organizations, such as the Joint Council on Economic Education,
Youth for Understanding, and from university centers. Many of fne
curriculum packets on Japan contain a great mixture of units which
only the most experienced teachers may have had a chance to read
through; the presenter might choose one or two such units buried in
the middle of a 100-page collectione.g., making a plasticized model
of the Japanese islands; producing a kabuki play with fourth graders
and make special reference to them.
New resources appear each year from commercial and non-profit
groups, along with new travel and exchange prograi, is, often justifying an annual materials update. Since any such session will include
both seasoned teachers and new recruits, however, an "update"
should always include review of the core materials, as well as the
newly published items. In order to avoid boring teachers who have
attended previous sessions, the presenter can choose different lessons
to highlight in the standard collections and can encourage discussion
of how the same materials have been used in different classrooms.
It is essential that all materials presented be readily accessible published materials that can be ordered by participants as soon as they
leave the workshop. Personal lesson materials usually lose their appeal as soon as the enthusiasm of the author is left behind at the
workshop.

The Presenter. It is important that the person conducting the
workshop be very familiar with the field and able to speak about
materials for a variety of levels and contexts. If the presenter is familiar

only with the materials used in his or her classroom, then it would
be better tor the presenter to offer an adaptation of the content or
topical workshop, concentrating on something the presenter does
well in the classroome4;., "How I Teach Japanese Geography at
the Fourth Grade Level." Reference to other resources can be incluued
in such a presentation, but the session does not pretend to be a
comprehensive review of all that is available for teaching about Japan
at the K-12 level.
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Content Workshop
At the heart of the content workshop is a presentation by a Japan
specialist On a topic or topics that are central to the curriculum On
Japan. One aspect of Japan's history, geography, culture, or economic
development can be selected as the focus of the workshop or, if time
permits, an overview of Japan's history and culture can be presented,
highlighting central thernes that are important.
When and for How Long? A good content workshop can be done
in an hour or over a one- or two-week summer period; the longer the
time period.. the greater the number of topics or depth possthle. The
crucial factor is that the several format components listed below be
included.
Reasonably, no one should be asked to relocate just for a one hour

session, so any rneeting kss than a three/four hour, half-day workshop should be conducted only as an in-school meeting or as a session
of a general social studies conference.
The Format. Whatever the topic(s) chosen, the specialist must

keep in mind two questions: 1) what is important for a teacher to
know about this topic for his or her own background? and 2) what,
in review, are the main points that should be drawn out for the
student?
The session should consist of three parts. These can be combined
at the discretion of the presenter(s), but will most often be sequential:
1) the conamt presentation on the topic by a Japan specialist;

2) a review of the key points or issues that must be brought out
when covering the topic with students (a useful component even for
experienced teachers familiar with the subject matter, providing them
with new ways of organizing and presenting the material);
3) a presentation of one or more classroom curriculum units that
can be used to teach about the topic; and
4) (optional) a five-minute sample of a good audio-visual resource
related to the topic, when available.
When relevant, presenters should specifically address the tensions
in U.S.-Japan relations and ask how, in teaching about the topic under
consideration, teachers might take an approach that will promote
critical thinking and understanding.
For Whom? A number of issues should be taken into consideration
when deciding what audience would be bust served by a workshop
on Japan. Who teaches about Japan in the state? Is Mstruction on
Japan encouraged in the common state sequence or by mandated
requirements: i.e., world history or world cultures at the 9th-lUth
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grade level, world geography or major civilizations at the 6th-7th
grade level, communities around the world at the 3rd grade level, or
at all grade levels through an "infusion approach"? If it is, then the
potential audience for a workshop is much larger than it is where
Japan is taught only by a devoted and knowledgeable, but relatively
quite small, group of converts.
If there is an obvious place for Japan in the curriculum at both the
elementary and secondary levels, the choice becomes one of offering
different programs for each level or of presenting one program serving
both levels. Mixing K-5 teachers with 6-12 teachers usually dilutes the
value of the workshop for both groups, because the goals and style
of the curriculum is usually quite different at these two levels. Where
possible, two different workshops should be offered, or in a full-day
workshop on Japan where different sessions can be offered simultaneously, the two groups can be accommodated in parallel programs.
If a content session is to be offered for all teachers grades K-12,
then the topic(s) chosen should be relevant to the curriculum at all
grade levels: e,g., Japan's geography and its implications; the Japanese language; highpoint,; of Japanese history; family and group in
Japan. Separate materials presentations can then be offered in breakout sessions for the elementary and middle/secondary levels, respectively.

With Whom? How to Attract an Audience. There are as many
patterns for teacher workshops as there are states. In some state,, it
is the state education department itself that periodically sponsors inservice workshops, attracting a substantial audience through established channels. In other states it is the councils for social studies, at
either the state or loo. I levels, that are most effective in attracting an
audience for a full-day session on Japa., or a week-long summer
program. Coordination with such established channels for in-service
programming is crucial if the largest potential audience is to be
reached.
Co-sponsors.

A compelling argument for the inclusion of co-spon-

sors is made by linda Wojtan in "Advice From an Expert: So You
Want to Have a Workshop on Japan" (Forum Newsletter of the United
Stat('4-lapan Foundation 1 (Spring 1986.)) The section on co-sponsors is
reproduced below.
It at all possibk, include cosponsors and cooperating organizations when arranging Your workshop. This should be done as
early as possible so that the cooperating agencies are involved in
the planning and implementation of the workshop. You might
question the wisdom of this strategy. For example, does a uni-
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versity-based East Asian outreach program need cosponsors?
Won't these cosponsors complicate things? The answer to both
questions is "yes," and the reasons behind that answer deserve
an explanation.

First, enough cannot be said on beilalf of including cosponsors
and cooperating institutions. Think of the potential positive spinoff and the economies of scale that can be achieved by combining

the cooperative elements. By loperating with others, you are,
in a sense, devolving ownership of the project to them
a key
factor if you plan to have your efforts extend beyond the singular
workshop and sustain themselves. Also, keep in mind that cooperating groups can provide valuable assistance. Beyond simple
monetary contributions, they can provide speakers, use of meeting space and audiovisual equipment, and most importantly, access to their membership. Such access might include use of a
mailing list and space in their newsletter for the announcement
of your workshop and dissemination of your project materials.
Secondly, yes, cosponsors will complicate matters. The more actors involveli, the greater will be your task of constantly coop-

erating and communicating with all. But it is worth the effort.
Without s'ich eflocts Your well-planned workshop might turn out
to be a %Nell-executed one-time effort as opposed to a series of
sustained activities enjoying the cooperation and encouragement
of a number of groups. Therefore, the success of your works! t op
depends upon the extent to which You are able to share ownership
with other agencies able to maintain your enthusiasm, energy,
and effort.

Which Teachers Will Come and When? Organizations with established in-service experie ace can also provide advice on which
teachers will come and when. Do local districts have a policy of releasing teachers from class for a full-day workshop? (As a rule, sub-

urban districts will, but urban districts will not.) l the district will
not release teachers for a workshop scheduled on a school day, will
teachers attend

d

Saturday workshop?

How many teachers normally attend summer programs? Is this
number a fair representation of the total number of teachers in the
state teaching about Japan? If not, is it more advisable to offer a series
of one-day workshops during the academic year? Would more teach-

ers be reached in this way, relative to the staff time and money invested in conducting the workshop?
The Cost. The fee chars,ed for the workshop should he adequate
to cover the cost of duplit ation for one or more units for class use,
so teachers will have the incentive to carry the topic to the classroom.
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Selections from published and tested materials should be duplicated,
not incomplete or blurred handouts which lose their allure once the
workshop is over.
Evaluation. At the conclusion of the workshop, participants
should be asked to complete written evaluation forms, commenting
on how useful the workshop was to them. For future planning, it is

also helpful to have teachers note on the forms which aspects in
teaching about Japan are most difficult for theme.g., interesting
teenagers in the curriculum, adequate time to cover the required material, obtaining current information? Alternative approaches to dealing with these challenges can be presented in subsequent workshops.

Implementation
Noted master teacher Elgin Heinz in Planning a Teacher Workshop on
Japan (ERIC/ChESS 1980, ED 213 641) provides many useful ideas. A

design checklist and implementation checklist have been excerpted
from his book. The design checklist should help planners focus on
the overall goals and ultimate configuration of the workshop. The
implementation checklist comprises a management tool, providing
guidance in delegating staff time and project resources:

Design Checklist
Goals of sponsoring organizations.
Expectations and possible needs of participants.
Background of participants, particularly whether they have attended previous workshops and done a particular simulation.
Striking a balance between experiential and more passive exercises.

Special features and limitations of setting, particularly if the workshop is held at a museum or special meeting site.
Inclusion of a variety of audiovisual materials and availability of
these aids to teachers.
Participants' expectations regarding further advice and materials
necessary to replicate an exercise in their own classrooms.

Special talents or features of the organizations sponsoring the
workshop----for example, guest speakers, panels of students, or guests
from the culture featured.
The overall flow of the program, leaving time for coffee breaks,
discussion and questions, and perusal of any book or artifact display.
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An evaluation elementtime and a means for participants to
assess the workshop.

If possible, an introduction to the food of the culturea lunch
or snacks should be provided with an explanation of each dish; list
the recommended restaurants in the area.

Implementation Checklist
Construct a timeline for completing various tasks, always leaving
one more week for completion than initially estimated.
Estimate costs on a preliminary budget, with categories for publicity, rental of space and audiovisual equipment, printing, and honoraria for guest speakers.
Make an equipment and supplies list, including spare projector
bulbs and batteries.
Keep a record of all correspondence and memos; although guest
speakers are bcst contacted by phone or in person, be sure to confirm
in writing what you agree to, from subject matter of presentation to
the honorarium.

Decide in advance upon room arrangements and who will be
responsible for setup.
Make a chart of staff responsibilities, both for the workshop itself
and pre-workshop duties; discuss these individually.
In designing the evaluation form, be sure that it reflects the over-

all goals of the workshop and gives participants an opportunity to
suggest improvements for future workshops.
Wherever possible, have written materials available which will
enable paticipants to recreate exciting sessions in their own classrooms and will refresh their memories after the workshop has ended.
A short annotated bibliography is also helpful in this regard.
A teachers' workshop on Japan can be an extremely effective vehicle
for sharing cultural information and enhancing teaching. Careful program design and attention to detail can help ensure that these goals
are met.
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Summer Institutes in the
United States
Kathleen Woods Masalski
and Linda S. Wojtan

For most educators, the lazy, hazy days of summer afford an opportunity to explore foreign lands, obtain advanced degrees, and
attend summer institutes or seminars. An extended summer institute
(typically one or two weeks in length) on P.pan provides an ideal
format for an in-depth cultural exploration. Such an experience, however, requires careful orchestration. This chapter describes the plan-

ning, execution, and follow-up necessary to insure a useful

experience.
Initially, two considerations require attentionwhy is the summer

institute being held and who is the target audience? It is impossible
to suggest which should be answered first because curriculum conditions vary widely across the country and further, the topics relate
in a synergistic fashion.

Laying the Groundwork
When determining the purpose of the summer institute, it is important to analvre various motivations. Are you simply trying to
create (11Varenes, or are vou planning to expand the participants'
previously-established knowledge base? Along with knowledge, are
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you interested in encouraging participants to apply in pairs or in a
team so that more elaborate and sustained efforts can be achieved?
(Note that the team approach with its ramifications for consensus,
team building and cooperation, provides an interesting cultural parallel to the society that is being explored). It is important to note too,
that participants, once chosen, are treated as individuals with the
program even if married couples are chosen. Making this clear from
the beginning will save headaches later. More importantly, are resources available to sustain the interest and involvement of the participants after the institute or is information available about other
agencies and organizations that are able to provide those resources?
Identifying the target audience presents a set of challenges. Perhaps
the best place to start is with an examination of the local curriculum
along with state mandates. Are there any specific recommendations

in the curriculum for teaching about the topic of your institute? Any
logical entry points? After a niche or two is located, it is then a simple
matter to focus on the appropriate course or discipline as well as
grade level or levels.
The length of the institute on Japan depends in large part on the
goals that are set clrly in the planning stages. Is the institute intended
as an in-depth opportunity for teachers to immerse themselves in the
intensive study of the culture? Or is it proposed as a quick enrichment
course for teachers who need to be updated about Japan? Only a three

or four week institute will satisfy the needs of those who desire the
former, whereas a "one-weeker" (five to seven days) can provide the
necessary jolt for teachers who cannot attend longer sessions. An
excellent model for the longer institute has been developed by the
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) program. A conversation with a former or current project director, or with teachers who
have attended more than one of these institutes, will help immeasurably during the planning stages. Also, check with a department of
education at a college or university near you, for they often conduct
one-week workshops or institutes, and might have helpful advice to
offer.
One of the questions to consider is what time of the summer is best

for teachers. This is especially important for the longer institutes. In
tact, no particular time during the summer seems to satisfy everyone,
but the climate of the region helps determine the calendar. Much will
depend upon when students are dismissed for summer vacations.
Some institutes can be scheduled for mid-June, while others, in New
England for instance, are better planned for July. Very few institutes
are scheduled to begin in August, regardless of location.
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directors of short institutes like to catch teachers immediately
after
leave the classroom for summer vacation. Since more and
more states are requiring that teachers earn annual credit units toward
salary increases, some teachers are eager to get those credits on paper
as soon as possible. Others prefer to have a little breathing space both

after teaching and before going back in the fall. Very few prefer to
have a mid- or late-August session just before school begins. One
highly-successful institute of seven days' duration, however, was held
during several summers over a weekend that spanned July and August.
Although overall funding and budgeting will be examined later, an

important initial consideration iswill attendees have to incur a cost?
Once such costs, if any, are established, they should appear on all
announcements and application materials. Most institutes require

some form of cost-sharing on the part of the home institution or
individual participants. Options include the cost of transportation to
and from the seminar, release time during the year for follow-up visits

and presentations to other teachers, and various commitments for
curricular change and in-service training.
Conversely, will stipends be offered for participation in the institute? If so, the numbers of those who can participate will increase.
A fairly typical rate for stipends seems to be $50.00 a day, $250.00 a
week, $1,000.00 for four weeks. These are not huge amounts, but
they do make it possible for some teachers to feel less uncomfortable

about not finding an additional job for the two months during the
sumnwr.
Next, there is the question of selection. Will local school systems,
supervisors, or superintendents be asked to nominate or recommend
candidates, or will there be a competitive selection procedure? If the

latter is chosen, then clear guidelines have to be established and a
selection committee has to be constituted and convened.
Advertising the institute is critical. It cannot begin too early! Initial
press releases, fliers, and brochures, should go out by the first of the
calendar year, especially if the deadline is in early spring. Networking
and economies of scale are the hallmarks of this process. While targeted mailing lists and pressure sensitive labels are useful, note the
cost of a first class mailing. If a bulk mailing strategy is selected,
remember that the cost reduction is offset by a delay in processing
the mai:. One effective way to disseminate information is to utilize
the vehicles of others. Notices in various newsletters, professional
journals and school district mailings, while entailing minimal effort
and cost, can yield a tremendous response. Keep in mind that contact
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with private schools in your area will usually require additional networking and channels.

Co-sponsorship
Some consideration should be given to co-sponsorship. if you are
on a college campus, will the school of education, the East Asian
Studies Center, the continuing education center, the school of business or other departments be involved? Co-sponsorship definitely
complicates the plahning process, but it should also strengthen the
institute. Involving the co-sponsors early in the planning process will
insure that they have an opportunity to contribute their expertise and
develop a sound working relationship.
Since educators are the target of the institute, perhaps school districts would like to co-sponsor the institute. Additionally, community
groups such as the local Japan-America Society or, a Japanese sister
city, Japanese cultural or business group might be interested in joining
your efforts. Beyond sponsorships, there are issues of true collabo.
ration. Involving co-sponsors through meetings, correspondence, and
presentations insures a commitment and a sense of ownership.
In addition, there is an opportunity tor networking with oth organizations and groups concerned with enhancing the teaching in
Japan. Any of the projects in the National Precollegiate Japan Projects
Network can provide materials as well as the names and addresses
of offices that will send quantities of catalogues, resource lists, maps,
lessons, newsletters and other useful materials. These materials can
be assembled in thick resource packets for all participants or left for
individuals to collect during the institute registration.
Some organizations will send display book copies or audio-visual
items for preview. A display and preview room is useful for disseminating information about materials. A video tape player and monitor,
slide projector, and other equipment sl «mid be left in the room so
that educators can preview materials during breaks in their schedule.
Additionally, some preview time should be included in the schedule,
so that teachers can have the benefit of their peers' evaluations of
materials.

Attention to Detail
The format of the instihte will be determined in large part by its
length. In general, those who attend a five-day program will expect
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the agenda to be packed with activities from start to finish. Spreading

the short institute out over seven rather than five days helps to alleviate an overly-burdened schedule, allowing more time for reflection
on pedagogical implications. If important goals are to be accomplished

during the one-week institute, however, a tightly packed schedule
will be needed to accommodate the various topics to be covered.
A four-week institute, simply because of its length, deserves additional planning. If the institute immediately follows the school year,
teachers may tire early in the program. Your timing of events can
help tremendously in sustaining momentum without overburdening
the participants. Consider a variety of techniques to accomplish this.
Including field trips can help vary the pace and introduce a new
dimension into the program. There are often many opportunities for
field trips, depending, of course, on the focus of the institute. Not
only museums are worthy of such visits. A number of Japanese companies have opened plants in the U.S. and the executive officers are
usually only too happy to provide tours of the facilities and discussions if their offices are contacted well in advance.
Ask the participants at the end of the first week to volunteer suggestions for changes. Following their suggestions can help alleviate
many problems.

Staffing the Institute
It is assumed that teachers were involved in the initial planning of
the institute and will be involved throughout. The issue of designating

"master teachers," however, is a controversial one, and should be
thoroughly discussed before assigning the roles to anyone. At a recent
meeting of NEH project directors, the consensus wi.s that such designations interfered with the congenial atmosphere to which directors
- institutes aspired. Regardless, teachers must be involved in those

areas where they have the most expertise, notably pedagogy demonstrations.
Another assurnption is that Japanese nationals will be involved.
The question is, what role will they play? This will depend in large
part upon your proximity to, and your relationship with, members
of the Japanese community. With more and more Japanese companies
locating in the United States, opportunities to involve native Japanese
in programs are increasing. Officers of companies, company wives,
faculty and graduate students at nearby universities, are frequently
eager to get involved either in planning, speaking, demonstrating, or
offering tours. Two panel discussions were presented at a New Eng-
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land institute not long ago: one, on "Nihonjin-ron" (What It Means
to be Japanese), included faculty and graduate students and was wellreceived by the audience. The other, on the role of the Japanese
housewife in the education of her children, left the audience frustrated. Why? The teachers found it difficult to understand the ne...
comers' English. Having an interpreter available salvaged the
discussion.

Including Japanese nationals in your program can raise another
issue. Who is paid and for what? Formal presentations are rewarded
with honoraria. But what is appropriate upon a visit to a company
or the inclusion of non-academics in your program? Frequently, a gift
is sufficient. Oft-appreciated gifts include items from the local area,
especially those that indicate where they were produced.

Pedagogy versus Content
Another important planning issue is the balance between pedagogy
and content or background material for teachers. While inspirational
lecturers and high-powered content briefings are expected and enjoyed, most educators expect to spend some time focusing on classroom considerations, including lesson demonstrations, pedagogy
discussions, and audio-visual and cupplementary materials preview.
Seminars conducted by the Great Lakes Japan-in-the-Schools Program
and the Midwest Program for Teaching about Japan have tended to
give roughly equal program time to both classroom material sessions
and content sessions. The mix and balance will be an individual institute decision, reflecting the needs of participants.
Whatever content mix is decided upon, the individual set;sions
should model the enhanced pedagogy that is being encouraged. Few
participants relish the thought of sitting through three hours of lectures every morning. Encourage presenters to use small group discussion and other interactive technkjues in their sessions. Suggest
and make use of audio-visual materials when appropriate.

Credit
If graduate credit is offered, materials should be sent to teachers
in advance. Course registration can take place at check-in time, however. Advance arrangements must be made with a nearby college or
university. The department chosen to work with is up to the institute
planners, but in general, departments of education and/or continuing
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education promise to be the most cooperative, because they have
experience in handling similar requests. The actual number of contact

hours that the 'students' will spend with the presenters must be
determined, so that an appropriate amount of credits can be assigned.
Another important detail to be attended to concerns those teachers
who hope to earn salary credits based on contact hours. Simply notifying the superintendent of schools of the hours allows him or her

to determine the value of the institute in terms of salary credits.
Requirements of the course must be made clear to everyone in advance and should be spelled out to the superintendent.
This raises the question of assignments. Again, the institute's goals
w:I! determine the answers to related questions. Will the institute
simply give the audience new information? Or, more than that? Will
a product b:2 expected from each of them? Would that product best
b assembled during the confines of the institute, or do the teachers

need more timesay six months to a year to create it and try it out
in their classrooms? Is the purpose of the institute to prepare teachers
to go back into their classrooms better able to implement an alreadyprescribed curriculum? These factors will shape the decisions about
assignments.

Budgeting
At different times throughout the planning process, the question
of finances will arise. It is important to raise at least the majority of
funds before planning is completed and the institute is conducted.
Fund-raising and institute management are both very difficult and
demanding activities. While assembling co-sponsors, however, there
may be opportunities to seek some funds or in-kind contributions.
For example, a co-sponsoring Japanese cultural group may donate
their talents and provide a koto concert along with explanations for
institute participants. Similarly, a local Japanese restaurant may reduce its charge for a special institute banquet and a company may
donate notebooks and tote bags.
Summer institutes typically require subsbntial funding, often from

agencies such as the National Endowment for the Humanities or
Japan-focused projects or foundations. Before approaching these
agencies, a tentative budget is helpful. (Comparing notes with others
who have conducted similar institutes will help highliyht those small,

but important items, such as refreshment breaks.) No matter how
accomplished the staff's accounting acumen is, things c,me up, situations arise, that no one planned. Anticipate these things by in-
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cluding a contingency fund of several hundred dollars. Any funds
not expended during the institute can be used for follow-up activities.

Media Coverage
No matter what the size of the budget or the scope of the institute,
good things will happen. Why not share these with others? Coverage
by the print and electronic media will help guarantee that others will
not only know of the institute, but also appreciate the importance of
the topic. Follow up initial press releases with calls to local television
and radio stations inviting them to attend discussion sessions, interview participants, and query lecturers. Japan is in the national news;
capitalize on that tact and get the local media involved in the institute.
In addition, arrangements might be made for various sessions, demonstrations, and events to be video taped. These tapes can be used
by local school districts and cable television stations. The tape: can
also be used in follow-up activities and to recruit participants for the
next institute or workshop.

Residency: Home Away from Home
Have vou required that all participants be in-residence? That can
make a big difference when arranging the agenda. Providing a suite
in a dormitory where teachers can informally gather to work on projects or simply rehash the days' events can nwan the difference between frustration with the prograrn and positive attitudes toward it.
Most institutes are uttered on college campuses, with all that dormitory living implies. Wherever possible, it is best to arrange for single

rooms. Putting all the men on one floor, all the women on another,
helps when assigning bathroom facilities. Obviously, thu importance
ot air-conditioning varies from location to location. Talk with those
who have taught summer school on the campus where the institute's
participants will be housed, in order to have a good idea ot what to
expect.

Organizational details, such as providing room fans (or at least
warning participants that they shouki bring them along), may seem
incidental, but are actually very important. Consider offering a tour
of the campus at check-in time, highlighting those buildings where
participants will spend most of their time. Handing them folders with
information on the community in which the campus is housed will
help them to feel at honw, whether it is for a week or a month.
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Include in that folder other reassuring details: parking permits with
directions to parking lots; information about laundry, communica-

tions, computer and emergency care facilities; and the first week's
menu, which should include a vegetarian alternative.

Opening the Institute
Making teachers feel comfortable at your institute is important not
only in terms of money, facilities, and organization, but also in other
important ways. Welcoming participants is a large part of the organ-

izer's job, and once the correspondence phase is past, the time to
begin is when participants arrive. Plan your opening reception (after
check-in) as a time to help people relax. Having all major faculty/
presenters there emphasizes that people are truly working together
and assures participants that they are part of a worthwhile endeavor.
This is a time for brief introductions, informal conversations, food
and drink. Japanese beer, hot or cold sake, and barley tea are good
conversation pieces, as are Japanese snacks (r'.ce crackers, etc.). All
are available at stores that feature products from Asia.

Recognition
Participants and their contributions to the institute should be rewarded as well. Press releases to local newspapers frequently result
in feature stories about the hometown teacher who spends his or her
summer in an activity that leads to revitalized 'aching. A letter to
the superintendent of schools, curriculum specialist, or department
head (with a copy to the teacher) is generally appreciated, especially
if at least part of that letter is personalized.
Small "gr, duation awards" or certificates of recognition :an be
handed out at the final meeting. These might be humorous or halfserious: an idea might be to name each of the participants for one of
the tamous personages studied in the course of the institute. Inexpensive certificates are available clt local stationery stores or in most
desk-top publishing software packages.
Such details help to continue the tone set right from the beginning.
To promote community spirit, some institute leaders design special
.1-shirts to sell to participant. In keeping with this intent, they arrange
tor group photographs; plan for Japanese-style cooperative meals
(prepared by presenters and participants alike); and organize an enjoyable evening of karaoke, which all(m's everyone to use a microphone to sing along with recorded music.
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Evaluation
Be sure to plan on an outside evaluator when setting up the budget.
A number of people have established themsel,,es in consulting roles

and a call to educational institutions in the area will give some idea
of who might be contacted for these services. If that approach is not
satisfactory, contact one of the program officers : the National Endowment for the Humanities for a recommendation. They require
such evaluators, and can offer suggestions.
Do not rely entirely upon outsiders. Before the institute begins, in
cooperation with teachers, draw up an evaluation tool that will serve
the institute's purposes. Since you best know your goals, it should
be fairly easy to construct an instrument that will help to measure
whether those goals are being met. Be sure to include questions about
individual sessions and activities as well as general, open-ended ones,

such as, "What was the most worthwhile aspect of the institute?"

Broadening and Deepening the Experience
It's over. . . at least for the time being. The "graduation ceremony/
farewell" has been held, room keys (as appropriate) have been collected, projects turned in, am overyone is heading home, satisfied
that good work has been done. But it is not over, much more must
be accomplished to make the experience a worthwhile one.
Follow-up sessions can take many forms, depending upon the institute's purposes: instructional, motivational, or both. The point is,
they are essential to running a good institute. They can be used to
allow the participants to return to a library or a resource center to do
work on their own at their convenience. They can be organized for
the entire group and feature speakers on subjects you were not able
to cover--at all, or in sufficient depthduring the main part of the
institute. They can serve as additional field trips to off-campus places
of interest to the group and appropriate to their study.
Remembering that the institute's goal is to improve the teaching
.

about Japan in U.S. classrooms, it might be best to use the time during

the follow-up si.ssions to work on curriculum. This can be an opportunity to bring in teachers from outside the institute to demonstrate model lessons, or, to allow teachers from the summer institute

to explain their attempts to integrate what they learned into their
classrooms. Good demonstrations do not always feature successful
lessons: sometimes introducing a project and telling what did not
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work with it is an excellent way to elicit discussion from teachers
eager to enhance their teaching experiences.
One model for follow-up sessions includes a one-week seminar
during the following summer. This is a time for teachers to return to
campus for many of the same purposes listed above; however, the
main purpose is to allow teachers to "walk" their colleagues through
the lessons or activities they !lave developed as a result of the previous

summer's institute. Their lessons may be presented for the entire
group, or the group may be divided into sub-groups according to
grade level or topic.
If the above is part of the plan, it is important to request that teachers

arrive with enough copies for everyone or to arrange to duplicate
tne appropriate number of copies in advance. Again, making this
requirement clear in advance is essential if you want to avoid potential
problems.
Another important follow-up activity involves the site visit: visiting
the classrooms of teacher-participants. Think about the value of such

visits when designing your institute. There may be many reasons for
including such visits. Lessons can be demonstrated; presentations at
the school's faculty meeting can advocate the inclusion of Japan in
the curriculum; lessons or activities taught by a teacher-participant
can be observed; library collections and school displays on Japan can
be examined; also, administrators can be informed about the institute
or the program you represent.
In addition, institute faculty and other presenters can take part in

the site visits. Often they can serve as resources for teachers and
students, and provide bibliographies and other suggestions for further study. Regardless, be realistic. The schools of 25 participants
cannot all be visited in one academic year, unless everyone is located
within a one- or two-hour drive. Once again, decide in advance the
value of the site visit, and plan accordingly.
In summary, then, a summer institute can be a rewarding experience for participants, presenters, and organizers alike if it is accom-

panied by meticulous planning and attention to detail.

It

is an

exhausting and exhilarating experience. We hope this chapter provides useful information on this exciting educational challenge and
opportunity.
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Anatomy of a Curriculum
Development Project
Gary Mukai

'The purpose of this chapter is to provide an inside view of a curriculum development project. The curriculum development project,
Relision in Japan and a Look at Cultural Transmission, was developed
over a two year period from 1988-1990, by The Japan Project, Stanford

Program on International and Cross-Cultural Education (SPICE),
Stanford University. Section one of this chapter examines a needs
assessment and state requirements placed upon educators usually in
the form of curriculum guidelines, frameworks, standards, etc. Section two introduces the educator to the conceptualization of the curriculum writing process. A conceptualization grid developed by
SPICE will be discussed. Section three explores the curriculum research and writing process. This includes a focus on interactive teaching strategies; multiple perspectives, balance, diversity; and the use
of practitioners, content experts, and teachers. Section four focuses
on evaluation. The review by faculty and scholars of the curriculum
materials and also the field-testing of the curriculum materials are the
subjects of this section. Finally, section five covers dissemination.

Section One: Needs Assessment
The need to develop curriculum materials on Japan has never been
greater. Japanese society, culture, and economics are frequently in
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the news in the United States. Recent newsstand cover stories have
included the following:
Japan is portmyed as an exaggeratedly fat sumo wrestler, with a

small head and belly about the same size as a drawing of the
Earth, on the cover of the May 1989 issue of The Atlantic Magazine.
The cover caption reads "Containing Japan."

The Columbia Pictures statue is pictured as a geisha on the cover
of the October 9, 1989 issue of Newsweek Magazine. The cover
caption reads "Japan Invades Hollywood."

The red ircle of the Japanese flag appears on the cover of the
January 22, 1990 issue of The New Republic Magazine. "Yen for
Power" appears in the red circle which is overshadowing a map
of the United States.
On the cover of the February 26, 1990 issue of Fortune Magazim,
Mt. Fuji, the Japanese flag, a Japanese car with a menacing per-

sonificationind Tokyo with its many multinational corporations,
are images overlooking Palo Alto and Silicon Valley, the Midwest,
and New York. The cover caption reads "Fear and Loathing of
Japan ."

A crying infant holding an American flag dominated the cover of
the April 2, 1990 issue of Newsweek Maga:Ow. The cover caption
reads "What Japan Thinks of Us: A Nation of Crybabies?"

Thu focus on Japan as a key player in the international arena is
encouraging, however educators working with students in elementary/secondary schools and classrooms must be concerned about negative images. There is strong evidence that much of the coverage of
news events and stories is increasingly highlighting the tensions and
pressures between the United States and Japan, pressures which are
complex and real, but inadequately explained and developed in the
media.

The impact of such limited and biased news coverage gives ample
cause for concern. In a February, 1990 New York Times/CBSNews Poll,
25(4 of U.S. citizens say their attitudes toward Japan are "generally
unfriendly:" up from 19c; in June and 8`7 in 1985. This statistically
significant increase follows a period during which unfriendly opinion
was essentially stable. This information was corroborated by the New
York Times through interviews with both ordinary U.S. citizens and

leading Japan watchers. The trend shown by this survey and several

others with similar findings points to a need to supplement media
coverage with strong efforts in schools and classrooms to assist stu-
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dents in gaining a more compleie and balanced view of Japan and
the Japanese. This is the need which the curriculum of The Japan
Project hopes to meet.
In selecting topics for curriculum development projects, The Japan
Project has taken a critical look at the History-Social Science Framework

for California Public Sclwols. This Framework aims to establish a sequential curriculum for K-12, so that "all of our children will develop

understanding and knowledge about their own nation and about the
other major civilizations in the world." (History-Social Science Framework for California Public Schools 1988, vii). Religion in Japan and a Look

at Cultund Transmission has its oigins in the Grade Seven section of
the Framework. This section focuses on "World History and Geography: Medieval and Early Modern Times." The section on Japan
reads:
Students will focus next on Japan during the reign of Prince !-;hotoku (A.D. 592-622). Students should observe Japan's close geographic proximity to the more ancient civilization of China and
analyze how that led to the borrowing of ideas, institutions, and
technology. At the same time they should consider how its insular
location facilitated Japan's political independence, allowing it to
borrow se'ectively and to fashion a culture uniquely its own.
With the establishment of direct relations between the Chinese
and Japanese courts in A.D. 607, Japanese artists, craftspersons,

scribes, interpreters, and diplomatic dignitaries made frequent
visits to China. Members of Japan's upper classes studied Chinese
language, literature, philosophy, art, science, and government.
Buddhism was introduced and blended with Japan's traditional
Shinto religion, "the way of the gods." (History-Social Science
Framework for California Public Schools 65)

Many states have similar curriculum frameworks, guidelines, or
standards published by state departments of educ,:tion. In addition,
some states like California also have publications specific to a subject
area. Moral and Civic Education and Teaching About Religion, published

by the California Departraent of Education, is an example of such a
publication which was utilized in the development of Religion in Japan
and a Look at Ct.ittiral TransmissWn. The National Council for the Social
Studies (NCSS) also publishes position statements on areas such as
the teaching of religion and is also an important source of information
for the educator developing curriculum.
In summary, ;:frior to embarking upon any curriculum development
project, it is vital to conduct a needs assessment and inv:.stigate state
requirements by way of curriculum frameworks, guidelines, or stan-

r,
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dards. In additior o-manizations like NCSS offer useful information
for curriculum dev.. pment.

Section Two: Conceptualization
In the conceptualization phase (or the structural formation of ideas)
matrix
of curriculum development, SPICE recommends the use of a
such as the one at the end of this chapter in Appendix A.
Prior to filling in spaces in the matrix, a theme, which helps to
bring unity to, and is the driving force of, the various lessons in the
curriculum project, should be discussed. For the curriculum project
focusing on religion in Japan, "cultural transmission" was selected

as a theme and this theme is what drives all of the lessons in the
curriculum project. The various sections of the curriculum development matrix should then be discussed. A recorder should fill in various sections of the matrix. Ideally, content experts, curriculum
specialists, and grade level experts should take part in the concep-

tualization phase. It is important to note that the various subcategories

of the matrix (e.g., organizing question, content, supporting questions, objectives) can vary depending on the curriculum development
project.

Section Three: Curriculum Research and Writing
Following the conceptualization phase, the curriculum research and
writing process begins. Curriculum produced by the Stanford Program on International and Cross-Cultural Education has the following
features which are kept in mind throughout the curriculum writing
process.
1. Interactive teaching strategiesStudents are actively engaged
with the learning material through a variety of group activities and
through multi-modal curriculum. Lessons are student-centered and
often involve hands-on activities as well as primary source materials
and documents. As a result, research for lessons often involves interviewing people, looking through archival materials, analyzing documents, and taking slides of relevant places, events, and people.

2. Emphasis on multiple perspectives, balance, diversityIn exploring any issue, it is important to present a range of perspectives.
Ideally, three or more points of view on a continuum should be presented for students to recognize the complexities within an issue. In
addition, pre'ientation of multiple viewpoints should be balanced,
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that is, equally fair and thorough on all viewpoints covered. Perspectives should be introduced and analyzed without teacher advocacy. Students must recognize that diversity is an inherent factor in
any community or society. Students should gain an understanding
of the processes by which societies and individuals come to have
particular perspectives.
3. Utilizing practitioners, content experts, teachersDuring the curriculum research and writing process, it is vital to consult with prac-

titioners, content experts, and teachers. In the religion in Japan
curriculum, Japanese religicm scholars, world history/social studies
teachers, practicing Buddhist priests, and curriculum experts were
consulted.
The lesson listed in Appendix D, "Three Personal Profiles" is excerpted from Religion in Japan tpid a LOOK at Cultural Transmission. The

various parts of the lesson (i.e., Objectives of the Lesson, Materials,
Introduction, Suggested Procedure, and Handouts) are in bold face.

Section Four: Evaluation
Following the development of cohesive lessons which are unified
with a common theme like "cultural transmission," scholars in a field
related to the curriculum topic read and comment primarily on the
content of the lessons. Curriculum experts and educators are also
asked to review not only the content, but also the pedagogical humdation of the lessons. Following their comments, the lessons are edited

Following this editing, the curriculum unit is classroom field-tested

in diverse settings (e.g., socio-economic, ethnic, urban/rural). The
editing prior to the field-testing is very crucial because the motel ials
and information in the lessons are going into the hands of eduutors
and students. Comments from educators and students are obtained
through both written forms and oral interviews. See Appendix B for
a sample educator evaluation form. In the field-testing of Religion in
Japan and a Look at Cultural Transmission, the curriculum developers
were actually present in the classroom during sonic of the field-test-

ing. Observations were also noted through these "participant-observer" roles.
A final editing of the lessons is done based on feedback from educators and students, and from classroom obser :ations. Scholars then
review the curricuhim one final time. See Ap ,endix C tor a sample
scholar evaluation form. In the case of Religion in Japan and a Look at
Cultural TranstnissUm, professors of Japanese history and religion re-
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viewed the curriculum in addition to the practicing Buddhist priests
who submitted their profiles for the les3on on "Three Personal Profiles" contained in this chapter.

Section Five: Dissemination
SPICE disseminates curriculum units primarily through workshops
for educators and through its catalog of curriculum materials. In addition, SPICE provides curricuium and staff development resources
for the California International Studies Project (CISP), which consists
of nine regiondl international studies resource centers throughout
California. On curriculum topics related to foreign language education, SPICE works in conjunction with the California Foreign Language Project (CFLP), which is a collaborative statewide network of
nine centers that addresses the staff development nee,'s of California's
foreign language educators and supports school districts in the implementation of communication-based foreign language programs.
These nine centers are integrated with the nine CISP centers.
In addition to the dissemination channels mentioned above, The
Japan Project of SPICE disseminates information about its curriculum
through several Japan and/or Asia related organizations. Namely,
these are the Japan Information Center (Consulate General of Japan,
Sin Francisco), National Precollegiate Japan Projects Network (funded
by the United States-Japan Foundation), Committee on Teaching
about Asia (a committee of the Association for Asian Studies), The
Japan Society of Northern California, and Northern California Secondary Teachers of Nihongo.
Many of the curriculum units of The Japan Project are listed in the
National Clearinghouse for U.S.-Japan Studies' database, established
to assiq classroom teachers, supervisors and adrninistrators, collegelevel instructors, policy makers, imd others to obtain information
about Japanese society and culture, and U.S.-Japan relations. Educators are urged to send descriptions of sueci.ssful activities and lessons to the Clearinghouse for review and fof possible inclusion in
gieir database. The address and phone number of the Clearinghouse
can be round in the listing of the National Precollegiate Japan Projects
Network.

This chapter was deAgned to provide an examination of a curriculum development project. Hopefully the ideas presented will be
useful to other educators as they design supplementaty materials.
Please contact the SPICE project (consult the listing of the National

rj
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Precollegiate Japan Projects Network) for .idditional information about
this and other supplemental materials that are available.
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Appendix A: Curriculum Development Matrix*
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Appendix B: Education Evaluation Form
1.

In what types of classes would this curriculum unit be appropriate? (subject,
grade level, general student ability)

2.

What are the strongest points of this unit?

3.

What are the weakest points of this unit?

4.

State the changes you wouk1 like to see in the format of the unit's lesson plans?

3.

What specific changes, if any, would you make to th preface, introduction,
handouts, procedure, an&or activities?

h.

Does the unit adequately meet its goals and objectives?

7.

Are the time allotments accurate?

8.

Comment on student reaction, to the unit.

Y.

Comment on the factual content of the unit.

W.

Is this unit biased in any way? Are a range of views fairly represented?

II.

Would you use all or only certain parts ol the unit? Which parts would yoa use?

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
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Appendix C: Scholar Evaluation Form
I. What are the strongest parts of the unit? The weakest? Please comment especially

On the unit's content. Comments on pedagogical methods are also welcome.

2.

What specific changes, if any, would you make to the preface, introduction,
handouts, procedure, andior activities?

3.

Are the goals and objectives of this unit anpropriate?

4.

Does the urnt present an accurate overview of the topics it covers?

Is the unit liiased in af'y way? Have multiple viewpoints been given, without
emphasis On any one in particular?

6.

1 hive essential facts or viewpoints been omitted?

7.

Would you have any concerns about the use of this material at the precollegiate
level?

8.

Would you use this unit yourself or recommend its use by other educators?

10
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Appendix D: Three Personal Profiles
nw

hollowing lesson is excerpted trona Religion in Japan and 0 LOA at Cultural fransnussion
Stanford Prograni on International and Cross-cultural Education (Sl'ICE), 1990.

Objectives of the Lesson
Knowledge
learn that religion is passed from generation to generation by committed believers (cultural
transmission)
understand that Buddhism is practiced today in the United States and Japan
learn that religious teachers and leaders work to convey values and beliefs to others

Attitude
examine the ways in which a religion is spread from one culture to another and one generation to the next
try to come to an undersianding of why some people choose to become religious leaders and
become aware of the concerns that they hope to addms

Skill
analyze primary sources

share information and opinions
practice writing skills and formulate a letter

Materials
}handout #5A: Profile Questions tor Small Groups, one per group
Handout #511: Profile of Shindo Nomura, copies for 2 small groups
Handout 05C: Profile of Reverend Susan Eko Thnaka, copies for 2 small groups
Handout #517: Profile of Reverend Hiroshi Abiko, copies for 2 small groups

Introduction
In this lesson, students will have the opportunity to become acquainted with three Buddhists
who are actively involved in the process of cultural transmission. They will also have an opportunity to write a cooperative letter to one of the three Buddhists. Begin the lesson by telling the
students that the presence of Japanese Bui.ohism in the United States continues the process of
cultural transmission of Buddhism that began in India and spread through China and Korea to
Japan. Two of the three Buddhists profiled in this lesson are practicing Buddhists in the United
States. The other Buddhist is a young man practicirg Buddhism in Japan.
Remind the students that there are different kinds of Japanese Buddhism and that three of
several existing sects of Buddhism are represented in the profiles Also, let students know that
while primary sources are valuable because of the first hand knowledge and information they
provide, they don't necessarily reflect the opinions and viewpoints of all the people who are
members of that particular group.
Encourage the students as nuic%... as possible to discuss the content of the profiles and to express
their reactions. The profile questions should help to facilitate the discussion. Lastly, encourage the
application of content from past lessons when examining the profiles.

Lesson rivo
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Suggested Procedure
1. Divide students into six groups of four or five, and designate small group roles (e.g., recorder, reporter, facilitator).
2. Distribute the profiles to the six small groups (two groups each receive a copy of one of the
profiles). Allow about ten minutes for students to read the profiles. The reading can be done
orally.
individually or as a group, having one student
3. Pass out one copy of Handout #5A: Profile Questions per group. Students should use these
questions to help guide their letter writing. The recorder in each group may wish to take
notes on student responses to the questions.

4. Allow students to compose letters in which they ask questions to the Buddhists or share
their reactions to the profiles.
5. Towards the end of the period, allow each small group to share its letters with the class.
6. Teachers are encouraged to select one of these letters (per profilee) and mail it to the following addresses. Each profilee has agreed to receive the letters from the students. Do NOT
mail more than one letter from the class to each profilee. Limit questions to a few important
ones by asking students to prioritize the questions.
Addresses:

Reverend Hiroshi Abiko
c/o Palo Alto Buddhist Church
2751 Louis Road

Palo Alto, CA 94303
Reverend Eko Susan Tanaka

c/o Mandala Buddhist Center
Rd. 1, Box 2380
Bristol, VT 05443-8841

Mr. Shindo Nomura
c/o Daiganji Temple
22-2 Wakama,u-cho
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
JAPAN

Note: The postage required to send a .5 ounce
letter to Japan is $.50

7. As a final activity, collect the ontikup which the students did for Lesson 4's homework nd
place them into a box. Have all students randomly take one. This will be their fortune for the
day.
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Handout#5A

The followng are some questions to help guide you in writing a group letter to the person
whose profile you have.
1. What do you think inspired this person to become a Buddhist priest?

2. What problems in society does he/she hope to address?

3. Please describe the values and/or goals exnrt sed.

4. Does the person wish to spread his/her religion?

5. In addition to religious ideas, what else might a religion transmit?

6. What can we learn from the presence of Japanese religion in our society?

7. Think of two key questions for the person in the profile.

Lemon nye
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Handout#58

PROFILE OF SHINDO NOMURA

Shindo Nomura is 19 years old and presently studying at Nichiren Shoshu Temple in Tokyo to
become a Nairen Buddhist priest. As a high school student in Shizuoka, he developed a strong
interest in traveling to other count., ies in order to spread the Nichiren Buddhist teachings. He was
iery active in the English speaking club and entered an English speech contest, winning first place.
The following is the text of his speech.

r

My Mission

a judo wrestler. In fact, I'm
My hair is cut short as you can see. But I'm not a baseball pia.
a young priest practicing in a large Buddhist temple in Shizuoka 1 ..ecture. I would like you to
know that there are such young men like me. We come from various parts of Japan, from
I lokkaido, in the north, to Okinawa, in the south. In the sixth grade, we took an exam to become
priests and half of us passed it. About 150 of us live at the temple, apart from our parents.

Our daily life is very difficult. We get up at five in the morning. We clean our temple everyday.
There are many rules. For example, we are not allowed to read comic books or have tape recorders
hut we are allowed to listen to the radio. We are only permitted to watch television on Saturdays
and our meals, in general, are very poor. Our usual menu is rice and miso (soy bean paste) soup
with a little side dish.
You may wonder why I decided to become a priest. Our religion has spread to over a hundred
crmntries but the number of our temples in foreign countries is few. From now on, we must go
abroad. English is used in many countries. I am learning English to spread our religion to foreign
countries and I try to talk to foreigners who come to our temple. Every year our temple welcomes
more than ten thousand people from all over the world.
In the future', I'd like to go to Africa. ft is said that one man dies every two seconds in the'
world. People in Africa die of starvation every day, and most of them are children. Even if they are
alive today, they may die tomorrow. When I hear of the news about Africa, I cannot say that
temple life is hard at all. People in Japan seldom or never suffer from extreme poverty these days.
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all human beings on the same

There is another problem that I would like to address: the problem of war. About forty years
have passed since the end of World War II. Now Japan seems peaceful. But the scars of the war still
remain even today. An old lady lives near our temple. Her face was burned in an explosion during
the war. She always greets us with a smile. However, she must have sad memories of the past
behind her smile. I think tliat those who have experienced war really know the misery of war and
can truly appreciate peace. Everyone must understand the importance of peace. I would like to
make a contribution to the world, as a priest, through spreading the idea of peace and helping
those who are suffering.

Losson Fivo
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Handoutit5C

REVEREND EKO SUSAN TANAKA

Reverend Eko Susan Tanaka, who graduated from a Japanese Buddhist nunnery in 1988, is the
first foreign (non-Japanese) woman to undergo the difficult training practices of becoming a Shingon Buddhist priest. She is married to Reverend Jomyo Tanaka who came to the United States
about ten years ago to introduce the Shingon teachings to U.S. citizens. The TanakaF run the Mandala Buddhist Center in Vermont where they teach Shingon meditation practice.

A4

I was raised as a Roman Catholic. 1 attended public school and went to catechism classes on
Saturdays until I entered high school. The concepts of non vizslence and control of one's own
spiritull destiny through practice strongly attracted mr. to Buddhism. 1 began practicing Buddhism, as opposed to just reading about it, in 1980, wl..en I was a university student studying in
Tokyo at International Christian University. Being in Jcpan, I became more and more convinced
that I could not understand the culture unless 1 truly encluntered Buddhism because its influence
was so great.
My studies first began at Soji-Temple, one of the two headquarters of a sect of Zen called Sotoshu, in Yokohama. I went there every Sunday to sit in meditation all day for about six months.
four
When I returned to New York, I encountered the Shingon tradition and studied intensively for
Shudo-in,
ordination
in
Japan
at
Mt.
Koya,
at
the
Koyasan
Niso
years. I completed my training and
which reloin March of 1988. I am currently living and working at the Mandala Buddhist Center
instruction
in
meditation
twice
weekly
and
cated from New York to Lincoln, Vermont. We give
will be holding summer retreats for U.S. citizens as well as Japanese students coming from Japan.
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Jonlyo, my husband, teaches in Japan on a regular basis and we are planning to teach in Mexico
and Europe later this year.

My iole as a Buddhist priest in the U.S. is one of being a resource, available to anyone who may
have interest in Buddhism. We visit public and private schools, museums, and libraries to give
lectures about Japanese Buddhism and culture. In Japan the role of a priest is strictly defined.
Spreading the Dharma in countries like the U.S. which are basically Judeo-Christian will require a
somewhat different approach, one of considerable strength and vision because new ground is
0.ady of Shingon is relatively new to citizens of the Americas and
being broken. Because
Europe, I feel a great responsibility to demonstrate that Westerners too can understand and live
their lives as BucloYAs. Personally, becoming a priest was a very natural outcome of my study and
religious vocaticrt. 1 )n1 very happy to have completed the rigorous training that the Shingon
tradition requireb -.nd will energetically continue to practice and observe my vow of benefitting all
sentient beings.

I believe in gentle and quiet transmission of Buddhist teachings. I do not envision Buddhism as
a politically active religion, nor do I think it is absolutely necessary to convert people If we can
te tools
touch their hearts with the teaching, help them to change little by little by giving the
and techniq, les to do so themselves, then our mission, so to speak, has been fulfil!ed.

I think that it is very important to raise children with spiritual values and a clear sense of
morality. Of course, being Buddhist, it would naturally follow that our children would be raised as
Buddhist, but ultimately I would like them to be free to :allow their own spiritual path when they
are able to decide for themselves.

The immediate benefits of meditation practice are a sense of calmness, clarity, and insight. One
niakes a solemn vow to help not only oneself, but to benefit everyone. This can be realized in many
different ways and on many different levels. The most important thing is to cultivate wisdom and
energy through one's own practice and share this with others. Helping others is the ultimate goal.

Lezon Ftve
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Handout #5D

PROFILE OF REVEREND HIROSHI ABIKO

Hiroshi Abiko is the Reverend at the Palo Alto Buddhist Temple in Palo Alto, California.
Reverend Abiko is a Japanese-American whose ministry can be traced back many centuries in
Japan. He is the twenty-fifth generation to continue the traditio of spreading the Jodo Shinshu
teachings, one type of Japanese Buddhism that has made its way to the United States. Reverend
Abiko is very active in the community. In addition to conducting Sunday services and classes for
children, he also works to help the homeless and tries to reach out to people in the community who
may not be members of the Palo Alto Buddhist Temple. In this profile, he describes what led him
to become a Buddhist minister and discusses both his role and the role of the Buddhist temple in
society.

a

tr`
4.1

t4'

r
I was on. in the United States as the second son to a Buddhist minister. At the ase of five I
moved to Japan with my family and attended a public school. I later returned to the U.S. when I
was ton years old and resumed attending the public schools here. Since my father was a Buddhist
minister, I attended Sunday school taught at his temple. My parents' everyday habits, customs,
and sayings were also an excellent form of education transmitted to me. My parents were kind and
understanding teachers.
I ligh school and university life in the U.S. gave tne the opportunity to discover what I wanted
to do with my lifo. l)uring my last few years at the university, there was a der inite need for nw to
single-out a path to take. That path was to follow the footsteps of the Buddha and to seriously
study his teachings. That decision led me to go to Japan again where I attended post-graduate
school and lived at a monastery. I found that the path I had chosen was gentle, meaningful, and
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enjoyable and that the deeper I entered the path, the more truthful and real everything became.

As a Buddhist minister, I try to cultivate the understanding that there is no discrimination
between society and the citizen. To continue the nurturing of 'I am found in the society and the
society is found in me is an important daily practice. Buddhist practices, when i:pplied, prepare a
person to fill the societal neeth naturally with no demonstrative reactions. There are many problems in society which I hope to address: dependence on drugs; hornelessness and the gap between
the haves and don't haves; broken families; discrimination in race, _olor, creed, gender, age, and
wealth; greed. I strive to spread awareness and restore ethical values. I try to remove, ease, and
understand the pain and suffering of all beings and to share the teachings of Buddha as widely as
possible. The temple doors are open to everyone.
In both Japan and the U.S., Jodo Shinshu temples are good religious, educational, cultural,
social, and recreational centers with many activities held daily. The criteria of a temple is that it has
Buddha, or an object of workshop, Dharrna, or teachings to be understood and practiced, and the
Sangha, or fellow beings who apply the teachings which they have studied in their everyday life.
In my estimation, the members ef Judo Shinshu temples in the U.S. are very skillful in interacting
with each other, creating programs and implementing them, and maintaining a Sangha.

My hope is to become an oxtraordinary ordinary person and to spend each precious day as
meaningfully as possible. I would like my children to follow Buddhism but it is
to them to
make that decision. No one really listens to anothes demands and this is espe.
true in regard
to one's children. Children learn from the daily humble deeds of their parents. I see their future in
rw everyday life.
.
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Creating a Japanese Teaching
Resource Center
Yasemin A. Oguzertem
and C. Frederick Risinger

The main goal ot any teaching resource center, whether at the
precollegiate or college level, is to improve both the instruction and
learning processes, and to provide a variety of resources and services
to both faculty and students. The suggestions outlined in this chapter

are by no means exclusive to Japan and Japanese culture. Recent
trends and increasing interest in Pacific Rini countries, especially Ja-

pan, make it appropriate to use Japan as a model to illustrate the
purpose of this chapter.
A "resource center" is defined as being between a "library" and
an "archive," The resource center is not a library because of the limited
and multi-media nature of its collections. The resource center is not
an archive because circulation and use are more important than the
mere preservation of information. There is no absolute for chronological consistency or comprehensiveness in a resource center. Therefore, we define a resource center as "a collection of items, including
both print/non-print materials, and other information sources brought

together to be shared with others." In this case, the materials are
designed to help teachers in their efforts to promote understanding
of another culture in an educational setting.

7 4.
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Resource centers are naturally different from one another, but there

are similarities in the way they are established and operated. The
guidelines given here are designed for a precollegiate school setting
and for persons who serve such audiences. They can be perceived as
a type of "smorgasbord." That is, you can choose those aspects that
best fit your purposes and objectives, and omit others. The model
here does not claim to b2 final and appropriate for every situation.
A key element in the process is the interest and expertise of the
person or persons who will take the initiative in the early implementation phases, They should be familiar with the unique nature and
characteristics of their own institutions in implementing the guidelines.

Two case studies are appended at the end of the chapter. The first
is an example of a college-based resource center, serving college,
precollegiate and community needs, and the second is a precollegiate
focused "Japan Teacher Center", based at a high school. This chapter
is addressed to an officially or self designated initiator (or director)

of a teaching resource center, and the points to be considered are
presented from his or her perspective.
We would like to acknowledge the generosity of Jackson Bailey and
Elaine Vukov of Ear lham College, Richmond, Indiana and Dorothie
C. Shah of Evanston, Illinois, Township High School in sharing their
experiences with us. Their assistance was invaluable.

Assessing Needs, Demands, and Available Resources
and Facilities
A resource center in an educational setting should provide as much

assistance as possible at the lowest possible price to the users. A
successful resource center is based on a needs assessment, review of
wsources, analysis of the potential users and step-by-step evaluation.
The following suggested procedures, while time tested, should be
modifjed or even ignored if your specific situation requires it. Un-

derplanning may lead to a resource center that does not meet the
needs of its users or discourage wide participation in planning and
subsequent u till za tion.

Asking the right questions. The first step must naturally begin
with someone or a group saying, "We need a resource center for that
area!" Then, the following questions must be asked:
Is there a need for a resource center on this topic?

1
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What kinds of resource demands are we receiving from teachers
regarding assistance in planning and instruction?

Will our potential users be willing to contribute time or other
resources to a center?

Do we have the resources, facilities, and personnel to establish
and operate a center?

Who will use it?
How will it operate?
How will we evaluate its effectiveness?

These questions should be asked individually or preferably in a
group session following usual brain-storming rules: (1) all responses
are listed; (2) no evaluation of responses is made; and (3) divergent
thinking is encouraged. Then, group the responses under specific
topics such as needs, audience, demands, personnel, resources, and
evaluation.
Needs and Demands. Need is the discrepancy between the actual
and
ideal state. Examine your present situation (without a resource

centel, and imagine what it would be like if one existed. What is
missing now? How much would instruction be improved if a resource
center e::isted? Can the resources be obtained through other sources?
The answers to these questions can help you decide if the results are
worth the necessary effort and expenditure of resources.

At this point, it is advisable to talk to members of your potential
audience. (jet their advice and collect more information about what
others may think should be the purpose of a future resource center,
and the kinds of materials and services it would provide. No one
person can be the expert; everybody knows a little and the collection
of ideas can help to identify the exper..ise needed on the topic. In
these early stages, continue to use your colleagues as an informal
advisory board.
Audience. The needs and chawteristics of the potential users
determine the structure and operation of the resource center. Here
are several items to consider when analyzing your audience:
Background of

teachers: experience abroad; educational back-

ground; spouses from other cultures; facility in foreign languages, and courses and grade levels taught.

Background of the students: ethnicity; international travel experience; any multicultural experiences; grade level or subject;
and language dcills.

The Curriculum: global studies; world history; Asian history;
comparative education; world geography; Japanese studies.
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Current Simi liar Efforts: regular film and/or slide shows; group
presentations; student exchange programs; sister city programs;
religious contacts and cultural days.
Nature of the Community: ethnicity; economic base; business;
religious; or cultural links to other nations.
Opportunities for innovation and creativity: any upcoming curriculum revision; any already-existing staff development activities; any new courses planned; and other efforts at instructional
improvement.
Facilities. Make a list of the facilities available and what is needed
to establish and operate a resource center. These may include a media
center, equipment and supplies, or a room available for the purpose.
Then list those things needed such as better lighting for the room,
shelving, another slide projector, a computer, or other supplies. Use
responses to the potential audience questions to determine the necessary room size, type and amount of seating, the type of shelving
or cabinets, and other facility requirements.
Assistance from Specialists. It is always good to identify and talk
with people who might be helpful with their experience, advice, and
expertise in the area. These might include school media specialists,
local librarians, and community or business groups. Begin to develop

a network of contacts within your local area or with professional
colleagues.

As early as possible, it is important to identify content specialists.

For example, in the case of a Japan resource center, these would
include East Asian scholars and nationals. These cultural experts can
provide valuable assistance in the initial planning stages. They can
serve as advisor ; and evaluators regarding acquisitions and/or as valuable members of an advisory council.
Resources and Materials. Consider what exis;ing resours are

available. How can people in your institution contribute to the resource center? Prepare a questionnaire for the faculty and/or the students to identify hidden talents and resources. Many resource centers
begin with individually contributed items. Nothing is too small to be
considered. You may begin to accumulate many items such as postcards, maps, pictures, souvenirs, books, booklets, brochures, posters
(many can be secured from airlines and tourist organizations), music
cassette tapes, videotapes, journals, newspaper clippings, and slides.
Be sure to ask fur ewryday items such as dishes, clothing, and school
items. Realia can be useful when teaching about a culture that is quite
different. You can ask the people of the community to donate items.
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These items, once catalogued, can be shared with colleagues for the
development of lessons and student activities.

Establishing Priorities
During this phase, refining the purposes of the center and outlining
how it will operate begin. Referring to the information collected thus
far, and the needs/resource assessment, decide if there enough
need, room, appropriate facilities, and sufficient human and fingincial
resources to operate a resource center in your institution. If the answer
is yes, the next step is to establish priorities. Decisions should initially
include:

1. What will be the purpose and scope of the center? and
2. What are the guidelines for selecting materials and determining
the services offered by the center?
The answers depend on information collected during your earlier
investigations. The characteristics of your audience, the presi...nt and
future status of your curriculum, the nature of needs and interests
the resources available, and the general profile of your school will
help identify priorities. Will your center be topic specific, such as one
focusing only on Japan, or one that covers broader topics such as
global studies or all social studies subjects? What kind of activities
and services will be provided? It is usually easier and safer to start
out small and expand the scope and activities gradually as the need,
interest, and support arise and grow.

Funding and Continuation of Support
Jackson Bailey, the director of one of our case study resource centers, emphasizes that "funding is an ongoing multi-layered combination of hard(institutional) and soft(non-institutional) money. If you
have good ideas, money will come from somev, here." Administrative

support is very important to snccessful fund raising, whether limn
thc institutional budget or from outside resources. Shared funding
involving institutional (hard money) and non-institutional (soft
money) sources is a frequently-used tactic
This is probably the most significant factor in determining the scope

and operational style of the resource center, All other factorsthe
ilersonnel, the services provided to teachers and other clients, the
I acilities, even the hours the center will be openare directly dependent on the resource center's financial support. While a successful
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resource center can be established and operated with limited resources, much more can be accomplished with adequate financial
support.
There are two primary categories of funding: (1) actual monetary
support; and (2) in-kind support. "In-kind" refers to contributed nonmonetary resources such as time, facilities, materials, release time for

teachers to visit the center or attend workshops, and other support
not requiring direct transfer of funds to the center from another
agency. In-kind support should not be considered a "second choice"
or last resort in your planning. Frequently, this type of backing can
be more consistent and helpful than actual money, such as a grant
from a foundation or a one-time spending authorization from a local
school board. For example, if a school board approves half-day release
time for a teacher to manage a resource center, the amount of money

linked to that decision will increase each year withont subsequent
requests.

Examples of in-kind funding frequently used to support resource
centers and other projects include release time for center personnel
and for teachers to participate in center activities; volunteer services
of parents or other citizens; donations of books and other materials
from teachers, local college faculty, and citizens; and space contributed by the school system or another agency. Indiana University's
Social Studies Curriculum Resource Center began with contributions
of books and journal collections from faculty members, space carved
out of an attic dormitory, and secretarial and management time contributed by the university. Additional materials were obtained by
contacting publishers, explaining the purpose of the center and requesting free copies of textbooks, supplemental materials, and teacher's guides. The collection, which now numbers more than 12,000
items was originally cataloged by volunteers from the community and
graduate library students who received course credit for internships.
Obtaining "real" money or actual monetary support is often the
first alternative considered by individuals or groups who wish to
establish a resource center. However, most school boards, foundations, and other funding agencies look for some evidence of local
suppor, frequently represented by in-kind contributions, so be careful to identify and list in-kind support in any proposal for actual
monetary support.
The most likely source of support far a school district resource
center is the local school hoard. Evidence of community support and
commitment by faculty and students for die proposed center are essential. Try to speak directly to the school board rather than simply
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sending the proposal through administrative channels. Ask other
teachers and even students to attend the meeting and indicate their

support.
Other funding sources include local service organizations, businesses that are associated with the nation or nations being included
in the ceiiter, churches, and even individuals who are willing to support the endeavor. In recent years, several states have passed legis-

lation enabling local school districts to establish community

foundations that raise funds and support various school-related pro-

grams.

Of course, feasibility committees will often think about funding
from a major private national or regional foundation as a desired first

choice for support. These sources can be beneficial; but often, the
proposal process is complicated and the number of grants represents
only a small percentage of proposals received. Collaboration with an
area college or university is frequently thc best way to approach a
foundation or other major agency. The college's development office
will have lists of potential funding groups, information about types
of programs usually funded, and proposal submission guidelines and
dates. loreover, participation by higher education faculty in
a cooperative project can often strengthen any proposal. Do not think of
this as a favor. A resource center offers the college an opportunity to
reach teachers, and through them, many students. Many foundations
consider links with schools as positive attributes when making their
decisions, and some even require "outreach" activities as part of a

proposal.
Remember, a resource center does not have to be funded by a single
source. Putting together a mix of funding sourcesboth actual mon-

etary and in-kind support--is often easier ,ind, in some ways, pref-

erable to support from a single agency. That single agency may decide
to withdraw support, thus effectively terminating the resource center.
With combined support, on the other hand, the withdrawal of a single
source of support will not usually jeopardize the continuation of the
cen ter.

Implementing, Adapting, and Revising Activities
Once the decisions on pi ojects and activities are made, it is time
for organization. Some items to consider at this stage are:
facility preparation
personnel volunteer and professional
organization and preparation of the facility

/
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organization of the staff
obtaining the necessary materials
Volunteer work is often crucial in establishing resource centers.
Types of volunteer worL may include physical help such as moving
furniture or materials, con tubutions of equipment, materials or supplies, expert cultural advice, and clerical support. These contributions
can help especially in the early stages of operation. Cataloging materials, shelving them, and developing a list or catalog of resources
are the essential first activities for a functional center. Such volunteer
activity, creates awareness about the resource center and encourages
both additional contributions and future use. Publicize the center
through the school newsletter, bulletin boards, brochures and fliers,
and presentations to faculty and students.
Even if the resource center is fortunate enough to have a professional staff, try to encourage the involvement of as many volunteers
as possible. Incentives such as announcing the donation of an artifact
or volunteer assistance provides recognition and encourages more
involvement.
Obtaining materials and other resources depends on the financial
status. It is always helpful to go back and review the needs, purposes,
and resources and be ready to revise the initial plan and priorities.
Make adjustments as necessary. Keeping a checklist of supplies an(!
materials alread, obtained and still needed is very helpful for such
purposes.

Evaluation and Expansion of Services
Evaluation must be a continuous process in the operation of any
resource center. A list of all users including grade level and subject
taught should be kept and if possible, a carefully designed evaluation
form should be completed by each user. Address bigger audiences
through such activities as films, lectures, workshops, etc. These kinds
of activities rvill improve awareness in the community, and such
awareness will bring in support.
Develop an evaluation form for each activity and also for the overall

services provided by the center. The suggestions expressed on the
form can provide new ideas for materials and other services.
An annual report reflecting the information obtained from the evaluation should be prepared and distributed to administrators, users,
staff, and outside interested persons or groups. Such a comprehensive
evaluation of functions will naturally explore a better means of maintaining and expanding your resource center.
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Establishing and operating a teaching resource center requires careful planning and commitment on the part of the sponsoring groups
and institutions. Realistic assessment of actually or potentially available resources and the need for the proposed services are essential
ingredients. Concomitantly, a competent and dedicated professional
and volunteer staff also determines the likelihood of success. We hope
that the guidelines suggested here are helpful to educators and others
considering such a venture.

Case Studies
Earlham College, Indiana. In the 1980s, Earlham College began
to serve broader audiences in precollegiate education, business, and
community affairs in Indiana. In 1986, at the request of the Indiana
Department of Education, Earlham initiated a statewide program to
encourage and help school systems internationalize their curricula,
and teach Japanese language. In 1989, 15 school corporations had
joined this effort and funding for two further years of work had been
provided by the Indiana legislature.
In January 1987, the college established the Earlham Institute for
Education on Japan as a channel for Japan-related activities. The Institute provides coordination and oversight of on-campus and outreach activities. Japanese Studies specialists on the faculty are named
Institute Associates and provide the professional expertise reluired
by various teaching and outreach programs. The Institute's pcimary
objective is to provide sound content information and advice on all
aspects of Japan and its history and culture. It serves as a clearinghouse and as a regional resource linking nationally-recognized japan
specialists with local and regional education, civic, and business
groups which need assistance. Within the Institute is the U.S.-Japan
Center for Business and Community Development. The Center coordinates and makes Institute personnel and resource materials available in response to local and regional needs.
With the mushrooming of transplanted Japanese business enterprises in the Midwest, there is an urgent need for appropriate material
and other resources to aid in the process of international and intercultural interaction at the grassroots level. The Earlham College Institute tor Education on Japan provides this service as part of its
evolving role as a major resource base for the Midwest and the na tion.
The College has utilized the expertise of its faculty and established
programs in Japan to (1) introduce selected teams of Indiana educators
to the latest materials and methods ot teaching about history, social
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sciences, arts and literature in Japan, and (2) establish well-staffed
and highly-integrated first-year Japanese language programs in each
of the cooperating school districts. Earlham has conducted five-week
summer institutes (two weeks of on-campus instruction followed by
three weeks of study in Japan) in 1987, 1988, 1989 for five selected
districts each year. The college also developed and administered
workshops during each of these summers to train individuals with
proficiency in Japanese to teach a first year language course at high
schools in the fifteen participating corporations. A second goal in
these workshops was to establish a state-wide network of Japanese
language teachers and to develop a rich base of supporting resource
materials for the classroom. This project has significant educational
and economic potential for Indiana as it moves toward establishing
itself as a national leader in education about Japan. It has been enthusiastically received by public school teachers, students, and administrators, and has received regional and national attention.
The project is now in a new phase of development with two years
of program work remaining to consolidate gains already made and
to extend the networks which have been established. State-wide conferences and workshops along with resource materials development
are planned for this period. Language teaching programs are being
extended and second-year language plans are being designed and
implemented.

Evanston Township High School. Evanston Township High
School (Illinois, District 202) is a comprehensive school for about 30(X)

students in grades nine through twelve. Over 250 certified staff and
an equal number non-certified personnel are employed by the district.
The high school recently established the Japan Teacher Center.
Facilities at tiw high school have been made available on request
for functions scheduled by the Japan Teacher Center. In addition, an
office and telephone have been provided. Business office (account
managenwnt) expertise, duplicating services, audio-visual and media
department cooperation, and public rehitions assistance in production
of a brochure and press releases, have been offered by the district.
The commitment of the institution has been crucial to the success of
the outreach program.
Two staff development funds from the state of Illinois have been
tapped for support of the Center's Global Seminar Series and for
department presentations. In addition, the support and cooperation
of the Japan Information Service of the Consulate General of Japan
in Chicago has been valuable.

SI
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One of the major goals of the Japan Teacher Center at Evanston
Township High School has been to extend global education to curriculum areas outside the History and Social Science Department.
Moreover, since personal enrichment as well as professional growth
directly related to routine responsibilities of staff members is beneficial, participation in activities not necessarily related to one's teaching is encouraged. Therefore, all programs sponsored by the center
are open to all district staff members and those working in District
65, which serves Evanston's elementary students. Most are open to
staff from neighboring districts. In addition, a Japanese feature-film
discussion series, is open to the public free of charge. The center is
also involved in promoting the introduction of a course in Japanese
language, a vital component in promoting cultural understanding.
In addition to encouraging maximum participation in scheduled
events, the staff and users work toward continuing financial support.
Periodical volunteer clerical assistance and sporadic student aide arrangements have been helpful, but consistent, reliable, part-time support should be budgeted and incorporated into a center's operation.
Because the current staff consists of only one person, installing a
telephone answering machine was as vital as installing a telephone.
Attendance at programs sponsored by the Japan Teacher Center
during 1990 was voluntary. Opportunities were provided for staff
members after school, during evenings, and on Saturdays to partic-

ipate in a variety of activities. Credit options with Northeastern Illinois
University provided an incentive, but most participants have chosen

to attend functions simply for enrichment. Programs wen. received
enthusiastically by the nearly three hundred people who attended
events. Most encouraging are ways in which creative people are incorporating consciousness of Japan in their courses. A chemistry
teacher is using a Japanese periodic table and developing a bingo
review game to prompt familiarity with Japanese symbols. English
teachers have added Japanese legends to their mythology units. Recent activities included mini-lesson nonstrations, a feature filmdiscussion series, and a global seminar series.
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Developing Precollegi ate
Japanese Language Programs
Donald Spence
with c6ntributions from:
John NI2rtz, Fereign Languages and Literatures

Depanment, Nth Carolina State Uoiyersity

Second language learning has not recently been a priority in preunited States. Inerest in the study of less
cornmor languages has been even more difficul' to generate. However, the study of the Japanese language in elementary, middle, and
secondary school has increased in the United States over the past
decade, The increase has been, in part, the result of a growing understanding that to compete successfully with the Japanese and other
economic superpowers, we must understand and be able to interact
with theit. cultures. It has also grown from an understandim; that the
students in schools today must solve the problems that will need to
be faced in an interdependent global community and that the study
of language and its usage is essential to understanding how people
live and function within and across cultures.
The increased interest in precollegiate Japanese language study has
produced programs across the country that show much promise. The
programs are, however, often the result of individual initiative and
collegiate educatien in f!-,

are developect without adequate support and without apprortte
attention to curricular, instructional, ano organizational issues. If the
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current interest in precollegiate Japanese language is to be used as
productively as possible, a more comprehensive approach to a range
of research and program development issmes must be taken.
The status of precollegiate Japanese language education was the
topic of a meeting .7onsored by the United States-Japan Foundation
in May 1988. The participants included teachers, linguists, representatives of state departments of education, and other professionals
concerned with precolkgiate Japanese language programs. The
agenda covered a range of issues including national needs and goals,
teacher recruitment and training, availability of instructional materials, standardized testing, pedagogical issues, and trends in program
development at the state and local district levels. While the number
and quality of programs has grown over the past few years, a comprehensive and systematic mechanism for planning and assessment
v:ross this range of issues does not exist.
A recent study by the National Foreign Language Center reports
that in 1990 precollegiate Japanese language was taught in approximately 860 schools in the United States. Of those, approximeely 40
programs were elementary, 55 were middle or junior high, and 770
were high scaool. The courses in more than 280 of the schools were
teledistance programs. The majority of programs were in states where
there is an increasing presence of Japanese and other Asian immigrants, where there is a significant increase in economic ties to Japan,
or in some cases, where there has been a significant other culture
study program in the school curriculum. Regionally, the largest concentration of those programs was in the Pacific coastal region. The
state of Washington had the largest number, with more than 105 such
programs.

The identified programs, are quite varied according to how they
were developed, the nature of the educational programs in the states

where they exist, and the nature of the communities they serve.
Interviews conducted with second language consultants in a sample
of those states suggested that common areas of concern are: (1) program goals, (2) the selection and placement of teachers, (3) teacher
training and certification, (4) curriculum and instnictional planning,
and (5) the identification of appropriate teaching materials. A brief
overview of those areas is included below.

Program Goals
Comments of the group meeting at the United States-Japan Foundation in 1988 represent the range of perspectives on goals for Jap-
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anese language programs. Jackson Bailey, of Ear lham College,

suggested goals address three tasks: 1) to add to the pool 9,601apanese
language specialists; 2) to build Japanese language int4 the larger
context of global education; and 3) to provide practical tools for those
going to live in Japan. David Arlington, of the Oregon State Department of Education, thought a goals matrix should address both program and student goals with subcategories of language and culture
uncle: each. Susan Mastro, a North Carolina high school teacher,
reported three long term teaching goals: 1) to awaken int 9st in the
larger Japanese studies field; 2) to have her students understand the
Japanese culture within the context of language learning; and 3) to
enable those who would continue their study to make a smooth transition to university study programs. Carol Bond, from the Center for
Improvement of Teaching of Japanese Language and Culture in High
School, felt that the overall goal of Japanese language instruction
should be to insure an initially usable proficiency that would cut across
all categories of students. The debate over goals for Japanese language

programs seems to be focused on whether programs should have
language proficiency as the major goal or whether goals for initial
!anguage study programs should include an emphasis on culture integrated into the basic language study.

Selection and Placement of Teachers
Two persistent problems in the selection and placement of Japanese
teachers in precollegiate language programs are that native speakers
of Japanese often do not meet the requirements for state certification,
while non-native teachers who are certified may not be as strong in

Japanese language competencies. In other words, native speakers
may be lacking in teaching skills and locally trained teachers may be
lacking in Japanese language skiils. Four categories of skills need
to be developed: (I) language proficiency, (2) language pedagogy,
(3) descriptive linguistics (Professor Eleanor Jorden's "fact" component), and (4) descriptive cultural linguistics (the "fact" component
applieu to culture).
Several existing programs offer a range of soluticns to offset needs
in either language competency, teaching skills, or both. The state of
Indiana, for example, has approximately 50 scnools offering precollegiate Japanese language programs. There are Japanese language
teacher certification programs in place at Indiana University, Earlham
College, and Ball State University. The certification program at Ball
State, under the direction of Rita Gardiol, requires teachers currently
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teaching a foreign language to spend a summer in intensive study of
the Japanese language and the following summer in Japan. Teachers
in the Japanese language teacher training program at the East Asian
Center at the University of Wisconsin are required to complete at least
a minor in Japanese language, as well as the required teacher training
competencies, pass a proficiency test in Japanese language, and spend
time in Japan. A program in Iowa and one currently being developed
in North Carolina are somewhat unique in that teachers are recruited
in Japan and provided additional training and orientation before assuming classroom teaching responsibilities in the United States.

Teacher Training and Certification
The problems currently associated with the selection and placement
of teachers are overlapping with and give direction to the development of teacher training and certification programs. Most states with
Japanese language certifications require a minimum of 24 semester
hours (the equivalent of a minor) in Japanese language and culture
for initial certification. In addition, Japanese language teachers must
complete the required teacher training program. The program at the
East Asian Center at the University of Wisconsin, cited above, stands
as an example of such teacher preparation/certification programs. In
reality, however, many of the teachers currently teaching in precol-

legiate programs have not had the benefit of such balanced preparation programs. Provisional certifications are often granted in many
states.

Curriculum and Instructional Planning
Some states have state approved curriculum guides. In other states,
curriculum is a local option and is, therefore, locally developed. In
those states with established curricula in second language instruction,
curriculum guides have most often boen developed for the more commonly taught languages, usually French, German, and Spanish. What
is reasonable to expect of student achievement may be quite different
in the more commonly taught and easier learned languages. In cases
where there is no prescribed curriculum, the textbook chosen for the
course often becomes the curriculum. Critical questions for curriculum
planners at the outset are: (1) what is the purpose of Japanese language instruction and (2) how should Japanese language programs
be organized, implemented, and evaluated to guarantee that the goals
of the program are met.
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How precollegiate Japanese language programs are delivered instructionally is, of course, a function of the goals of the program.
Several important pedagogical issues which initially emerged at the
university level are now being brought into question for K-12 levels.
One basic consideration is the relation between factual analysis of the
language (the "fact" component) and actual exercise to build proficiency in using the language (the "act" component). Professor Eleanor
Jorden has argued that at the university level, training in the "fact"
component is best managed by individuals who are thoroughly
trained in the analysis of the target language and culture, and are
able to describe it in terms that are meaningful to the student, whereas
training in the "act" component is best managed by individuals who
are native speakers of Japanese and can act as models of the language
and culture. For younger students, whose natural language acquisition mechanisms remain somewhat more intact and whose metalinguistic awareness (or use of terminology to describe the structure
of language) remains correspondingly low, the issue becomes how
much "facting" is necessary or even possible in the curriculum. For
these students, an inductive approach to describing language structure may obviate the need for a complicated meta-linguistic framework of description. Also, given the time it takes for students to gain
familiarity with new material, the degree of proficiency that should
be required of students before proceeding to new material becomes
an issue.
Another important pedagogical issue is the position of the Japanese
written language within the curriculum, ii terms of the proportion
of time that should be devoted to reading and writing, and the degree
of time lag, if any, between initial exposure to spoken language and
subsequent exposure to standard Japanese orthography such as, hiragana, katakana, and kanji, is they would be used in a standard
transcription of spoken Japanese. Further issues inchide the appropriate balance of culture study in relation to language, and even the
very basic question of what kind of language should be taught (for
example, is it optimal to spend several months teaching the complex
usage patterns of an adult system of honorifics to students at the
1K-12 level?)

Identification of Appropriate Teaching Makrials
Although some materials are available for teachini precollegiate
Japanese language the selection is still meager in comparison to the
more commonly taught languages. In this section, after considerir
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some criteria for materials evaluation, a review is provided for some
of the more popular Japanese language texts.
It is often noted that Japanese is "more difficult" for English speakers to learn than more commonly taught languages, such as Spaoish
or French. While these (Indo-European) languages hold many struc-

tures of grammar and discourse in common (not to mention a rich
lexicon of cognates), the Japanese language derives from an unrelated
linguistic history. Thus, students cannot rely upon similarities in English to provide a foothold for learning Japanese. The pedagogical
consequence of this is that anything and everything that is to be
learned must be sufficiently taught. "Presentation" must be thorough:
e.g., new patterns must be introduced in a way that the students can
understand, then "massaged" through appropriate exercises, and finally reviewed so that students maintain their acquired skills. Equally,
"progression" must be systematic; simple constructions must be presented before complex constructions, new patterns must build upon
t not be introduced in
those already learned, and new material
"gulps" that are too large.
Sonw of the university texts o ten used in secondary programs
include Introduction to Modern lapanes, by Mizutani and Mizutani, Learn

lapawse: New College Text by 'foung and Nakajima-Okano, Japanese
Now by Ester Sato, and Japanese: The Spoken Language by Jorden and
Noda. Hello in Japaiwse by Keiko Inoue is suitable for precollegiate
programs. The languabe is appropriate and relevant to die junior high
level, but will also work with programs in grades K-6 and 1042. The
text is interactive and engaging, and the accompanying workbook
extends the text to provide a comparatively rich experience for students. A more recent book, Nihongo: Beginning Japanese (i'arts I and
II) has been specifically developed for use with secondary programs.
Materials appropriate for elementary and middle/junior high school
are sparse. However, Resources for Teachers of High School Japanese (See
Select Bibliography Center for Improvement of Teaching of Japanese
Language and Culture in High School/CITJ) also lists resources which
are appropriat for elementary and middle school programs. The publication includes an annotated listing of textbooks, supplementary
materials, vocabulary resources, dictionaries, games, cultural and audio-visual materials. Additionally, resources for elementary, middle,
and senior high school teachers are reviewed in the Newsletter of the
Japanese Language Teachers Network (a rublication of CITJ).

Noieworthy Programs
The Iii,ting below describes noteworthy programs. It is representative, but not by any means an exhaushve sampling of exemplary
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operational precollegiate programs, teacher training programs, alternative delivery programs, and programs that show promise of network building.
A K-12 Japanese language program was instituted in Wake County,
North Carolina in 1982. The development of that program over the
past eight years may be typical of the development of less commonly
taught language programs. Teachers working in that program have
identified concerns in three areas. At present, the state has no certification program for Japanese language teachers. This causes prob-

lems in recruitment and retention of teachers and places the
professionalism of teachers at risk. Secondly, the teachers felt isolated

and expressed a need for networking among themselves and other
teachers of less commonly taught languages. A third concern was for
articulation of the program. Presently, classes at the elementary level
cope with multiple ages and levels of competence. The middle school
program was thought to be too repetitious of the elementary program.
A smoother transition is needed from one grade level to the next and
from the elementary school to the middle school as well as from the
middle school to the high school.
Notable among the total immersion summer programs is the Total
Immersion Japanese Language and Culture Camp held this past year

at the Pack Forest Camp, at the foot of Mt. Rainier. The camp is

sponsored by the Japan-America Society of the State of Washington.
The program consisted of two, one-week sessions with more than 40
students in each s ssion. The mornings of each week were devoted
to Japanese language study and the afternoons to a variety of Japanese
cultural activities. The total immersion camp provided a valuable opportunity for teachers to collaborate, and it provided students with
an increased motivation to learn the language.
Teledistance second language programs impose obvious limitations
on language learning. lowever, the high school Japanese language
program produced by the Nebraska Department of Education and
the Nebraska Educational Telecommunications Network through the
Satellite Resources Consortium is attractive amom, alternative delivery programs. The course is designed to develop students' ability to
use Japanese in common social situations. Instruction is developed
primarily in Japanese and is delivered Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday via satellite with students from six different schools on the
phone to interact during each lesson. Tuesdays and Thursdays are
reserved for students to apply acquired vocabulary in twenty-minute
telephom, conversations with native Japanese sper kcrs. Students also
participate in a variety of speaking, listening, reading and writing
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activities with their local classmates. There is a tuition of $150 and a
$25 materials fee. High schools in 22 different states are now participating in the program.

The Japanese Language Teacher Training Program provided

through the Center for Asian Studies at Georgia Southwestern College
is a program which might be instructive for training of precollegiate
Japanese language teachers. The program was established in 1988
through a cooperative arrangement with the Hokkaido International

Foundation and Georgia Southwestern College. Japanese graduate
students are brought to Georgia Southwestern for an intensive training program. The training is two months of intensive study, focusing
on how to teach Japanese language and on various aspects of American culture. Following the training, the students move to institutions
of higher education throughout the United States, where they pursue
their Own studies with a scholarship in exchange for teaching Japanese
for their host institutions.

The Exchange in Teaching Progrnm at East Carolina University
extends this concept of training native teachers to work in precollegiate Japanese language programs. The program is funded, in part,
by the United States-Japan Foundation, and is being developed
through the North Carolina Japan Center East in cooperation with
the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction and participating
local education agencies. Ten teachers will be brought from Japan to
teach in different Nort!-: Carolina school systems. The teachers will
participate in a one-month intensive training program that will include
an orientation to U.S. schools and culture, an overview of the North
Carolina Standard Course of Study, and the newly developed curriculum in Japane as a second language, as well as e; rective teacher
training. Weekend sessions conducted each month ON the two-year
developmental period will extend the initial training, 1 he curriculum
for the elementary, middle, and secondary school levels i!, being
planned cooperatively by the project staff, representatives of the State
Department of Public Instruction, and contact persons from each of
the participating school s.). stems, with the assistance of the instructional staff of the Japanese language program at North Carolina State
University.
The Project for the Development of Curricular Guidelines in the
ligh Schools and a College Board Achievement Test was recently

funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities. The task
force is a project of the i..ational Foreign Language Center and the
College Board, and is chaired by J. Marshall Unger frtan the University

of Hawaii. The first major product ot the task force will be a set of
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curricular guidelines for precollegiate Japanese language education.
Following the development o( :Jae curricular guidelines, a test development team will produce an instrument to assess achievement. The
instrument is scheduled to be available in June, 1993.
Clearly, continuing research is needed to address appropriate program goals. Alternatives for selection, placement, training, and cer-

tification of teachers must be developed and assessed. On-going
program development and research can facilitate improvements in

curriculum planning and instructional delivery. Each of these will, in
turn, generate opportunities for identification as well as development
and refinement of more suitable instructional materials. The Japanese
Language Teachers Network (organized through the Center for Improvement of Teaching of Japanese Language and Culture in High
School) and special purpose endeavors such as the Project for the
Development of Curricular Guidelines in the High Schools and a
College Board Achievement Test are examples of the type of collaboration which will be critical to the future and success of precollegiate
Japanese language instruction in the United States.
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Effective Study Tours:
Predeparture, On-Site, and
Follow-Thro-,..gh Activities
Lynn Parisi and Duane Christian

Study of a significantly different culture is much enriched by a
guided experience in the country. This is not to say that vicarious
experiences such as reading, viewing slides, or using films and videos

have no value, but those media presentations lack the depth of actually being there. Therefore, it is extremely beneficial for educators
who plan to teach about little-understood places such as Japan to gain

as much first-hand knowledge as can be reasonably obtained. The
teacher of early U.S. history can gain much cognitive and affective
comprehension by visiting Williamsburg, Philadelphia, or Salem. Similarly, U.S. teachers who are naive regarding Asia and Japan will profit
r,n.,atly from living in the cities and homes of Japan,
people---even

if only for a brief period.
Projects which aim their training at teachers and educator teams
who will be able to affect many other educators must surely consider
using study tours to give the depth and fuller flavor that curricular
leaders and change agents need. Thesc key people require experiences
of power and C-pth which will help them to communicate their com-

prehension of ideas and events with greater directness than reading
and media alone would equip them to do.
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Study-Tour Goals
Planning a tour requires that the project director and staff spend
some time and effort to develop goals. f he selection of sites and
itinerary will more logically grow out of the perception of needs related to desired outcomes. For example, a program aimed at a very
narrow, homogeneous group would necessarily receive training and
experiences of limited range, as compared to programs with a
broader, more general focus.
Time spent in setting goals specifically and clearly also will be repaid

when communicating the program to prospective participants, conducting the U.S. site training, and chosing among the many possible
tour events. We recommend that the tour leader go to Japan him/
herself, if financially feasible, and visit a number of the prospective
sites. A study tour is necessarily a sample, not the total possible contacts, so much preliminary investigation will be important. If the
leader cannot go in advance, then an alternative would be to contact
various Japan programs to obtain copies of itineraries to see the range
of possibilities.
The director and staff might begin the goal-establishing process by

considering what outcomes they expect from the project, then consider how the tour activities can be arranged to help achieve those
outcomes. From this general perspective, a logical step is to tie each
broad goal to a narrower enabling sort of tour objective by asking
questions such as "In what ways will this specific event help us to
satisfy a goal? How can we plan for optimal learning and retention
from this activity? How can we raise the likeliness of the transfer of
this activity into teaching content by the trainee?" These and other
similar questions will doubtless assist the project leaders to plan a
trip which will maximize appropriate outcomes.
Setting the tour goals will also provide impetus to consider some
ways to maximize learning by gathering data, recording perceptions
in some relatively permanent way, ir teracting substantively with
other participants of the tour group, debriefing procedures, followingthrough after the tour, and monitoring the infusion of the tour knowledge into participants' curriculum concerns. The tour director(s) will
then be prepared to: plan input on the above topics and include some
ilmtructi(in on use of cameras, video equipment, journal-keeping; establish some procedures for insuring discussion following highly significant event;; des;gn questionnaires/feedback sheets for pertinent
tour stages; plan for follow-up visits to participants' schools or some
means to ascertain the degree of curriculum effect obtained; and begin
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to consider newsletters to keep the trainees informed and energized.
In essence, this sort of goal setting will enhance long range planning
and, at the same time, help to insure more systematic learning while
on-site. As the goal-setting and consideration of accompanying questions occur, project staff can make decisions as to specific potentialities. Whether a group in Tokyo will visit, for example, Ueno Park,
Tsukiji marke, Nissan-Zama plant, the stock market, kabuki, a flower
arranging demonstration, a martial arts school, or form small groups
and take subway excursions, these choices will be more quickly and
easily made from the perspective of project ;oals.
Setting goals at an early stage will aid in choosing tour facilitators.
Organizations such as the International Hospitality and Conference
Servic, Association (IHCSA) and the Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE) are excellent choices for organizing tours
because of their broad experience in dealing with non-Japanese visitors, their qualified staffs, and their willingness to customize the
itinerary to meet a group's needs (See the Select Bibliography for
these and other addresses). The project staff can knowledgeably request certain experiences which will meet specific goals, and can better
choose among alternatives when the facilitators produce a suggested
itinerary.

Selecting Participants
Team composition and selection are essential considerations in
successful study tour, affecting both the short- and long-term accomplishments of the program. It is important to link team composition
to the stated goals of the project; for example, some configuratkns
of educators may be better able to accomplish curriculum change at
the state or school-district level than others; a conTletely different
configuration may be best suited to curriculum development.
The regional projects in the National Precollegiate Japan Projects
Network have adopted a variety of ways to configure teams for their
summer seminars in Japan, depending on project objectives. 'Hie
experience of these projects as well as other educational change efforts
strongly suggests that selecting teams ot educators represen ting either
state or school districts within a state may strengthen follow-through
efforts by participants. it appears evident that when participants have
a colleague or partner with whom they can work, they are more likely
to fulfill follow-through commitments.

If a project goal is to institutionalize school district curriculum
change, teams composed ot a cross-section of school district personnel
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are obviously well suited Indeed, a number of the regional Japan
projects have achieved success with this team model, particularly
those projects working with states that have district- rather than statemandated curricula. In this case, the study-tour participants might
be selected :Is teams of two to four educators representing a single
school district. A strong model is that of school district ',cams including one district-level administrator and two or three teachers repre-

senting grade levels where the focus country is taught in the social
studies curriculum. In such a team configuration, the district-level
administrator provides critical district support for efforts the team will
undertake, while the classroom teachers provide practical experience
with the curriculum content, as well as the vehicle for getting things
done at the classroom and school-building level. A typical schooldistrict team might include a district social studies coordinator and
three sixth-grade social studies teachers. Their task would be to revise
the district's sixth-grade world cultures unit on Japan. An alternative
school district team model might be composed of the district curriculum coordinator and teachers representing the three grades where
Japan is taught as part of social studiesperhaps grades 1, 7, and 10.
In defining the teams appropriate for the project, it is important to
establish parameters of team configuration while still allowing enough
flexibility for teams to reflect the realities and needs of their school
districts.
An alternative team model well-suited to both low-population states
and those with statewide mandated curriculum is state teams, consisting of the state department of education social studies specialist,
one or two teacher educators from state universities, and one or two
classroom teachers from grade levels where the country is mande !d
in the state social studies curriculum.
There are advantages and shortcomings to all the approaches outlined above, which must be weighed by each project in light of its
own goals and objectives. For example, selecting project participants
as individuals offers the greatest flexibility for both the project and

the applicants. Applicants are not at a disadvantage if they cannot
put a team together because of small district faculty, and so on. Nor
is tho project susceptible to the repercussions of accepting a team with
a weak link. On the other hand, the weakness of this approach may
lie in the follow-through. Each participant is a "lone ranger," on his
or her own trying to make changes and to get other teacher or administration acceptance and support in the school district, a factor
which may significantly limit each participant's accomplishments outside of his or her own classroom.
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Adopting a team approach to participant selection entails its own
strengths and weaknesses. For example, when soliciting school district teams, the project may have little or no control over team composition. The project may become somewhat dependent for success
on the internal group dynamics of each school district or state team-how compatible they are, how well they work together, and so on.

For this reason, it is important to look for a strong team leadera
state- or district-level curriculum coordinator with the authority and
commitment to require and support follow-through by other team

members. The strength of the team approach may lie in followthrougha team is more likely to garner the group effort or critical
mass to accomplish the tasks to achieve change at a district or state
level.

Whatever configuraCon a project selects for its study-tour members,
the project should rely on a formal application process. Through the
application process, it is important not only to determine the personal
and professional rationale and commitment for participation by the
applicant, but to make the goals and objectives, format, and expectations of the project clear to those applying. The application form
should provide information on how the study-tour travel program
will be run and what participants can expect in terms of format, travel
conditions, customs, und behaviors. It should require applicants to
conceptualize re, ,istic projects or plans for what they want to accornplish as a result of participation, and it should measure cross-cultural
and interpersonal skillsthe ability of applicants to cope physically
and emotionally with the stress of group and foreign travel. Interviews, f feasible, can facilitate selections. The individuals selected for
pirticipation in the study tour will have a significant impact on the
succoss of the project, both in terms of how enjoyable the study tour
is and in how successful follow-through efforts are. Contact any of
the Network projects listed at the end of this book for sample application forms.

Orientation
A key element ot training is to prepare a project's participants to
gain maximal comprehension from the tour. If the program is for
teachers, the tour goals will certainly include contacts that relate to
the lessons, units, or other curricular aspects which have been designed or planned. For wha' -ver group, a consideration should be
how to equip the prospective travelers to function with low levels of
stress while in Japan. It follows logically, then, to give direct troining:
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in greetings and some minimal vocabulary; in food differences and
mannas; in the importance of the tea ceremony; in viewimi sports;
in taking a Japanese bath (home and public); in visiting temples and
shrives; in the etiquette of homevisits/stays; and the delicacies of gift
exchanging. Such knowledge and skill-building will give the visitors
confidence which will greatly free them from anxieties which might
unduly hamper them while in Japan. These aspects will not prevent
culture shock while in the target country, but will lessen the severity
of shock when surprising events occur.
Orientation sessions should include the wisdom of previous travelers via face-to-face explanations or journal excerpts on important
tour events/features. Also, slides, videotapes, and recordings can supplement the more direct words of previous participants and program
leaders.

Most groups training U.S. educators for a Japan tour will be able
to locate Japanese people living nearby who will often be happy to
share their knowledge, artifacts, and skills with the prospective travelers. Demonstrations of sumi-e, a tea ceremony, aikido, kendo,
woodblock prints, Japanese foods, and other related topics will both
enhance the training and serve as an introduction to these same elements of life wher they are in Japan. Indeed, possible teaming with
such persons upon return can result in richer, more authentic sharing
with the students or community to whom the educators will reach
out.
The orientation should include reading about Japan and its sociocultural elements. Robert Christopher's The Japaiwse Mind, Chic Naka ne's Japanese Society, Ed win Reiscbauer's Japanese Today: Change and
Continuity arid Lucien Ellington's Japan: Tradition and Change (1990 and

highly readable) are among the general books which participants
might sample. There should also be materials on the more specific,
detailed topics related to school subjects or to the individual interests
of participants. English-language periodicals such as Look Japan, Japan
Pictorial, or Japan Today also provide breadth, though Lsually little
depth.
This reading is vital to training, but most Japan programs have
come to realize that the orientation aspyct is more effective when
there is a dynamic, hands-on directness. Practicing calculating the
exchange rate, finding one's way on a Tokyo subway map and role
playing a ticket purchase, greeting each other daily with Japanese
expressions, bowing, removing shoes, and using polite expressions
are examples of an "action" orientation. This active mode can also
encourage persons to explore Japan: people who have role played
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using the Tokyo subway are more apt to try the subway early on to
go from the hotel in Shinjuku to the Ginza or Roppongi; those who
have practiced the hand clap and coin toss for a Shinto shrine will
more likely participate in or witness a misogi (ceremonial cleansing
of the body) ritual. Also, it is very important for the tour leader(s)
and other staff people to enter wholeheartedly into the orientation
activities. As we take on new behaviors or try to understand ways
which seem different, it is encouraging to do so with other people
who are much like us. The social effect of someone else also learning

is powerful and will aid the participants in preparing for the full
potential of the study tour.

The Summer Study Tour
The Network projects have identified six issues to consider in planning and conducting a study tour for educators. These are: 1) selecting
and working with a program liaison in the host country; 2) developing
the itinerary and scheduling; 3) budgeting and staffing; 4) planning
and conducting effective homestay exi eriences; 5) team communication on-site; and 6) processing the experience with participants.
Each issue is discussed briefly below.

Selecting and Working with Program Liaisons in the Host Country.

Close consultation with an on-site coordinator, who can handle the
nuts and bolts of scheduling, making hotel and travel reservatic.ns,
and identifying and securing speakers and activities can be invaluable
in making a study tour run smoothly. There are a variety of profit
and nonprofit organizations available to provide such services in Japan. These range from the Japan Travel I3ureau (fTB), the International

llospitality and Conference Service Association (IIICSA), to private
educational organizations such as the Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE), located in New York, and Tokyo's International house, to small independent travel consulting organizations,
such as Programs for Academic and Cultural Exchange (PACE), located in Tokyo and Yokohama. Sister state, sister city, and sister
school personnel can also be invaluable in making arrangements,
securing speakers, and planning activitiec: on-site. Once again, it is
important to assess project goals: expectations, and budget, to make
these criteria very clear to the on-site coordinator, and to select an
on-site coordinator who can work compatibly with these. In negotiating and planning the itinerary with the on-site coordinator, careful
communication can beccmie an important issue. When working with
an organization located in the host country, cultural differences can
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often exist in notions of the "ideal" travel-study experience. For example, whereas we, as U.S. educators, may envision a highly experiential, interactive, or individually-focused program, the Japanese
are often more accustomed to and comfortable with "package" or
tour-bus format tours which tend to be less interactive. Thus, JTB
may be weli-suited for arranging hotels, ground travel, and some
tours, hut it is strictly a tourist organization and will be able to provide
few "up-close and personal" experiences. Other organizations, such
as CIEE and PACE have considerable experience dealing with U.S.
educational groups. They share a similar experiential philosophy, and
will work closely with project personnel to create "custom-designed"
programs.
Study-tour organizers should begin planning and scheduling six to
nine months prior to the tour. Most consulting organizations that
help plan study tours require this amount of preparation time. For
example, CIEE prefers to begin work eight months in advance of the
study tour by having the study-tour institution complete a program
outline. They then proceed to a budget proposal and, upon acceptance
of the budget, begin work on a tentative itinerary and travel arrangements. When working with a Japanese organization to plan a study
tour, relationships tend to develop over tinw. Personal contacts are
very important and should be utilized whenever possible. Personal
relationships made through business connections, former exchange
students or teachers, pen pals, or sister city and sister state connections can provide valuable entrees to unique experiences in the host
country, if approached in a careful and sensitive manner.

Planning the Itinerary.

Planning an itinerary that provides

unique, genuine, and worthwhile experiences that meet participants'
iieeds, while also addre:;sing project goals may be among the most
challenging aspects of conducting a successful study tour. In planning, study-tour staff must attend to content objectives by scheduling
an overall program that presents an accurate picture of the country
tw offering a range of content focii and settings. Study-tour leaders,
working with on-site coordinators, face a challenge in providing an
itinerary that accurately educates study-tour participants to the diversity of the country they are studying. This should include providing experiences which reflect geographic diversity, urban and rural
contrasts, ethnic and socio-economic diversity, and traditional-contemporary contrasts, as examples.
In addition, the itinerary should attend to learning styles and group
dynamics. For example, a constant challenge voiced by regional Japan
project study-tour leaders is that of achieving a satisfactory balance
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between formal, project-sponsored activities and free time. While project leaders may be committed to scheduled activities as the heart of
the programessential in providing a core of knowledge and expe-

riencethey also recognize that such activities may not meet the
personal learning styles, or academic, or cultural interests of all project

participants. There is often a tension between formally scheduled
group activities, the raison d'etre of the program, and time for participants to pursue their own interests. While both are essential to a
successful program, it seems that on two to three week tours, it is
very difficult to provide ample amounts of both kinds of time to
everyone's satisfaction. The regional Japan projects have adopted a
variety of strategies for addressing this balance. All try to provide a
range of large and small group experiences through a choice of concurrent activities, such as elementary or secondary school visits or
small-group neighborhood study tours, and optional activities, such
as the sekction of two out of three art lessons or one of two cultural
performances.
In providing free time, some of the projects offer a half-day of free
time in each locale; others, a completely free day at intervals through-

out the trip; still others intersperse group meals with independent
meals. Some study tours have very tightly scheduled programs with
a minimum of free time. In any case, it is important to make project
expectations and demands on individuals very clear from the outset.
Participants should know before embarking on the study tour that
f hey are agreeing to a group program and scheduled activities, if, in
fact, that is the format of the study tour. They should be given sonw
reasonable expectation of the amount of free time they will have and
what they might realistically accomplish in terms of a personal agenda
during that time. Project leaders might want to work with individual

participants prior to departure to help them plan activities for their
free time and, if they have a substantial personal agenda, to suggest
that they Etay after the study tour is over to pursue their own interests.
To further attend to the different learning styles of participants,
study-tour leaders may also want to balance activities to include learning in formal settings, such as through lectures, demonstrations, and
tours, as well as more informal or interactive settings, such as small
and large group discussions, hands-on lessons, and one-on-one or

equal ratio activities with Japanese counterparts. Examples of the
latter might include teaming participants individually or in small
groups with Japanese partners to explore different neighborhoods in
a city, arranging a night out with Japanese business people or educators, or honwstays.
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Budgeting. Most study tours, whether paid for by participating
educators or by a granting institution, are working wit',in tight budg-

ets. A useful guide for study-tour planners in establishing a budget
for their trip is available from the U.S. government. The FulbrightHays Group Projects Maintenance Allowance, issued each year, provides per diem rates for major cities in every country and is extremely
helpful in estimating the costs of a study-tour program. Some liaison
organizations, such as CIEE, will assume much of the responsibility
for budgeting a study tour. CIEE: consults with the institution sponsoring the study tour to identify budget parameters, then submits for
approval to the institution a budget for the entire program. The studytour institution essentially subcontracts to CIEE to handle the program

within the agreed upon budget. In working with on-site liaisons in
Japan, it may be very important to keep in very close communication
about study-tour expenses and to keep the liaison well-informed on
budget limits.
In budgeting for a study tour, the sponsoring institution must plan
for the following expenses: hotel, food, individual and group ground
transportation (e.g., times people will get to places by public trans-

port, times the tour will have to charter I -sses, etc.), walkaround
money (e.g. entrance fees to museums, pari.s, shrines, temples, cultural events); honoraria or fees for speakers and guides, and interpreters. Other major and minor expenses may be particular to a given
country. For example, in Japan, meeting space is always at a premium.

Meejng rooms must often be rented by the hour or day, and the
rental rates are generally very high. Gift giving is integral to professional interaction and courtesy in Japan. The cost of gifts for speakers,

hosts, and other key contributors to the study tour must be taken
into consideration in figuring the program budget. As a final example,
because of space limitations on Japanese trains, baggage is generally

shipped separately through a rrivate transport service, the cost of
which must be figured in the overall tour budget.
Staffing the snidy tour is closely tied to budget issues. Many of the
regional Japan projects have relied on two staff people to share the
burdens of the study tour, designating one person to administer the
tour, another to provide content expertise on the country being vis-

ited. An interpreter may be necessary on a fuli-or part-time basis,
depending on the skills of and demands on the staff.
Homestays. Homestays offer a unique opportunity to meet Japanese people, learn about families and lifestyles, and expurience Japan

independently of a large group. Homestays can also cause a great
dual of stress for participants for many of the same reasons that they
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are so valuablethat is, that participants are on their own for several
days with a Japanese fimily. Careful planning can alleviate much of
the stress and pave tf.e way for an optimum experience. There are
several items to address in planning homestays with the project's onsite coordinator or other liaison. Project staff should ascertain how
homestay families are being identified. For example, does the cibchamber of commerce or tourist bureau sponsor a homestay program?
If so, will your homestay hosts be people who are more or less "pro-

fessionals"? Are they offering a "packaged" or more spontaneous
experience; are the homestay hosts paid for their hospitality or are
they doing it out of personal interest; do the host families include
someone who can speak English? Answers to such questions may
significantly influence the experience study-tour participants have.
Project staff can contribute to matching homestay hosts and guests

effectively by requesting that hosts and study-tour partkwants develop brief biographies in which they identify such things as family
size, members, ages; personal hob's;'. and interests; allergies, pets,
and so on. These biographies will assist in matching hosts and guests
based on some shared interest or experience. Advance planning to

allow host and guest to exchanr a letter and perhaps photos will
help make all parties more comfortable when they meet.
Project staff should plan to provide a homestay orientation for participants and insure that the on-site coordinator will do the same for
hosts. The orientation might include an introduction to basic household customs and etiquette, such as bath taking, typical foods, meal-

time etiquette, and gift giving; ideas about things to take to start
conversations, such as scrapbooks, photo books of state or town,
samples of student work or photos and artifacts of school or one's
home and family; what to do in case of illness or other problems.
Suggestions on how to make the most of a honwstav as a learning
experience can also be very valuaHe; for example, observation techniques, articulation of topics participants would like to learn about,
identification of appropriate and inappropriate topics of conversation
and photo subjects, and so on.
In preparing for homestavs, several of the regional Japan projects
have had excellent success conducting a pre-homestay get-acquainted
party, held (me evening before the homestavs are to begin. Enabling
hosts and guests to become acquainted in an informal, Iwo tral setting
surrounded by friends relieves a lot of anxiety for all concerned. Hosts
and guests have a chance to discus!; plans for the homestay, make
arrangements, and finalize or alter activities as appropriate.
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If the itinerary allows, project staff may also want to schedule

vo

separate homestays in different locationsperhaps one urban and
one rural to enable participants to compare and contrast their experiences. Such a dual experience tends to dispel stereotypes or generalizations which participants might logically form as the result of a
single experience.
As with all study-tour activities, debriefing hornestays contributes

to the overall experience. Group discussions in which participants
share their experiences may help participants realize t'le extent of
diversity across families in this society and question stereotypes of
the "typical" family. The Rocky Mountain Region Japan Project has
produced a useful curriculum unit A Look at Japanese Culture Through

the Family, containing case studies of homestav experiences. These
recountings have a remarkable diversity which will impress on the
participants that Japanese host families are not totally alike.
Team Communicitien. Ultimately, participant satisfaction with a
study tour may rest as much on the ease with which the program
proceeds and on positive group dynamics as on the sum of planned
activities and spontaneous experiences. Travel in a foreign country,
with a large group, can be very stressful for many people. Uncertainty
about travel arrangements, accommodations, and independent and
group activities can ;.!1 contribute to individual travel stress, which
in turn can significantly influence individual satisfaction, group dynamics, and the smooth progress of the program. Likewise, developing a system of effective communication during the program can
contribute significantly to participant satisfaction and the ultimate
success of the study tour.
Often dealing with last minute changes or data, tour staff face a
challenge in keeping participants accurately inftirmed. Regional Japan
projects conducting summer study tours have identified several methods of facilitating team communication and positive group dynamics
which we can recommend to others undertaking similar programs for
the first time. One mechanism is the distribution of detailed daily or
two-day schedules, including special it,mis of note such as proper
dress, details of ground transportation and addresses of activities so
that it a participant gets sepa rated from the group hu can still reach
his destination. Routine morning or evening meetings enable staff to
make late-breaking announcenwnts, address participant questions,
and so on. Some projects have successfully used a portable posting
board, attached to the project leaders hotel door, on which they announce any last-minute schedule changes or other important information. Other projects route communication through key people. For
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example, study tours consisting of sci,00l district or state teams may
route notices and announcements through team leaders, asking these
leaders to share the responsibility of disseminating information. Still
other projects r-'ommend sharing responsibility among all participants by haying a rotating "drill sergeant" for the day, a participant
responsible for the day's agenda. This person acts as a contact point
and information res.)urce on the day's activities for all participants
and assists the proje leders by facilitating meetings, making introductions, and presen:ing sifts at meetings, and so on.
..

Processing the Experience. To make the most of a study tour,
participants need time and a structure which encourages them to
reflect upon or process the barrage of experiences and cultural data

to which they are exposed in such a rapid-fire manner. Regular team
discussion sessions, scheduled every three or f.our days, are one way
of meeting this need. Some sessions might focus on participants'
observations or discoveries, while other sessi.m:: might take the form
of trouble shooting, providing a forum for participants to discuss
problems related to culture shock, or construcely enabling them to
voice criticisms of accommodations or program activities, or iron out
problems related to group travel. Techniques to begin such discussion
include asking participants to share the high and low points of the
previous few days; to comment on something they learned which
they would like to incorporate into their teaching, and so on.
Large-group discussions are particularly valuable early in the program, when culture shock may be an issue. At least one of the regional
Japan projects conducts a small-group orientation activity on the first
day in Japan. In groups of four, participants spend the day with a
Japanese escort, learning to make phone calls, order in a restaurant,
maneuver the Tokyo subway and train system, buy stamps, and so
on. The goal of this initial activity is to instill in all participants the
confidence that they can function in the country. Following such an
activity a group discussion might focus not only on
skills participants feel they acquired ;Ind what insecurities they still teel, but
also on what they learned about the culture. Participants may also
value discussion sessions Wowing particularly intensive or emotional
activities such as homestays, a visit to Hiroshima Peace Park, or a
free dav when everyone has gone off on his/her own.
The study-tour format can further facilitate individual reflection and
processing through such mechanisms as evaluation instruments and
a group journal. One project has adapted an on-site evaluation form
to include not only comments on program administration, activities,
and accommodations but also several personal reflection questions,
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gauging how information can be used in teaching, how preconceived
notions are changing, and so on.
A team journal encourages individual reflection while providing a
team project that contributes to group identity. Begun on the first day
in the country, the team journal is passed from one participant to the
next throughout the trip, with each person recording the day's experiences in his/her own style Upon their return horne, all participants receive a copy of this collective experience of the study tour.

Debriefing and Follow-Through
Most study tours estaolish follm '-through expectations of their participants as an initial condition of participation. Such responsibilities
might include curriculum development for the classroom or school
district, training fellow teachers in the district, or conducting statewide awareness activities. An ideal outconw for any study tour is for

the project to take on a life of its own through team or individual

participant efforts back home.
Whatever the expectation, the extent and effectiveness of followthrough activities is positively affected by strong support from project
staff. 'Eypically, the regional Japan projects have conducted followthrough Fograms consisting of some combination of "debriefing"
workshops, site visits, annual "reunion" workshops, and regular correspondence.
"Debriefing" Workshop. Many of the regional Japan projects
conduct a debriefing weekend 1,,,,,c.rkshop for their study-tour participants approximately one or two months following their return home.

Such workshops provide the opportunity for participants to share
resources acquired independently in the host country, identity meth'Is for translating their personal travel experiences into effective
classroom lessons, and solidify their plans tor sharing tlwir experiences with other t!ducators and the community. A typical debriefing
workshop agenda might include time for sharing slides and artifacts
among study-tour participants; cor ducting a summative evaluation
on the study tour; formulating or discussing plans and topics for
devehiping tx enriching curricuhim on the tools country with into,
!nation and resources gained thniugh the trip, learning or enhancing
teacher training techniques, planning prototype teacher training
workshops and communityfocused presentations. An important goal
for project staff should be to emphasi/e commitment to alumni and
clarify the range of things the project can do to help them. For e)..
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ample, project staff can help in identifying/securing resources and
resource people, and guiding alumni toward additional funding.
Long-Term Follow-Through. Continuing contact with and support to participants can help them maintain their commitment to and
enthusiasm for promised follow-through activities and even help
them go far beyond their original plans.
Depending on the project's operating budget, such support can
take a variety of forms. Many study-tour programs require a written
report of activities conducted by participants during the year following
their study tour. Site visits to teams or individual participants during
the year following the study tour enable project staff to see first-hand
what changes may be taking place, how individual classroom teaching
or district-wide curriculum are being improved, and how students as
well as other teachers are feeling ripple effects of the study-tour par-

ticipants' trip. Distributing a newslett, or conducting regular correspondence with participants is a relatively cost-effective way of
providing support and encouraging continued networking. Newsletters or regular memos can advise study-tour "alumni" of relevant
professional and cultural opportunities, and recommended new resources while providing a clearinghouse for news about special projects or accomplishments of the participants.
Study-tour programs can also sponsor presentations bY alumni at
regional or national educational conferences. The New England Program for Teaching About Japan and the Mid-America Program for
Teaching About Japan, as well as the Keizai Koho Center Fellowship
Program and a number of the Fulbright study tours, have traditionally
presented sessions at the annual meeting of the National Council for
the Social Studies. These sessions provide a forum for six or eight
study-tour alumni to report to a national audience on the projects
they have initiated as a result of their trips. Other projects, such as
the Rocky Mountain Region Japan Project, coordinate a strand of
sessions highlighting curriculum projects of their participants at regional social studies conk,rences. Such activities not only provide an
Opportunity for alumni to showcase their efforts, but also enable them

to reunite and share follow-through experiences with their fellow
study-tour participants.
Some study-tour projects have had success with reunion workshops
held a Year after the trip. Such workshops typically focus on the
accomplishments and concerns of study-tour alumni. Participants
have die opportunity to demonstrate or discuss their follow-through
projects, enhance their knowledge through content lectures, and
share new ideas and successes as well as frustrations. Reunion work-
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shops can be extremely effective in revitalizing alumni and giving
them ideas for spin-off projects or sustained efforts. If projects or
institutions conduct study tours on a regular basis, they can showcase
alumni and contribute to professional growth and project commitment by calling upon alumni to help train/orient new groups of studytour participants.
Still , ther projects have provided incentives for long-term or spinoff activitks that go beyond initial commitments. For example, one
regional project offers stipends to study-tour alumni for conducting
teacher workshops over and above those initially promised. Another

regional project offers annual minigrants to ti is, individuals, or
school districts to conduct in-service or curriculum enhancement projects.

The benefit Ind effectiveness of a good study tour are unquestionable. Ach;.eving a beneficial experience requires careful planning,
orientation, efficient management and conduct, and meaningful follow-through. Together, these elements will encourage an on-going,
collaborative application of the knowledge and experience acquired
through the study tour.
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Exchange: Bringing P2ople
and Ideas Together
John J. Cogan
with contributions from:
Jean Sorensen, Mankato, Minnesota
Shirley Davis Schumacher, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Robert Van Camp, Utica, Michigan
Shirley McEvoy, St. Marys, Ohio
Hilary Stock, Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin

"Seeing is believing" is a phrase we have all heard on numerous
occasions. The connotaticrs is that if one can experience something
first-hand, a more accurate picture of reality will emerge. If you ask
any educator "why exchange?" you are likely to get a multitude of
responses, but underlying all of them is that simple belief.
In this brief chapter, the reasons for exchanges will be examined,
how our regional project made this an integral part of our work will
be detailed, the kinds of exchanges will be explored, and, finally, brief
descriptions of programs in practice will be examined.
Why Exchange? There are many reasons for developing and implementing exchange programs. First, there is the need to reduce
myths and stereotypes about other peoples and cultures. Textbooks,
supplemeatary materials, literature, television programming, films,
and many other sources distort and stereotype other peoples and
cultures. Exchanges of both materials and, if possible, people, help
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considerably in presenting a more realistic picture. The sharing of
information and ideas about each others' cultures is especially irnportant. As detailed in one of the later examples, cultural sharing not
only helps learners gain increased understanding of another culture,
but it also helps them gain deeper insights into their own as weii.
We often forget this, but it is critical to a fully informed global perspective.

Second, exchanges give the concepts and generalizations students
are studying a reality base. Concepts such as culture, time, space,
change, adaptation, and a host of others take on new meaning when
seen through the eyes of others. Again it provides for reflection upon
what we have come to accept as the "only" way of viewing a concept.
This is a very important criterion for a lifetime of learning.
Third, exchange also emphasizes cultural universals as well as the
unique attributes of cultures and societies. Learners, especially young
ones, need to understand that all human beings share similar basic
needs and yet may approach the fulfillment ot ,nese in many different
ways. In the process, they may learn there are other ways to develop
and progress which are different, but just as legitimate as those in
their Own society.
Fourth, and often overlooked, are the.personal and professional
working relationships which develop out of exchanges whether they
be people or material In the case of our regional project, several
exchanges have developed and expanded far beyond their original
scope. In all cases, this has been due to the close bonding which has
taken place between the participants.
The Great Lakes Japan-in-the-Schools Project (CUSP) set as one of
its primary goals the development of relationships between communities, schools, and individuals in Japan and in project states that
would last far beyond years of the funded activity. Only in this way
could we, in part, insure the institutionalization of the project goals.
These relationships were built upon existing sister city or sister state/
prefecture linkages where possible. New relationships were established as well, especially in the case of the Wisconsin Team and the
exchange of culture discovery boxes with Chiba Prefecture. Indeed,
this led to an eventual formal relationship between the two states.
Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin all have existing "sister" linkages with Japanese counterparts, including the oldest established relationship between St. Paul and Nagasaki. During the CUSP
study seminar in Japan, July 1988, each of the state teams visited their
sister cities/prefectures for several days to strengthen ties and discuss
future projects. In all instances this has revitalized the relationships
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and has led to some of the new activities outlined in the examples in
practice to follow.
It has also led to each of the states hosting one or more of the Japan
project ieams (sponsored by the United States-Japan Foundation) as
part of their summer seminar experiences here in the United States.
All of this has strengthened ties between schools and teachers across
the Pacific. We expect this to become even stronger in the future.
Kinds of Exchanges. The exchanges carried out to date have been
primarily of four types although generally these are not singular types
of activities. They often involve three and sometimes all four elements.
The primary means of exchange focus on the following:
1. People-to-people, both community and school-based
2. Materials including culture discovery boxes, textbooks, artwork,
photographs, etc.
3. Video letters about life in the school and the community at large
4. Cassette tapes, especially of popular and traditional music
What has yet to be explored, although soon to come, are electronic
exchanges including computer-based electronic mail, facsimile transmissions, and satellite links. The first two are relatively inexpensive;
the latter is presently quite costly, and one must have access to both
up- and down-link facilities. The potential for all three, however, is
nearly limitless. As One media specialist pointed out recently, these

electronic links could also play a role in stimulating the study of
language.
There are undoubtedly many more possibilities as well, but these
serve to give us some idea of how we can begin to connect with one
another in more meaningful ways.
Examples in Practice. Each of the five examples to follow are
actual programs now in practice. They range from summer to yearlong exchanges and include material exchanges. The five contributors
are identified with their program and can be contacted through the
Great Lakes Japan-in-the-Schools Program (see listing under National
Precollegiate Japan Projects Network members).

It's a Small World
Jean Sorensen
Mankato, Minnesota
This program began with a Japanese woman's dream. A dream that
saw children from Japan learning and playing wid, children from
Minnesota. In 1985, Toshiko Motoyama brought a group of children
to Winona, Minnesota for a homestay program. Toshiko had been a
student at Mankato State University, and in 1986, she asked me to
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be the U.S. coordinator of the program. It was called, "It's a Small
World."
In 1989, we completed the exchange. In addition to bringing Japanese students to Mankato for three weeks in the summer, we began

to have Mankato students return with the group to Japan for a twoweek homestay. During the five years of the program, over 100 U.S.
families hosted the Japanese students.
While in Mankato, the Japanese and U.S. students (ages 7-19) attend
enrichment classes and go on many field trips together. The program

must be educationally sound, because the Japanese students have
responsibility for summer learning experiences as part of their school
curriculum. The Japanese families pay the cost of the airline tickets
for their children, plus a fee that covers all the educational expenses

and transportation for the field trips. In return, the U.S. families
provide home meals, and many recreational experiences for the Japanese children. When the Mankato students go to Japan, the same
procedure is followed, e.g., parents pay for their children's air fares,
and then Japanese families host them. There is no school m Japan at
this time (August), but much time is spent with f -lilies in a variety
of cultural experiences. The main goal is to provide a bridge between
cultures through face-to-face encounters.
The key to the success of the program is to provide a good match
in choosing the host families. An application form is sent to the Mankato families asking for names, addresses, phone numbers, teachers,
pets, and hobbies. A similar form is completed by the Japanese parents. The Japanese forms request the date of birth, sex, height, weight,
knowledge of English, experience abroad, and medical Tequirements.
Pictures are also included which help the hosts become acquainted
with the children before they arrive.
Once the families are selected, they begin corresponding. Hosts
send the Japanese family a description of the community, the summer
staff, and facilities. An orientation for the Mankato host families includes Japanese language information and a-1 overview of the program. A telephone tree is set up for quick passing of information,
and parents choose the activities that they would like to help organize.
These include a variety of events from the welcoming reception to
fishing trips, swimming parties, cultural and historical events, concerts, and dozens of others.
Three U.S. and two Japanese teachers make up the full-time staff.
Part-time teachers are hired for projects in history, science, computers, music, and calligraphy. Facilities at a local high school are ...ented
for a nominal fee. They include a classroom, a gymnasium, a home
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economics room, a planetarium, a swimming pool, and tennis courts.
A rented bus takes the group to parks, shopping centers, hog and
dairy farms, historical sites including Fort Snelling, rivers, lakes, a
zoo, museums, the Science Museum and Omni Theater ;n St. Paul,
a Twins baseball game in Minneapolis, horseback riding, the Minnesota Viking football training camp, and to Mankato State University. Roller skating, bowling, hiking, and camping have also been
included. U.S. and Japanese Days feature cooking, crafts, songs,
dances, and games from each country. The many sports played range
from softball to sumo wrestling. One summer, mini-Olympic games
with track and field events were held.
Language differences do present a challenge. High school age children have the most problems. English language classes begin in 7th
grade in Japanese schools, but written English is stressed, and thus
students do not have a conversational background. The younger children come from international schools where English is used in all
classes. These children come on ti,e ex hange to improve their English
skills. The ability of these young children as they begin to communicate with their U.S. hosts is amazing.
As the 20 to 25 Japanese students come through the doors of the
customs area, there are tired and tense faces, but these soon change
to smiles as they see the welcome signs held by their Mankato hosts.
After a weekend of sleep and relax, Ilion with their families, they are
ready to join the whole group. An active day of river tubing, a hayride,
and a cornroast on a farm are planned for the first get-acquainted
day. The day ends with a sing-along around the campfire, where
shared laughter is heard, and the exchange is off to a good start.
The Japanese children are insured in Japan. They have accident
and health insurance. A list of the students, their host families, and
their addresses are taken to the local hospital admissions office in
case a non-English-speaking child should be involved in an emergency situation.
Gift giving is an important part of Japanese culture. U.S. families
are told to prepare gifts for the Japanese children and their families

as they will be receiving g&s, too. Hosts have given handcrafted
items, calendars, books about the local area, T-shirts, and local products. Local companies donate gifts such as: playing cards, frisbees,
coupons, pens, seedcorn logo caps, and tote bags. These things are
presented to the Japanese students at the welcoming p ty.
Thu greatest gifts, however, are the smiles, the hugs, and the tears
shed at the airport by parents and students. It is hard to say good-
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by, but hosts do see them again, and the letters and gifts continue
the friendships. The program is a bridge between cultures.
The Hikone/Ann Arbor
N.:dor High School Student
Educational and Cultural Exchange
Shirley Davis Schumacher
Ann Arbor, Michigan
I went to Japan for the first time in fall of 1979 as one of 16 Michigan
educators who spent six weeks in our sister prefecture, Shiga, visiting

13 sister cities there. We enjoyed homestays, toured 28 schools, and
had a variety e cultural experiences as members of a Fulbright-Hays
Exchange Serr.nar. Once home, I became project director of a program
which wos designed to offer a similar experience for some of our
district's students. A sister city relationship existed between Hikone
and Ann Arbor, and the Hikone mayor had already proposed a pairing of the five junior high schools in each city. Earlier in 1979, and
for each year since, a Hikone student has visited our school, bringing
gifts from the principal and classmates.
An associate project director and I worked with the school system

and with leaders in the city and state/prefectural governments to
create an educational experience for students, which would include
a two-and-a-half week summer student exchange trip to Japan. Over
the five years of planning, the governors of Shiga and Michigan, three
superintendents of schools, and two mayors in Ann Arbor, the Hikone mayoi-, the head of the board of education, and two superin-

tendents lent their support as well. Finally, all was in place.
Superintendent Richard Benjamin (at his own expense) and I led the
first group in 1985. Two more groups have gone, in 1988 and 1990.
The Hikone/Ann Arbor Exchange contributed to the Michigan State
Board of Education's goals for global, multilingual, and multicultural
education; goals which are intended to develop citizens equipped to
live in the 21st century. Ann Arbor has site-based individual school
plans designed to reach many of these goals; our 6th and 7th grade
social studies curriculum is World Cultures and Geography, a course
of study which emphasizes geographical regions and common global
concerns about resources, population, and the environment. The exchange's goal for students (as stated in the information brochure) is,

"to help those students, their families, their classmates, and their
teachers to gain a world-centered perspective and to engage the entire
Ann Arbor community in dimensions of this project. It C&, help

strengthen present secondary school curriculum in areas of i;lobal
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education; it is hoped that it will increase understanding that we do
iadeed coexist in a global society."
The Hikone/Ann Arbor (H/AA) Exchange has these features:
female adult leader is selected
Leadership. One male and one
member volunfrom among Ann Arbor Public Schools (AAPS) staff
Duties consist of
teers .y the H/AA Exchange Advisory Committee.
coordinating plans and funding for the Exchange, and providing orientation sessions for students. The leader's travel expenses are paid
by the Exchange.
receives an Exchange broEligibility. Every 7th and 8th grader
chure from their school's staff liaison to the project. Those interested,
established, get an
who have home support, and meet the criteria
application from the liaison to complete and return. Travel expenses
are paid by the Exchange.
chosen their five finalists, two
Selection. After each school has
selected by a
students (one each from the 7th and 8th grades) are
city-wide committee. At each level in the selection process, groups
must be gender-balanced and culturally diverse.
Orientation. The selected students attend orientation sessions
which can include: lessons in the Japanese language, behaviors in
Japanese culture, instruction in group dynamics in the United States
discussions with United
and Japan, meetings with Japanese nationals,
States visitors to Japan, role play of day-to-day living, multimedia
lessons in folding
looks at Japanese education, origami (paper folding)
and
an Independent
a peace crane for the community, family events,
Study Project (ISP), a tool to help the students find a special focus.
Exchange is a liaison to a Board
Obligation. Each member of the
of Education trustee and a City Council member. The Exchange ambassadors give programs for community groups (e.g., Intermediate
Public Library).
School District principals; Friends of the Ann Arbor
and host
The leaders contribute to the training of their successors
lessons
and
teach
their Ilikone counterparts here. The students plan
in their own schools and in the elementary schools.
is one of the responsibilities
Support. Since 1987, the Exchange
Exchange has an
of an administrative specialist in the AAPS. The
advisory committee, a broad-based volunteer group of individuals
from the community, which provides a variety of support activities.
accounting, are proIn-kind services, such as printing and financial
vided by the district. In-school liaisons to the --oject are the cornof
immity education coordinators who schedule the distribution
first step
information concerning student applications and co-chair the
Other
staff
in the student selection proce:is (5 finalists in each school).
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members contribute their time and talents. Parents, students, and
their friends assist the group, too. Japanese nationals teach language

lessons. The business community, service clubs, and individuals
make donations.

To establish an exchange, the following should be given serious
consideration: first, the value of careful blanning cannot be overstated;
second, to understand one another's goals and capabilities is very
important. Next, if an exchange is intended to be ongoing, it needs
step-by-step implementation and frequent evaluation. Finally, programs which have been institutionalized can continue if there are
personnel changes.
The Utica Community Schools-Shiga Kokusai Joho
High School Exchange
Robert Van Camp
Utica, Michigan

The Utica Community Schools-Shiga Kokusai Joho High School
Exchange Program was the direct result of the Great Lakes Japan-inthe-Schools Project's 1988 summer study tour of Japan. Naofumi Matsuoka, a faculty member of Kokusai Joho who had been an exchange
teacher in Utica in 1986, worked with a Utic colleague and me to
develop the idea and wrote a draft version of the agreement prior to
the end of our tour. Following revisions made by various administrators in Shiga and Utica, the document was signed by both parties
in the spring of 1989.
The agreenwnt had four objectives:
1. o create an opportunity for a direct school-to-school exchange
of students during the school year to study the culture, customs,
language, society, and history of one another.

2. o provide a brief summer visitation as an introductory, but
concentrated cross-cultural study.
series of exchanges, Sliz'h as written, video, and

3. o develop a

computer letters between students, classes, and schools on a
continual t-asis each year.
4. To promote an overall understanding of the strengths and positive contributions of each other's culture.
The agreement reflects the Utica Community Schools commitment
to world studies, one of five items in the core curriculum designated
tw the Michigan State Board of Education in 1990. More specifically,
the exchange program is a component ot the district's East Asian
Institute. This program enables students trom all four high schools
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to study the Japanese language, East Asian history, and culture for
three years.
The summer visitations involve 11-day stays in the respective district with a 3-day trip to Washington, D.C. for the Japanese, and three
days in Seoul or Hong Kong for the U.S. citizens. During the eleven
days, students and educators enjoy homestays with host students
and their families. Educational and recreational activities are planned
for most days with a few days left to the host families.
The academic year exchanges, v+ile still in the formative stage,
will allow for two or three students from Utica and Kokusai Joho to
enroll in the exchange school for one or two semesters. Recent
changes by the Japanese Ministry of Education allowing Japanese
nationals to receive academic credit for approved courses while studying overseas have opened thc .loor for this aspect of our exchange.
Realistically, we do not expect the exchange students to have sufficient

language fluency to operate in the exchange school. Consequently,
special assistance will be offered.
The following suggestions are designed to help the reader to achieve
a successful exchange program:
1. Start small.
The temptation is to start with a comprehensive exchange program.
The excitement from envisioning what you want to happen can
quickly lead to disappointment. Start with one component of the
exchange and build from there.
2. Carefully choose your exchange participants.
Students' desire and financial ability are not sufficient reasons for
being chosen. We have set up a committee of experienced travelers/
educators who screen all applicants. Among the criteria the committee considers are the following:
demonstrated ability to adapt to a foreign culture

ability to get along well with other students
willingness to try new experiences/things
willingness to try new fo d
ability to represent Utica Community '.,.711ools well

adequate Japanese language skills
willingness to host a Japanese student
3. Properly prepare the U.S. participants for the upcoming exchange
program.
Cultural and language orientation sessions are essential. Leader/

educators need to adapt to the Japanese style. Wearing casual
clothes at a ceremony when your hosts are in suits; pulling business
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cards from your back pocket; failing to acknow!edge gifts and other
acts of kindness adequately can all jeopardize the relationship.

St. Malys Sister City
Summer Youth Exchange Program
Shirley McEvoy
St. Marys, Ohio
St. Marys' involvement in a flourishing sister city relationship and
an outstanding exchange program is directly related to the international friendship that grew between members of the Japan Working
Youth Goodwill Society, its founder, and the people of St. Marys. In
1976, one of our community leaders received a call froin Japan. He
was asked if our city would host a delegation of young people. In
the fall of the same year, 30 young professional men and women from
all over Japan spent four days in our city. Homestays were provided
to enable the young people to experience first-hand family life in the
United States. Friendships grew and soon the Japan Working Youth
Goodwill Society had visited the city on seven different occasions.
The president and founder of the organization was so impressed by
the hospitality provided the young people on each of their visits, he
proposed a sister city relationship between his home town of Hokudan-Cho and St. Marys. A formal resolution from the Hokudan city
council was delivered to the St. Marys council by the Working Youth
tour leader in 1985.
In 1986, an official delegation irom Hokudan visited St. Marys to
sign the official documents and invite a similar group to visit their
city in 1987. During the return visit, discussions were held to determine the ways and means by which the two cities could enhance and
deepen their relationship. It was decided that the communities would
exchange community newsletters and gifts; the schools would exchange pen pal letters, art work, and video letters. After one year of
exchanges of this type, St. Marys hosted the first youth delegation
from I lokudan in 1988.
The purpose of the St. Marys Youth Ewhange Program is to involve
the youth and the community in the project. The goals of the program
re to:

deepen the friendship that has grown between the cilles
provide the youth of both cities with an educational opportunity
to experience family life with host families
involve the entire community', so that all citizens will grow to
recognize the importance and future significance of young people
knowing about one another's culture, and
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continue to promote programs of this kind that may some day
lead to world peace.
The selection process begins in September. Applications are distributed to the junior and senior high school guidance offices. All
students in grades 7-12 can apply. The students finance their own
travel expenses and air fare. The sister city organization and local
business clubs help defray all other expenses. The written applications
are collected and read by five citizens who are committed to the
project. The applications are identified only by social security numbers. Applications receiving the highest ratings are matched with the
students' names. These students are notified by mail that they are to
proceed to an oral interview. All students who have not been selected
also receive letters encouraging them to apply again the next year.

By the end of November, the committee has selected 10 delegates and

2 alternates to be St. Marys' young ambassadors of friendship to

Hokudan. The same procedure is used to select the group leader and
alternate leader. All alternate students and leaders are involved in
the program the next year.
From January through July, the members of the sister city organization and interested community members help prepare the group
for their trip and homestays. All delegates, leaders, and alternates
are required to participate in these monthly meetings. The group
studies the history, customs, and culture of Japan, some conversational Japanese, and general information about Hokudan and its peo-

ple. Citizens of St. Marys who have visited Hokudan share their
photographs, slides, and experiences. Local Japanese residents attend

sessions and help the youth learn more about the culture and language of Japan. Local Japanese residents also prepare foods for the
group to taste. Local businesses give the youth small items to present
as gifts. Music teachers and physical education teachers assist the
students in learning songs and dances to perform for the culture
exchange. The community library provides a meeting room for the
sessions. One local Japanese btsiness donates funds and arranges for
representatives from his company to greet the youth at their hotel in
Tokyo and provides a tour guide for them. Various predeparture tasks
are delegated to all members of the group.
The youth delegation leaves St. Marys in late July. They spend five
days touring Japan before traveling to f lokudan where they spend
five more days experiencing Japanese family life with their host families.

Hokudan's youth delegation accompanies our students on their
return trip to St. Marys. St. Marys' citizens, city officials, and sister
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city members gather at Dayton International Airport to welcome both
delegations. The arriving youth delegation spends five days with their
host families experiencing U.S. family life and then visits other sites
in the country before returning to Japan. During their stay, factories,
schools, local businesses, and public utilities provide tours of Cwir
facilities. A local car sales operatkm donates the use of two vans to
transport the group. English teachers prepare and teach English conversation lessons for the group. The local YMCA opens their facility

to the youth for a cultural exchange, and both groups enjoy sports
acfivities together. Neil Armstrong Airport donates free airplane
rides. Local r(staurants plan special meals for the youth. Local Japanese residents work out a schedule whereby each of them spends
one dav as the translator for the touring group. The students spend
the last two days of their visit at the community's annual Summerfest.
The dekgation frorn I lokudan is introduced to the community in the
park, and both youth delegations ride floats in the parade and par-

ticipate in the planned activities. When students return to their
homes, both youth delegations write personal accounts of their experiences. The letters are translated and sent to one another's cities

k) be shared with tlie communities.
Those just starting or contemplating starting an exchange program,
should explore the possibility of first entering into a sister city relationship, a relationship that is not another franwd document in the
mayor's office, but one that actively involves people,
The Chiba-Wisconsin Culture Discovery Box Exchange
Hilary Stock
Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin
Creating and exchanging culture discovery boxes was the Wisconsin team's response to the Great 1.akes Japan-in-the-Schools Project's
objective "to develop and strengthen linkages betwevn sister cities
and sister states in Japan." Unlike the other states in the Great Lakes
Project, Wisconsin lacked exchange models and institutionalized programs to build on to achieve this goal. Moreover, each mernber ot
tlw Wisconsin team was responsible for developing and disseminating
global studies curricula in the schools of the state. Given these two
related tasks, our trip to id pd n in the summer of 1988 presented an
opportunity to create ci cross-cultural excllange activity that would
have educational integrity for d II cidtiti moms, thdt %Yds not an "add
on" to an overcrowded curriculum or 11fl enrichment activi'cy for a
select few. The creation and exchange of culture discovery boxes that
resulted between Wisconsin and Japanese classroom:i provides a
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model for any educator interested in developing cross-cultural exchanges as an integral component of cultures or global studies curricula.

The activity, briefly described below, was initially completed with
exchanges between Wisconsin students and educators, and students
and educators in Kanon); City and Chiba Prefecture. In subsequent
years, educators from Chiba have become an important part of our
Japan summer institutes, and Wisconsin and Chiba have become offi,-A sister states. Equally significant, cross-cultural artifact exchanges
are expanding throughout the state as a meaningful way to build
cultural, national, and international awareness in our classrooms and
communities.

Procedure
The basic procedure for a cross-cultural exchange of artifacts is
deceptively simple. Students in one classroom or school dev,do'i.. a
collection of artifacts that they have decided represents important
aspects of their culture(s). They attach to each artifact an explanation
of why the class has decided the artifact is important. The collection
is then exchanged with a class or school in a different culture, nation,
and/or geographic region. Purtlwrmwe, students speculate and record the kinds of artifacts and explanations they expect to receive from
the exchange culture. Finally, if all goes according to plan, the class
receives a culture discovery box from students in a different culture
who have gone through a :Amilar process. They then examine the
exchange culture's artifact explanations, and meanings, and compare them to their recorded list of expected artifacts, explanations,
and meanings. In the process of the activity, students explore the
importance of cultural symbols, learn through experience the reality
of cultural (ethnocentric) assumptions, and are challenged by the joys
and difficulties of cross-cultural communication.

Creating a Culture Discovery Box: Student
Negotiations
Which artifacts students select for a culture discovery box, how
they choose them, and why they feel they are significant varies widely

depending On grade level and the cultural composition of the class
or school. Nevertheless, important ideas and themes emerge from
each process with teacher awareness and leadership. These ideas
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include distinctions and relationships between and among notions of
ideal and real culture, subculture and dominant culture, personal %.
group experience, the '.ntergenerational transmission of ideas and
values, and the nature of economic dependence, interdependence,
and independence.
General curriculum questions include:
1. Does the artifact selected have a common symbolic meaning for
the class as a whole? the school? the community? the region?
the nation? internationally? Why? Why not?
2. What aspects of culture are represented by the artifacts we have
selected?

3. What will the exchange culture conclude about us because of
the artifacts we have selected?
4. Should artifacts that are foreign made ke included in the collection? Why? Why not?
5. Does the artifact have intergenerational meaning or historic endurance?

6. How has the meaning and symbol changed or remained over
time?

7. Can the idea or experience symbolized by the artifact be conveyed by other artifacts? If so, upon what criteria is one artifact
selected over another, similar artifact?
8. What do we expect to receive from the exchange culture? and
9. Why do we expect to receive these artifacts?

Receiving a Culture Discovery Box
Perhaps the most important aspect of receiving a culture discovery
box lies in general class excitement and anticipation; they have actually

connected with another culture! But the actual lessons are "hands
on" demonstrations of cultural bias, ethnocentric assumption, and
stereotyping. Most of us interpret artifacts and their meanings by our
own cultural norms, and student comparisons of what they expected
to find in the discovery box and what was actually sent illustrates

this fact very successfully.
Sixth graders in a suburban Wisconsin community had expected to
receive from their colleagues in Japan a picture of Mt. Fuji, a Japanese

flag, a doll in a kimono, something about sumo wrestling, a model
of a Mazda, and a school book. What they actually found in their
exchange collection was a school book, a Tokyo Giants yearbook,
Buddhist/Shinto good luck inscriptions, a McDonalds' menu in Japanese, and a picture of the Children's Peace Memorial in Hiroshima.
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Similarly, the Japanese had anticipated only a few of the artifacts that
they actually received from Wisconsin.
General curriculum questions regarding the exchange culture discovery box, therefore, are directed at dernystifying such differences
and include:
1. In the study of groups and cultures, how are valid generalizations distinguished from stereotypes?
2. How do stereotypes evolve?
3. What misconceptions do we have about the exchange culture?
4. What misconceptions does the exchange culture have about us?
5. Why are similar artifacts in both culture boxes given different
cultural meaning?
6. Which artifacts in both collections symbolize cuirural universals?
and
7. What further information is needed about the exchange culture
to more fully appreciate the artifacts in the exchange collection?
In conclusion, having attempted to put together a set of artifacts
to convey to others a sense of their own collective experiences, students become more aware of the difficulties and subjective nature of
cultural study am.4 interpretation. The reahzation that their counterparts in othet areas of the nation or world perceive of them in incom-

plete and stereotypical terms gives students added insight to the
patterns of their own thoughts and world views. At the least, the
exchange gives all learners pause to consider their Own assumptions.
At the most, the activity improves cross-cultural understanding.
There are many other examples of exchanges as well among the
other regional projects that compri!;e the National Precollegiate Japan
l'rojects Network. Interested readers should contact the directors of

those projects (See the listing in the hack of this book) for further
information.

This has been a very brief look at the area of exchanges, primarily
those with an educational base. The five contributors of the examples
in practice made some very important suggestions which deserve a
review.

1. Start small---do not try to do it all at once, but rather take it one
step at Ii tinw.
2. Contact your nearest Sister Cities International office tor assistance both in terms of how to proceed and how to make a contact
abroad.

3. Be sure you build and then continue to nurture support both
within the community-at-large as well as within he school for
such a program. You cannot do this alone!
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4. In the case of a people-to-people exchange, choose your participants very carefolly. Use established criteria and a qualified
selection committee.
5. Make sure you properly prepare your participants before they
depart, as well as prepare persons in your school and community
to receive participants rom abroad.
6. Involve parents as much as possible. They are often very good
sources of information and, if made to feel a part of the program,
car become your strongest cupporters when needed.
7. Involve all the students in some way, even if they are not actual
participants at this point in time

9

Contemporary U.S.-Japan Business
Relations:
Issues and Networking
Douglas Barry and Lucien Ellington

The following chapter presents an analysis of two recent polls on
U.S.-Japan economic relations: this will help the reader to think reflectively about perceptions and reality regarding bilateral U.S.-Japanese business and economic relations.
This chapter also explores actual examples of U.S. high school students learning business and economics through innovative programs
involving U.S. citizens and Japanese. Hopefully, these case studies
will stimulate other innovative projects designed to increase international content in secondary school business and economics curricula.

japan and the United States: Perceptions and Reality
The growing complexity of U.S.-Japanese economic relations is a
phenomenon that has attracted an enormous amount of attention on
both sides of the Pacific over the past decade. This is hardly surprising,
given that by the 1990s, Japan has become the second leading foreign
investor in the United States, while the U.S., in addition to being the

leading foreign investor in Japan, is the number one world market
for Japanese products.
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Despite John Naisbitt's assertion that the United States and Japan
are now so interdependent there is an incentive on the part of both
sides to work out any serious problems, "ambiguous" is currently
the most optimistic adjective that could be used to describe perceptions of citizens in both countries toward each others' economies.
Note the use of the word "perceptions," in the previous sentence.
Although economic problems between Japan and the U.S. obviously
do exist, more attention ;s given to general perceptions of those economic problems, because of our belief that public emotions and
feelings contribute at least as much to tt;.e health of the bilateral relationship as any substantive issue.
While the opinions of business people, politicians, and scholars are
no doubt ultimately influential, they pale in significance when compared to the perceptions ordinary U.S. and Japanese citizens have
about each other. What follows is an analysis of what two much
publicized recent polls do and do not tell us about those opinions.
U.S.-Japan Relations. On the face of it, interviews conducted by
Harris for Business Week in 1989 of random national samples of U.S.
and Japane citizens and the resulting media coverage, depict quite
grim perceptions regarding each other.
On the U.S. side, 68 percent of the adults who were interviewed
believed that Japanese companies d ; better selling products in the
U.S. than U.S. companies fare in Japan, because Japan imposes unfair
barriers on U.S. imports. Seventy-nine percent of U.S. respondents
favored requiring that the Japanese allow a certain amount of U.S.
products into their country, while well over 60 percent of those polled
favored imposing higher tariffs on Japanese products, and limiting
the amount of Japanese goods allowed into the United States.
Finally, in perhaps the most publicized question from the same
poll, 68 percent of U.S. citizens believed that the economic threat from
Japan was more serious to the future of this country than the military
threat from the Soviet Union.
In a similar poll of Japanese adults conducted in the same year by
Harris and published in Business Week, negative attitudes also seemed
to abound. Fifty-four percent of Japanese identified low product quality as the major reason U.S. companies had trouble selling products
in Japan. Fifty-seven percent of Japanese thought the United States
was unfairly pressuring Japan on trade issues, and a plurality (41
percent) of Japanese believed that if relations with the U.S. worsened,
japan should work harder to improve relations with the Soviet Union.
The polls offer a roughly accurate indicator of the effects of genuinely unhealthy aspects of the economic systems of both countries
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upon ;.he feelings of citizens. It is true, that while the Japanese have
lower overall tariff levels than the United States, there has been longtime selective discrimination in certain sectors of the Japanese economy, particularly agriculture and construction, against foreign imports and business people.
Also, the Japanese public is somewhat accurate in the perception
that U.S. companies have paid too much attention to short-term profits while often neglecting product quality. At the same time, U.S.
trade negotiators, as illustrated by the pressure exerted on Japanese
officials to change a national law regulating the amount of paperwork
a business concern must complete before it can open a large retail or
wholesale outlet, have, at times, attempted to exert undue authority
over a sovereign nation's domestic policies.
To a certain extent, the two polls are also useful as guides to those
who wish to understand public perceptions about Japan-U.S. economic and political problems. It is both dangerous and inaccurate to
rely exclusively upon such indices as public opinion polls to draw
any conclusions about the current state of the relationship. Any accurate analysis of opinion poll data should include reflection on what
parts of the polls the media emphasized or chose to ignore, and upon
the structure of the questions included in the polls.
When one looks past the seemingly dire state of the relationship
depicted by the polls, there is also information in the same assess-

ments which provides evidence that, despite the recent rhetoric,
things are not nearly so bad as some reports suggest. Two questions,
which offer significant information in this regard, deal with general
feelings on the part of citizens in each nation for the other country.
On the U.S. side, 79 percent of the respondents felt "very friendly"

or "somewhat friendly" toward the Japanese. The answers of the
Japanese respondents about their feelings were quite similar, as 68
percent of Japanese felt "very friendly" or "somewhat friendly" toward the U.S.
Unfortunately, for the most part, U.S. and Japanese media, while

accentuating (he already cited negative responses, gave relatively
short shrift to the above data, which was described in a Japan Tinws
editorial as illustrative of ".
.

.

.

. a continuing store of mutual good will

." on the part of the majority of citizens in both countries (May

25, 1990).

In addition to qiwstionable emphasis, the media can also be charged
with questionable interpretation of at least one question. The majority
of U.S. and Japanese media coverage of the U.S. sample poll focused
upon whether the economic threat from Japan or the Soviet military

1
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greater danger to the u.S. Most analysts took the fact that a
ma.,.ty of U.S. citizens felt Japan's economic threat to be a more
is

,:erious one to their country than the Soviet military, to be evidence
that Americans were frightened, and perhaps even hostile toward
Japan.
Other iri;c :)retations are certainly valid. For the first time, large
numbers of the U.S. public are aware of structural domestic economic
problems. /V the same time, recent events in the Soviet Union have

ended the 'Vold War" mentality that was present among a large
number of our citizens for so long. These events, coupled with the

contradictory data from tht same poll indicating that most U.S. citizens have positive general feelings toward the Japanese, perhaps
means the nature of the answers to the Japan-Soviet threat question
may simply, in the words of the same Japan Times eeitorial cited earlier,

reflect the perception of Americans that economic competition
now is more important than military rivalry
." Understanding that
the world is now more economically competitive than in the past is
a far ciy from harboring antagonistic feelings toward another country.
Finally, educators who are trying to understand the nature of U.S..

.

.

Japan relations should constantly keep in mind the limitations of
attitudinal survey research when encountering examples such as the
ones cited above. Respondents on both sides of the Pacific were choos-

ing from a limited list, and had no opportunity to provide other

interpretations or opinions. Americans and Japanese face substantive
economic problems, but hopefully this analysis illustrates that no hard
and fast generalizations should be drawn based on public opinion
surveys, no matter how well publicized, about public perceptions of
the relationship in each country.

Exploring Entrepreneurship
This next section will explore entrepreneurship through an examination of innovative programs involving U.S. and Japanese citizens.
I am convinced that any true fix for the problems U.S. industry
is experiencing in facing foreign competition must begin by taking

a comprehensive look at our primary and secondaly education
systems, and discovering whv our children are inherently fascinated with the wav things work, but be;orne, as adults, content
to know only the size and shape of things around them. (Philip
Condit, the Boeing Corporation, 1988).

J\s Americans perceived a relative &dim, in their economic prowess during the last several years, the firwer of blame has pointed in
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many directions including the nation's primary and secondary
schools. Low scores on standardized tests and high dropout rates
relative to other industrialized countries, especially Japan, are seen
as symptoms of a more ominous disease. James Fa llows argues that
the declining quality of U.S. education is causing our workforce to
lose its lead in product and service innovation. These concerns have
generated calls for reform, including developing a global view (New
York Times July 26, 1987) and encouraging greater cooperation between

schools and business (Zoffer 1991). These proposals, in turn, are the
subject of a smaller cc ntroversy, with critics warning that once again
educators are being asked to remold curricula to serve the narrow
interests of business and industry.
Meanwhile, deep in the trenches, entrepreneurial educators continue to explore ways to help balance the changing needs of society
with the needs of the individual. Objectives like increasing industrial
competitiveness are on the agenda, but so are other things like developing.a more global perspective, building self-esteem and confidence, increasint, math and computer skills, and even learning how
to run a small business.

The Alaska Programs
In what follows, case studies are presented about what entrepreneurial educators are doing in two programs in Alaska organized
around the study of Japan. Entrepreneur in this context means a
developer of new programs. Perhaps more siffiificantly, it also mean',
the act of always searching for change, responding to it, and exploiting
it as an opportunity. Entrepreneurs are makers of drama, engaged in
a process of creative destruction (Drucker 1985). This part of the chapter is divided into three sections: profiles of two pAograms; a summary
of lessons learned; and suggestions for educators ai Id makers of drama
interested in adopting aspects of the Alaska progri.ms.
Mt. Edgecumbe School. Mt. Edgecumbe School Superintendent
Larrae Rocheleau was given a mandate a few years ago to create a
high school curriculum that would r ocm on the Pacific Rim. Many
Alaskans believe their state should be a pie.yer in the "Pacific Century," and preparing the next gemmation to perform this role is the
rightful responsibility of formal education.
Mt. Edgecumbe has one other important feature besides its curriculum and spectacular physical location on an island near Sitka. The
students are ll Alaska Natives, meaning Yupik and Inupiat Eskimos,
and representatives of various North Pacific coast Indian tribes, wh .)se

13('
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ancestors first crossed a land bridge from Mongolia millions of years
ago. In a way, Mt. Edgecumbe High School serves as a leadership
academy for the Alaska Native population. Not a bad idea considering
Alaska Native people have gone from a lifestyle based on hunting
their own food to managing i)ig corporations and social service organizations--all in the space of one lifetime. Now they see the ability
to do business with Japan, the Soviet Far East, and other countries
around the Pacific Rim as a natural extension of these competencies.
Mt. Edgecumbe provides extensive mandatory language instruction. Courses are also offered on the geography, culture, and history
of Alaska's geographic neighbors. But what really appears to make
the curriculum unique is the school's business. All 220 students are
involved with the school's smoked salmon production facility at some
point in their fcar-year course of study. Several years ago Rocheleau

and his teachers decided that a school.based business would be

a

good way to apply what students were learning in Lheir other classes.
In addition, it might open up a whole new area of learnirv that could
benefit students and their communities after graduation.
Rocheleau approached a Japanese company based in Sitka. In fact,
the company, Alaska Pulp, was the first Japanese-owned company

in Alaska, established about 60 years ago. Rocheleau sought and
received advice on how to develop a product for the Japanese market.

The decision was to focus on smoked salmon. The raw material is
abundant in the region, but Alaskans had shown little interest in
further processing the fish. So Rocheleau and his faculty saw a market
niche and decided to challenge the assumption that there was not
much to be gained from trying to add value to the raw materials.
Alaska Pulp helped the high school identify potential buyers in
Japan, who later performed taste tests and critiqued package designs.
The company, through its connection with a group of Japanese interested in Alaska lore called Alaska Kai, arranged for a group of
students and teachers to travel to Japan during the summer of 1988.
The Japanese picked up all expenses for the party of 14.
The students received more feedback about their products and
gained an appreciation for the requirements of the marketplace. Returning to school in the fall, everyone involved in classes related to
the business joined in an effor, ¶o experiment with new recipes for
smoking the salmon fillets. More significantly, the relationship with
the Japanese was off to a good start. The students had made a good
impression. During one of the homestays, a short period where students stay in a private home with a family, usually without cost, one
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of the hosts gave her "adopted son," a Yupik Eskimo, a new sports
jacket. He took it as a sign that lie was ready to do business.
A year later, another contingent from Mt. Edgecumbe visited Japan,
again at the expense of several Japanese companies, including Tokyo
Gas. The companies decided that it was important for the Alaska
students to experience a Japanese style vacation. So the Alaskans
went on vacation to the seashore with their corporate sponsors.
Another significant event during the second trip was the decision
of a Japanese fish wholesaler to import smoked salmon from the Mt.
Edgecumbe student enterprise. The years of fiddling with oven temperatures, salt content, brine solutions, vacuum packs, and marketing
strategies had finally brought results.
To avoid potential charges of unfair competition, the high school
announced that it would provide its manufacturing and sales knowhow to the local fish processing community. The high school agreed
to serve as a subcontractor with proceeds going to a building or library
fund.
Rocheleau caused a stir when he refused to turn ever recipes and
market contacts to a local business. "We studied Japanese quality
requirements and this Alaska company was not willing to do it the
way we know it needs to be done," Rocheleau said. No one in town
could recall a time when high school students dictated quality standards to adult business people. But bruised feelings have recovered,
and students have identified a local business they think they can work
with. In fact, the owner made the trip over to Japan during summer
of 1991 with a new batch of students. Meanwhile, the high school
has received a substantial order from a Korean fish importer.
'Me school-based business and its Japan focas is just one example
of the changes at Mt. Edgecumbe. Since students and faculty started
studying Japan in earnest, they have introduced the concepts and
practices of total quality control, and quality or creative circles when
managing the school, setting optimum tolerances for the brine solution used in fish smoking operations, evaluating teachers and students, and even writing English papers. Using the tools for statistical
analysis and workplace social arrangements developed by Dr. Edwards Deming (Walton 1986), who introduced them to Japanese cornpanics after World War II, Roclwleau and his students have surprised
school and state administrators by presenting flow charts showing
how much the state's bureaucracy adds to the cost of everything from
soap for the dormitories to a new photocopy machine (Rhodes 1990).
Said Roche luau: "The total quality approach brings participatory man-

agement into the schools. Everybody has a say in what happens. For
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the most part, schools do not give what students need. So we're
restructuring the whole system here from the school board on down.
We're using Deming to encourage participation and creativity, to improve communication, to see the relationships across the curriculum,
and to eliminate waste" (1990).
Deming is something of a cult figure in japan, where a prize in his
name is perceived as roughly equivalent in value to a Nobel Prize.
Some educators in the U.S. are understandably skeptical that efforts
to apply Deming to school management is at worst an attempt to
further industrialize education and at best a fad, noting that even
U.S. industry has never more than half-heartedly experimented with
Deming's methods. A more balanced view based on a deeper reading
of Deming's work, particularly his "points" or principles, suggests a
leitmotif of western humanism. Indeed, Deming looks a bit like John
Dewey of the shop floor (See Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1
Continuous Improvement Process (CIP) Changes
Students initiated a study sampling how others did their homework. They recorded how much time their classmates were actually doing homework and how much time they spent being
distracted and wasting time. th, studying their classmates, students became more attuned to their own work habits, and grades
irn proved.

Students decided changing classes seven times a day was a
waste of learning time. Now they go to four 90-minute classes a
day, allowing more ti.ne for projects and in-depth learning in
each class.

The reorwitation of the classroom sch 'tide allows for an
additional three hours of staff development and preparation time
per week.
Each student receives a "Stats for Success" handbook. It is used
to record homework and weekly plans, and to chart grades.

The students set improvement goals such as receiving all A's,
avoiding conduct reports, and reducing tardiness. The school
staff, meanwhile, is aiming at better programs and rules for the
students to follow.

CIP has prompted teachers to rethink their teaching styles. One
science teacher says he has changed from being an 80% lecturer
to a 95(4 facilitator.
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In the CIP media class, students teach other students. There
is no administrator or teacher in the room. It's just students on

students. They learn charting techniques and imagineering,
among other things.
At the same time the media class is being held, teachers train
other teachers, administrators, and stdf members.
Project learning is emphasized. Students write one long, highquality report that receives gradc., for each subject, rather than
writing many short, mediocre reports for each subject.

Students are viewed as customers. As a result, management
has provided bettor tools, such as computers, science equipment,

tutors, and evening hours tor the computer lab, library, and science facility.

All staff members have been trained in flow charting. Flow
charts of long-range projects are posted so that everyone can see

how their part fits into the whole of each project.
All students receive 90 minutes per week of quality improvement training lnd school-wide problem solving.
* from Mt. Ergecun be High School

Figure 2
Modified Deming Points for
Continuous Improvement of Education
Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of students and service. Aim to create the best quality students capable of improving all forms
of processes and entering meaningful positions in society.
2. Adopt the new philosophy. Educational management must awaken to
the challenge, must learn their responsibilities, and take on leadership
for change.
3. Work to abolish grading and the harmful effects of rating people.
4. Cease dependence on testing to achieve quality. Eliminate the need for
inspections on a mass basis (standardized achievement tests, minimum
graduation exams, etc.) by providing learning experiences which create
quality performance.
5. Work with the educational institutions from which students come. Minimize total cost of education by improving the relationship with student
sources and helping to improve the quality of students coming into your
system. A single source of st1 dents coming into a system such as jr. high
students moving into a higI, school is an opportunity to build long term
relationships of loyally and trust tot the benefit of students.
I
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6. Improve constantly and forever the system of student improvement and
service, to improve quality and productivity.
7. Institute education and training on the job for students, teachers, classified staff and administrators.
8. Institute leadership. The aim of supervision should be to help people use
machines, gadgets, and materials to do a better job.

9. Drive out fear, so that everyone may work effectively for the school
system. Create an environment which encourages people to speak freely.
O. Break down barriers between departments. People in teaching, special
education, accounting, food services, administration, curriculum development and research, etc., must work as a team. Develop strategies for
increasing the cooperation among groups and individual people.
11. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for teachers and students
asking for perfect performance and new levels of productivity. Exhortations create adversarial relationships. The bulk of the causes of low
quality and low productivity belong to the system and thus lie beyond
the control of teachers and students.
12. Eliminate work standards (quotas) on teacheN and students. (e.g., raise
test scores by 10% and lower dropouts by 15(7( .) Substitute leadership.
13. Remove barriers that rob the students, teachers, and management (principals, superintendents, and central office support staff) of their right to
pride and joy of workmanship. his means, inter alia, abolition of the
annual or merit rating, and of management by objective. The responsibility of all educationl managers must be changed from quantity to quality.
14. Institute a vigorous program of education and self-improvement for everyone.

15. Put everybody in the school to work to accomplish the transformation.
'Vhe transformation is everyone's job.
*from Mt. Edgecumbe High School

Rocheleau sees his high school in a broader context of U.S.-japan
and East-West relations, where the common denominator is excellence and quality: "We're in a quality race with the Japanese. I don't
see it as adversarial as much as I do competitive, like two puppies
with a towel. And what students learn here about how the Japanese
do quality and how we do quality, and what the definition of quality
will be in the future, will leave us all in better shape to thrive in the
fun ire" (1990).

What do the students think of all this? By most accounts, they love
the travel to Japan, and even smoking tlw fish isn't too bad. But for
students like Valerie Bobich, a Yupik Eskimo from St. Mary's on "he
Yukon River, the beiwtits are imire intangible. "The program here
has given me confidence in myself. Learning to speak Japanese has
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shown me that I can conduct business with them if I want. That they
are real people about whom I now have a good understanding."
After college, Valerie wants to return to her village and start an
enterprise dealing with international trade. Her plans are in a sense
remarkable because a new social problem in rural Alaska is caused
by young Native people who leave home arid never come back.
What do students think of the Total Quality Control Approach?
Students and school administrators seem to agree that the students
are more enthusiastic than the faculty. According to one official, "The
students are making it work."
Martin Luther King, Jr. Career Center. Two years ago Robin Zerbel wrote a grant to the state for money to still an international trade
program in the Anchorage School District. The program was to be a
new approach to vocational education, a melange of what have been
"shop" courses and home economics classes. Zerbel saw vocational
education as marginalized within formal secondary education, and
morale was so bad among teachers that some refer to themselves as
the "dirty fingernail discipline" (Zerbel 1991). Moreover, she saw
students, many of whom had dropped out of regular academic pro-

grams, receiving instruction that would not prepare them for the
realities of a changing world of work.

Zerbel received the funds and, with assistant principal Richard
Kreiger, worked out a plan with the University of Alaska, Anchorage,
to share facilities with an international business program. As a result,
high school students have access to a small business library, the local

world trade center which is affiliated with the university, and occasional visits from the business program's faculty. Students are recruited from high schools throughout the district and spend a halfdav in the program for up to one full academic year, The program is
geared for high school juniors and seniors, and accepts a full range
of academic abilities from honor students to those in the district's
vocational programs, some of whom have been identified as potential
dropouts.
The framework of the program is an international trade market
research business with a specialty in Japan. In addition to entrepreneurship and basic business skills, students learn international economics and the Japanese language. The program has 25 students in
the morning session and the same in the afternoon. Three teachers
are employed: two with business and economics backgroundsind
a Japanese language teacher with experience running a retail business
that caters to overseas customers.
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Students first identify a local business that may need their assistance. Once the busine.;s agrees to participate (there is now a waiting
list), the market recearch phase begins. Teams are formed within the
class to work on different aspects of the project such as client needs
assessment, transportation, finance, and distribution channels in Japan. A boom in exports from Alaska to Japan (Barry 1990), and the
identification of new options for cracking HI. lapanese market, provide the program with additional learning opportunities.
Zerbel and the other teachers have developed a list of outcomes
and competencies which they say is still evolving. First is the development of group dynamics in the class. Zerbel has found that despite
the emphasis U.S. culture puts on teamwork and team sports, whatever is learned by students in this regard does not carry over well to
the business context. So there is emphasis on developing personal
relationships among team members and cleating systems to help team
members accomplish tasks. Emphasis is placed on helping students
discover how to disagree with a team member without totally alien-

ating the other person or the group. This may be similar to part of
Peter Senge's approach to team ' ;ming where dialogue can result
in a "free exploration that brings to the surface the full depths of
people's experience and thought, and yet can move beyond their
individual views" (1990).

The second outcome is the ability to gather pertinent information.
Zerbel says most students come ill-equipped to understand the importance of information in the business context much less the myriad
of techniques needed to gather information. Teachers work with students to develop interviewing skills, arid improve writing and speaking abilities. Related to this is the ability to link information from a
variety of sources. This, according to Zerbel, requires a mix of divergent and convergent thinking skills where students gather information from many sources until a larger, more complex picture of the
business environment emerges.
kir example, gathering information on financial services available
in Anchorage leads students to the conclusion that Alaska banks do
not provide the same services as some Japanese banks, which leads
to the further conclusion that Alaska has its own non-tariff barriers
that small business must face. Students could see the connection
between the capital requirements of a particular transaction and the
larger issue of comparative structures for supporting small business
in Alaska and Japan. What is interesting is that even though small
business is part of American mythology and the object of much government cheerleading, in reality the Japanese government provides
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more assistance to small businesses than the U.S. government (Howard 1990).
Both Zerbel and Senge describe a need for different ways of thinking

and acting. They emphasize collaborathy problem solving and ways
of thinking that are more circular than linear. In a sense, what they
describe are practices long familiar to Asian cultures, especially Japan.
Sheridan Tatsuno, in his book about Japanese creativity, calls for nev.,
ways of thinking about creativity that incorporate the strengths of
east and west (1990).
The remaining competencies in the Anchorage program involve
analyzing and presenting information. Students prepare written business plans, background repmts, and memoranda as a means for synthesizing what they have learned. Knowledge of Japanese culture
business practices further enriches this material. Finally, students
make presentMions to the client based on their research. Presenters
are encouraged to incorporate computer graphics, overheads, and
o :her audio-visual aids. Zerbel says studies show that a majority of
basiness communication takes place verbally, so students should
come out of the program with improved skills in this area. She was
shocked at how poorly conventional speech and writing classes prepare students to participate in business communications.
For Zerbel and Kreiger, the key to the success of their program is
the linkage with the local business community. The International
Trade Program has an advisory board comprised of successful entrepreneurs as well as members of Alaska-based Japanese corporations.
A third group represents the area's university community which the
program has found of great value in developing the curricula and
providing internships for students. Board members routinely appear
in class as gtwst speakers, bringing what Zerbel calls "real world"
experience. Students also make field trips to board member businesses
and a new component next year will enlist students to study Alaska
businesses that export to Japan and other countries. Students will
look for exempiary business practices and as a result discover new
practices that will further enhance the curricula.
Participating businesses acknowledge the potential problems of
opening themselves up for this kind of scrutiny, but feel the benefits
outweigh the costs. "These kids are the future of Alaska. We'd like
to see excellent employees come out of this program and, as citizens,
we'd like to see people who are ready to get off their duffs and get
to work over there in Japan and Europe." (Robert Poe, Director, Office
of International Trade, State of Alaska, interview with Douglas Barry,
1991.)
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lys that in the next year or so students and faculty will
'an to experience firsthand what it is like to do business

travel t:
there. Tliey would like to go tomorrow, but she says that developing
the personal relations with local branches of Japanese companies and
people at corporate headquarters can take 2-3 years. She is confident
sponsors will be found. Meanwhile, students are encouraged to visit
Japan on their own during summer vacations. Last year, students in
her program won almost all the Rotary and Lions Clubs travel schol-

arships to Japan, and at least 6 other students from the program's
first year have gone on their own as a result of what they have learned
as business consultants.

Lessons Learned
No thorough evaluation of the programs profiled here has been
conducted. So to what extent they have succeeded in meeting their
objectives or teaching the espoused competencies is not known. However, it is possible to summarize briefly what the people involved

with these programsboth in teaLhing, funding, and advisingsay
is happening there.
1) Emphasis on language and culture studies is getting beyond debates
over "cultural literacy" and down to the more pragmatic concerns of
providing students with tools that will serve them in a world that
many argue is growing more interdependent. If, as authors like H.J.
Hoffer suggest, businesses throughout the U.S. may one day require
new hires to be at least bilingual, many of th. se students should be
in good shape.
2) Studying Japan gives students the opportunity to go beyond stereotypes, my ths, and superficialities to develop an analytical framework for understanding relations between superpowers and relations
between their hometowns and Japanese hometowns. In Sits- ..,0
emphasis is on studying Japanese approaches to quality. As Lailae
Rocheleau put it, "We teach our kids that there's a right way to do
things and a less than perfect way to do things. More often than not
the Japanese do things in a way that our kids should experience for
themselves" (1990).

Now the students are giving adults in Sitka their comeuppance by
introducing standards for quality that are not normally seen around
those pan But Rocheleau might also mention that the Japanese are
not perfect. Indeed, Mazda Motor Corporation is in trouble with the
Japanese government for not reporting faulty switches in one of its
models (Anclwrage Daily News, January 1, 1991). The government is-
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sued an order to recall the cars and warned the company to pay stricter

attention to product safety. In Japanese fashion, Mazda's chairman
and the managing directors announced they would take a pay cut
because of the problem.
3) Through their associations with Japanese and local companies,
these high school programs are receiving valuable information and
knowledge. Some students have developed a sense of personal empowerment, such as the case of the student who wants to return to
her village and start a business that will sell goods to the Japanese.
In addition, funds have been received for classroom space, educational materials, and trips to Japan to observe things firsthand. Moreover, businesses get to contribute to education in a meaningful way.
Resources are shared, problems can be addressed. High schools, businesses, and universities start to see themselves as part of a larger
picture, a system that will profit from thinking that is holistic, as
opposed to linear and compartmentalized. What is learned collaboratively stands a chance of getting fed forward into the curriculum,
not just as writing or math across the curriculum, but as Roche leau
puts it, "Everything across the curriculum"(1990).
4) Schools like Mt. Edgecumbe are opening alternative routes into
Japan. This school eschews sister school relations because teacb-rs
say they are not very interested in learning about Japanese educat
As one teacher said, "America will not thrive again by copying the
Japanese school system at any level." Students still enjoy homestays
and other elements of the Japan travel itinerary that people in the
past seemed to appreciate and learn from. But staples like homestays
are thought to be qualitatively different when arranged by Japanese
host companies. Also, it is the perception at Mt. Edgecumbe that
Japanese companies are becoming more eager to fosterand

pay for

these kinds of relationships, so perhaps the long waiting time described by Robin Zerbel will not be as lengthy in the future.
5) Both programs have created a positive vision involving personal
creativity and innovation, quality of thought and work, the importance of a long term outlook for personal growth, knowledge of another culture, and ways of thinking that emphasize systems and "the
bigger picture." National competitiveness does not appear to figure
in the vision, but the fate of Alaska and individual communities does.
I fence, both programs start from the assumption that learning about
Japan and how to do business there is good because it will benefit
the individual student, the community, and the state. Significantly,
the vision emphasizes connectedness with things beyond narrow selfinterests. Also, the scope and sweep of things considered helps deflect
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criticism that the focus of the learning serves primarily narrow, instrumental ends.
6) Both programs have separated themselves from the traditional high

school physical plant and the traditional curriculum. This is not to
say that such arrangements are a prerequisite for interesting things
to happen. Perhaps more importantly, both programs have created
a form of what Senge calls microworlds, a microcosm of reality where

it is safe to play. In the process, learners discover principles and
develop skills that are relevant beyond play. Microworlds are places

that bring together the vision of what learners want to create and
reflections on the ways teams and groups work together, identifying
and testing assumptions about business ideas or personal creativity.
Microworlds are akin to the way children learn, without being taught,
about spacial geometry and mechanics from playing with blocks.
Clearly, facilitating learning in microworlds is a skill that takes time
to develop. But embracing the concept and then learning by doing is
the way to begin (Kourilsky 1983).
For Zerbel and the Anchorage program, all this leads logically to
internships for students with local companies. Both large and small
firms with experience or interest in international trade are now providing internship opportunities. Though it is too soon to tell, Zerbel
feels that this kind of work experience, coupled with what happens
in the classroom, develops in some students a desire for more learning
and a sense that work can be a source of personal fulfillment. She
laments that many young people seem to feel work is what you do
when you are not seeking fulfillment (Zerbel pers. com. 1990).
Finally, observations involving both programs suggest students and
teachers could profit from an exploration of western and Japanese
forms of creativity.

.gge st i on s for Starting an International
Entrepreneurship Program
First, develop a vision of what the international entrepreneurship
program is to accomplish. Objectives of the program might include
broadening students' intercultural sensitivity, improving their understanding of how global markets affect their community, under-

standing what is involved in running a small business with an
international perspective, and establishing study opportunities in Japan.

Second, consider the extent to which the environment external to
the high schcol is conducive to a new program or modification of an
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existing one to include an international focus. Not having a Japanese

business in the area may appear to be a constraint, but the market
research model employed by the Anchorage School District can function by working with local businesses that may have exportable products or services.
Third, consider the various institutional constraints facing the establishment of a new program. Constraints might include tight budgets, and comp;.,ting and conflicting priorities. But what appear to be
constraints may turn out to be the opposite. Since more than 40 states
now have trade offices based in Japan and other countries, support
for an international entrepreneurship project is likely to come from
governors and state legislatures. The timing may be especially good
now since many state trade programs are turning their attention from
attracting Japanese investment to promoting their state's exports to
Japan.
A key consideration is the forrnation of an advisory board consisting
primarily of local businesses. Members should be selected based on
a mix of skills and experiences that best fit the focus of the program.
The Alaska programs have a mix of small, medium and large companies. Japanese-owned local companies are also represented. School
administrators in Alaska have discovered that the international trade
program advisory board members are an excellent resource for curriculum development, a good liaison with the business community
in general, and a potent lobbying force with the school board and the
state legislature.
It has also been important for the Alaska programs to include on
the advisory boards members of university programs in, for example,

international business, entrepreneurship, Japan studies, and intercultural communication. The university connection provides valuable
assistance with curriculum and access to faculty expertise. In addition,
improving communication between high school and college can lead
to the creation of formal ties whereby the high school programs feed
qualified students into the college programs. Students in the Alaska
high school programs report that contact with university faculty directly affected their deckion to apply to the university for admission.
Another consideration is the development of linkages with a Japanese company for the purpose of facilitating study travel opportunities in Japan. Building personal relations with representatives of
Japanese businesses can tako time and patience. But as students ano
faculty at Mt. Edgecumbe have learned, the rewards in the form of
insights about Japanese culture and business practices can be great.
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There are a number of possible strategies for developing relationships with Japanese companies. The most obvious is to contact Japanese firms in the immediate area. If no such companies exist, try
companies located in the larger region. Japanese trading companies
like Mitsui and Mitsubishi have offices in a number of large cities
throughout the U.S. An emerging prospect is Keidanren, an organization representing many large Japanese companies. One of Keidanren's new priorities is to improve relations between Japanese firms
and the U.S. communities where they have operations. Recently approved tax incentives encouraging Japanese corporate philanthropy
improve the climate for funding educational endeavors like those
described here.
If a primary objective is to get students to Japan for a program that
includes how business is conducted, then other sources of funding
exis:, including grants from U.S. and Japanese foundations, and donat;ons from businesses in the local community. For example, the
applied economics teacher at Ketchikan High School in Alaska takes
students interested in business to Japan every summer with help from
the local chamber of commerce. Lions Club and Rotary Club scholarships provide alternative ways to get individual students to Japan.
Alaska's experience shows that students from entrepreneurship programs do well in this competition.
There exists a tremendous amount oi excellent materials and resources for programs in startup or advarw.ed stages. Several are cited
in the Select Bibliography.
This chapter began with an examination of U.S. and Japanese perceptions. Later a lament by a Boeing executive implied that our schools
are responsible for producing adults who are more concerned with
the size and shape of things than how things work. Entrepreneurial
educators in Alaska and elsewhere are creating new programs that
help students and teachers experiment with different microworlds as
a means of stimulating curiosity, questioning, creativity, and learning
by doing. In addition, these programs appear to help students develop
their own entrepreneurial skills, acquire a global perspective, learn
about small business in an international context, and gain an in-depth
understanding of another culture, namely Japan. Students learn how
to make and market products with the Japanese consumer in mind.
Travel and internship opportunities are generated. Te ichers and
businesspeople are working together. Educators are experimenting
with new models for managing schools, models adapted fr
Japanese and U.S. efforts to improve quality in the workplace.
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Finally, a concern was raised that pressure On schools to improve

may result in a curriculum that slavishly serves the narrow, short
term interests of U.S. and Japanese business and industry. This is
not a trivial issue. But educators can address the concern by exploring

with their students the curricula as a human construct, containing
the -;ometimes competing norms, values, assumptions, and ideologies
of the larger society.
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Dwelling in the Experience of Others:
Intercultural Collaboration In Action,
Japanese Dimensions
Barbara Finkelstein
with contributions from:
Midori Matsuyama Brame Id,
Bunkyo University, Chigasaki, Japan

Intercultural education, as we use the term, has multiple meanings.
It refers to programs that prepare participants to c ter into productive
exchanges with people in possession of culturally different habits and
ways of knowing, being, and educating. With respect to the Japanese,
it refers to programs that encourage learners to explore habits of heart

and mind, and thus transcend stereotypes about Japanese culture,
society, and education. Most important, perhaps, intercultural education programs call for reciprocity----equal exchanges of human and
material resources, staged opportunities to learn more about culture,
deepen intercultural communication, create programs collaboratively,
and develop an intercultural vision for the future.
Intercultural Knowledge. Intercultural education refers to a content emphasis that privileges cultural knowledge and matters of perspective. It refers to programs that cultivate a particular state of

minda suspension of cultural identity, a leave-taking of national,
ethnic, religious habits, a willingnessfor a moment in time---to dwell
in the experience of others, to capture the world through new eyes.
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An intercultural program invites learners to contempl-te and participate in alternative visions of time, space, human relationships,
educational processes, family dynamics, work place habits, and aesthetic forms. In the case of the Japanese, an intercultural program
invites participants to read about Japanese habhi of heart and mind,
as they suffuse in daily life and in the cultures of the school. But it
does more. It invites them to participate in progra'ns that re-create
Japanese cultural forms and processes.
An intercultural approach to teaching and learning about Japanese
culture calls for the preparation of learning environments that relieve
language of heavy emotional freight and substitute, as the Japanese
do, environments rich in non-verbal forms of human connection and
emotional experience. An intercultural approach to Japanese culture
also calls for learning environments which cultivate group identity,
stimulate interdependence, and as a public matter, elevate group
needs above individual preferences, and human relationships over
productivity. In short, a Japan-related intercultural program, like any
other, invites participants to "read" another culture with intuition
and logic, care and reason, with open minds and open hearts. Intercultural programs privilege respect for alternative perspectives, cultural experience, group encounters, face-to-face observations, and
systematic attempts at cultural "de-coding."
What follows is a description of ;ntercultural education in action
a discussion of community settings within which intercultural education programs have developed and intercultural leaders have
emerged, and an elaboration of six stages in the preparation of intercultural education leaders and programs.
Intercultural Readiness in Communities. An essential first step
is the identification of communities with sufficient political, economic,
and educational motivation to sustain effective intercultural programs. The principles of intercultural education are demanding. In-

deed, the commitment to reciprocity and mutuality requires

communities, boards of education, teachers, parents, and students
dedicated to the development of sufficient material and human resources to plan for the long term. Not every school and/or community
is ready to do so. Indeed, the principles and practices of Japan-related/
intercultural education programs outlined above, flourish in particular
kinds of communities both in Japan and the United States. In the
U.S., sophisticated, reciprocal intercultural collaboration requires a
critical mass of teachers, educators, school administrators, and education policy-makers seeking to resolve interethnic, interracial, and/
or international dilemmas. In some U.S. communities, educators turn
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to intercultural programs as a response to external political pressures:
such as the ending of school desegregation, the addition of a multicultural dimension to the curriculum and extracurriculum, and/or the
integration of immigrant children into the school community. In other
communities, educators respond to economic pressures, adopting an
array of intercultural education practices that link schools to economic
growth and development. In the hope of attracting foreign business,
they formulate the educational means to serve children of corporation
executives, diplomatic families, and foreign laborers. In still other
communities, the pressures for sophisticated intercultural education
programs originate among educators themselves. In interculturally
prepared communities, teachers aim to broaden the perspectives of

students, principals try to promote excellence and improve
school achievement, curriculum supervisors seek ways to provide
staff development opportunities and prevent teacher burnout, and
school superintendents and boards of education seek status for their
school systems, and a reduction in tensions among and between
thei.

ethnic minorities.
On the Japanese side, commitments to internationalization are more
likely to originate from international pressures than from interethnic
or interracial problems within small communities or prefectures, although there are some exceptions. The theme of kokusaika, or "internationalization", reverberates all over Japan. In large cities like Tokyo,
Osaka, and Kobe, where there are relatively large concentrations of

children who have lived abroad, pressure to internationalize takes
the form of pressure for humane policies for returning children. In
more isolated and/or traditional areas, internationalization initiatives
in education commonly take the form of teacher, student, and youth
exchanges w nich sustain traditional Japanese commitments to group
cohesion and face-to-face relations, and provide Japanese prefectures

with native speakers of other languages, occasional lecturers, and
some creative and interesting formal and informal exchanges among
and between educators,
Intercultural Planning Teams. Since the motivation to initiate intercultural education programs differs from one community to another within the U.S. and Japan, and between Japan and the U.S.,
the vitality of intercultural education initiatives in the U.S. depends
on the existence of teams of teachers, school administrators, education
policy-makers, and community leaders with ormidable intercultural
skills. They must have sufficient knowledge to prepare Japanese studies programs that are meaningful and enriching for teachers and students. They must acquire sufficient knowledge of Japanese education,
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culture, and communication forms to identify mutualities of interest
among and between Japanese and U.S. counterparts. They must identify networks of Japanese scholars, performers, educators, and/or citizens who can serve as resources, and prepare them to work in U.S.
settings. They must amass sufficient human and material resources
to enter into meaningful educational and/or scholarly exchanges.
This is a challenging agenda, but one that is furthered when the
following planning conditions are present: teams of Japanese and U.S.
program planners who have deep knowledge of Japanese and U.S.
cultural habit,: and education policies and practices, and many kinds
of cultural experience and language expertise. They must have an
ability to communicate sensitively, have a precise understanding of
needs and interests on both the Japanese and U.S. sides. They must
be able to define a sharp and precise content focus, elaborated and
reinforced through combinations of readings, observations, and visual
and tactile experiences. They must also generate group processes
which cultivate interdependence and bonding among and between
members of the group, thus recreating patterns of the culture to be
learned; they must possess dispositions to plan over the long term.
Intercultural Program Development. The preparation of leaders
for intercultural collaboration proceeds through several identifiable
stages beginning with the identification of teams who are willing and
able to direct curriculum, staff development, and innovative pedagogical initiatives within school districts and communities. Every as-

pect in the development of intercultural education leadersthe
criteria for participation, the choice of participants, the content and
sequence of seminars, field study sites, reading materials, communication processes, the network of human associations, and the mod-

els which curriculum and staff development takesuffuses with
intercultural principles. They function as occasions to nurture group
consciousness and commitments, overwhelm traditional communication gaps among and between scholars, teachers, school administrators, and between Japanese and U.S. citizens, and energize and
cultivate the creativity of educators. Program contents and processes
also re-create Japanese cultural forms, and thus teach about Japan
cognitively and experientially.

Stage 1: Forming a Group Identity
The Team Application Form. The application form itself begins
th,? process. Unlike traditional continuing education seminars which
call for individual applications, personal statements, and letters of
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recommendation, an intercultural one invites team applications,
group statements, cost-sharing, and administrative and system support. The following language, from th? 1990 team application for the
Mid-Atlantic Region Japan-in-the-Schools (MARJiS) regional leader
program summarizes the program goals, ". . .teams must demonstrate a commitment to serving as regional leaders and catalysts for
the improvement of intercultural education within their districts, the
state, and when possible, throughout the region."
Beyond irwiting potential applicants to apply in teams, an intercultural education application also reflects the existence of a precise
program focus, collaborative networks, and commitments to reciprocity.

Having constituted "mini-gioups" through the application process
itself, a second step involves the forging of a whole group identity.
This is a particularly intriguing task with U.S. participants who typically introduce themselves by elaborating their individualities rather
than revealing themselves, as the Japanese do, strictly in relation to
institutional commitments and roles. This difference in communication habits forms a content emphasis for the next stage in the evolution
of an intercultural education program.

Stage 2: The Preparation of an Educational Blueprint
During this phase of intercultural education teaching and learning,
the teaching staff enters into a distinctive form of program planning
in which they serve as "cultural go-betweens," integrating the goals
and aspirations of each participant with those of Japanese counterparts, articulating program emphases, identifying appropriate informants, suggesting (delicately) the forms of communication that would
best serve the goals of the seminar, trying, as best they can, to create
a collective vision in which all participants, both U.S. and Japanese,
cd n sha

.

Naming the Group. The first step is to name the group, seeking
a label that reflects aspirations, identifies human networks and institutions, links participants in a common mission, signals professional needs and aspirations, and orients Japanese colleagues in a
culturally sensitive manner. Participants might be called "MARJiS
Regional Leaders," "Research Associates of the National Intercultural
Education Leadership Institute," or members of "The Charles County
Field Study Mani." No matter what the label, it signals the existence
of a distinct group.
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Preparing a Group Profile. A logical next step is the preparation
ot a Group Profile, an educational blueprint, a planning document
which guides the exertions of Japanese colleagues and links participants together. An effective group profile constitutes a collective
voice. If it is sensitively developed, it embeds individual visions and
agendas into a larger whole, invites individuals to see their professional aspirations and plans in relation to those of other people, forms
a basis for refining a content focus, and creates an occasion for teaching and learning about Japan.
For first-time learners about Japan, the preparation of a group profile provides an opportunity for a deep interview, e.g., several hours
of confidential conversation in which program participants reflect on
their own goals, reveal hopes and dreams, ask questions, and otherwise help planners understand the precise nature of their intellectual and professional needs. For those who enter an intercultural
education leadership program with knowledge of Japan and experience as leade..-s of precollegiate Japan-related instruction, the preparation of a group profile becomes a collaborative process, requirir:
participants to generate autobiographical statements that are sensit
to Japanese communication forms, and reveal professional and petsonal needs, requiring program planners to criticize, comment, and
otherwise help participants "see" the Japanese point of view.
In each case, there are opportunities to sensitize participants to
Japanese communication forms. For first-time learners, it takes the
form of sharing correspondence with the Japanese. In the case of the
more experienced, it requires learning and generating Japan-sensitive
communication forms. In each case, an intercultural program invites
participants: to appreciate the efforts that Japanese counterparts will
have to make to meet the program needs of U.S. colleagues (thus
apologies for burdens that we know we will be imposing); to recognize
that Japanese planners develop program collaborations by exchanging
intormation (thus requiring an abundance of factual information about
the nature of our programs, the kinds of human and material resources that might be helpful, and even some personal information);
to develop collaborative programs sincerely, one step at a timewith
full knowledge that there are mutual obligations and responsibilities
accompanying each stage of program development (thus the tendency
to take small, concrete first steps, such as preparing a schedule for a
colleague, arranging introductions, and exchanging materials, rather
than talking about whole programs at Once); to value the human, as
well as programmatic capacities of a colleague (thus a willingness to
engage in small talk, identify mutual interests, go out for dinner and
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drinking which, among Japanese ate occasions for human bonding
rather than direct program negotiations.)
For program planners, the deep interview and the autobiographical
statement provide an invaluable information base from which to constitute the content of the seminars and field study in Japan.

Stage 3: The Preparation of an Intercultural Program
Focus and Syllabus
At this stage, the planning tean has three basic tasks: to prepare
a statement of purpose with a sharp content focus; to prepare a tentative schedule; to solicit assistance from appropriate Japanese colleagues, and as a matter of intercultural teaching and learning, reflect
the process with participants. Taken together, the statement of purpose, the group profile, and the correspondence, constitute a "mini
intercultural text" from which participants can continue to learn and
from which Japanese can plan.
The next step is to define a sharp content focus. It will, of course,
vary according to the needs of specific groups. There are some programs, for example, that prepare leaders of Japan-related social studies instruction to engage in discussions of exchange programs and

controversial issues with the Japanese, and link them to relatively
invisible and/or inaccessible Japanese informants. In this sort of program, content focused on concepts of internationalization in educatimi and on the treatment of World War 11 and of minority groups in
schools. The program and schedule projected an array of formal and
informal opportunities to explore internationalization at the national,
prefectural, town, and school levels, and among and between U.S.
and Japanese policy-makers, planners, scholars, teachers, stuJents,
local school officials, and representatives of differ, nt internationaliation initiatives and political persuasions. In another kind of inter-

cultural program prepared for first-time learners about Japan, the
study of Japanese cultura! habits involved an immersion of tea..is of

teachers, school administrators and superintendents in carefully
staged experieoces in family, school, and workplace with matched
counterparts. Yet another specialized program engaged literature,
performing arts, studio arts, and media specialists in the study of

Japanese theatrical formsstaging, acting, and performance.
Thmugh in irrdv of direct associations with Japanese performers,
scholars, teachers ond observations of diverse theater terms, participants were able to integrate an intercultural dimension into the teach-
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ing of literature. Stii inother kind of intercultural program can engage
scholars and teacht_.

-om minority cultures in the study of intercultural and international relations within Japan an...1 the United
States.

No matter which emphasis, each of the programs reflected the
intellectual and cultural needs of participants on thc U.S. side, and
the intellectual strengths of Japanese colleagues, thus reinforcing the
collaborative nature of the programs.
Sharing the Correspondence. Taken together, the Group Profile,

Content Description, and Schedule function as a wish-list for the
Japanese and a promissory note for U.S. participants. With this sort
of "double-sided" planning, the "go-between" role of program planners intensifies as they solicit assistance from Japanese friends and
colleagues, and reveal the process for Americans. Practically speaking, we share the Japanese correspondence with U.S. participants,
and the detailed Group Profile and Statement of Purpose with the
Japanese. This creates a new occasion to reflect on Japanese habits of
heart and mind and to call attention to issues of status, verticality,
etiquette, communication forms, etc.

Stage 4: The Nurture of an Intercultural Consciousness:
Readings and Participant-Observation as Method and
Process
Having acted as intercultural mediators for a time, the next preparatory step is to identify readings, methods of observation, and
forms of communication which prepare participants to gather information effectively. The readings should reveal perspectives which
participants will encounter in the field. A good selection will expose
the moral assumptions of everyday life as they are expressed in relationships that participants will observe in Japan, e.g., between
mothers and children; teachers and students; artists and apprentices;
professors and university students; the old and the young. The readings should preview forms of classroom culture, education policies
and the multiplicity of Japanese views of educational realities. Beyond
the readings, some tutoring in the formulation of relevant questions
and processes of participant observation have proved helpful. The
following prescriptions, suggested bv Professor Nobuo Shimahara
(1991), are illustrative.
1. It is important that vgiu develop an ability to see beyond the walls of
your own ideological assumptions and world view. You must dislodge pre-
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conceptions and confront taken-tor-granted knowledge, so that you may see
the need of the other.
2. Make the familiar strange. Taken-for-granted events that hitherto escaped notice might become objects of intense scrutiny. Bracket your Own
values and view the scene before you objectively, i.e., as though it were an
object,

3. Prevent yourself from over-identifying with a particular group or pointof-view. Do not view things through a narrow looking-glass. Try to examine
events from many perspectives.
4. Use yourself as a research instrument to reflect critically upon your own
experience. By developing an ability to be creatively introspective, you can
learn to formulate questions and hypotheses which will guide and deepen
your observations.

Stage 5: The Nurture of Intercultural Human
Experiences and Dialogues as Teaching and Learning
Op, .ortunities
The stage has been reached in an intercultural education program
when learning face-to-face, rather than at long distance, begins. At
this stage, participants have opportunities to apply what they have
.dready learned, begin to learn from one another and from the Japanese and, through such means, deepen their capacity to form personal networks for future collaboration in both countries. A two- to
four-day cultural immersion prepares participants to formulate group
norms and preview what they will be learning in Japan. In the case
of first-time learners, a successful orient,ition will help them understand, observe, and study cultural habits that have mystified unprepared travelers and sojourners for centuries. Through a proces!- of
cultural immersion and debriefing--the sharing of an identical meal,
the practice of greeting, eating, and meeting Japanese style, of entering Japanese homes and schools, of asking questions in a nonconfrontational manner--parF.cipants become aware of Japanese concepts of closeness and dista me, harmony and interdependence, ingroup bonding and out-group exclusion. They learn to Jbserve with
newly tutored eyes.
Hy means of mini-lectures and informal dialogues with well-prepared Japanese colleagues who have a good working knowledge of
U.S. cultural habits and educational practices, U.S. participants can
practice intercultural questioning and answer ig. For their part, the
Japanese orientation staff needs to be skilled ii articulating Japanese
habits of heart and mind. The content and style of presentation evokes
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in U.S. participants a disposition to be become passively active
listening attentively, searching for common ground, avoiding conflict,
suspending judgment about unfamiliar rituals, seeking ways to form
connectionsall the while seeking context clues that can help U.S.
participants penetrate through surface appearance and differences in
ways of doing and being.

For more advanced learners, the orientations plunge them immediately into reflective dialogues with Japanese nationals, and discussions of information-gathering in naturalistic settings. Here, it is
essential that U.S. participants have studied well beforehand. In both
cases, an intercultural orientation presents participants with opportunities to review what they have already learned, hone their ability
to observe, suspend judgment, learn from discomfort and strangeness, enjoy the close attention of Japanese informants, and otherwise
prepare for a more complete intercultural immersion in Japan.
On-the-Ground in Japan: the Schedule. An intercultural educational experience in Japan ei:lages both Japanese and U.S. partici-

pants in an array of human encounters, cultural experiences, and
school observations that go beyond the formal presentation of information, observation of classes and schools, one night homestays, and/
or short visits and conversations in temples, shrines, theaters, dojos
(a site for specialized training and competition), etc. An intercultural
experience links Japanese and U.S. participants in a carefully staged
sequence of programs and experiences which encourage the exchange
of information and informal sociability, and allow both to get to know
one another well. The following five-day immersion mini-program
illustrates a single segment in a larger awareness-level seminar which,
through gradual stages of deeper and deeper immersion, closely links
U.S. citizens and Japanese matched counterparts. At this point, U.S.
participants have already lived in a ryokan (Japanese style inn), observed and discussed Japanese education purposes and practices, and
eaten informally with counterparts in Japan. They are ready to enter
individually into the lives of a Japanese counterpart, e.g., a thirdgrade teacher, a high school principal, a prefectural superintendent,
a college professor, living in their homes, joining in their domestic,
)fessional, personal, day and night lives, experiencing the life of a
professional as lived by a Japanese, and, in the end, enjoying a sayonara enkai (goodbye party, Japanese style) in an onsen (spa). Thus
immersed, they can observe the culture of Japanese families, schools,
leisure life, and family forms. They can study intergenerational relationships, the roles of men and women, the links between families
and schools, the ties between teachers and students, school admin1
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istrators and teachers, and prefectural superintendents and local
school sites. As they compare their experiences with one another,
they will discover a diversity of family forms, points of view, and
responses to educational realities, thus seeing a more complex Japan
than is typically available, or discoverable to western eyes. When this
experience is repeated with counterparts among minorities, U.S. participants can dismantle the reigning stereotype about Japanese culture: that it is a homogeneous nation with uniform values.
Another kind of program segment engages Japanese and U.S. counterparts in shared tasks: e.g., minority group members exploring mo-

bility and reform together; Japanese and U.S. textbook writers
evaluating the content of textbooks; Japanese and U.S. scholars com-

paring the history of education and education reform in the two
nations; and preparing materials to study together, exchanging points
of view, sustaining collaborative projects. This kind of "group matching" calls on sophisticated forms of "cultural go-betweening," since
planners on both sides must pre-stage the occasions. They must help

participants prepare materials to study together, provide bilingual
interpreters as necessary, act as cultural interlocutors, and otherwise
prepare a foundation for collaboration. In this way, these more specialized programs serve as occasions for deep intercultural teaching
and learning.
More importantly, Group Counterpart programs, like Individual
ones, will have built a human foundation for further collaboration.
Thus prepared, participants can begin to model, re-create, and prepare sophisticated, culturally sensitive, and appropriately critical perspectives when they return to the United States.

SUge 6: The Preparation of Intercultural Programs in
School and Community
At this stage, U.S. participants have acquired a foundation of
knowledge about Japanese culture and education, acquired artifacts,
generated slide and video materials, made human connections, reflected on Japanese and U.S. perspectives, and otherwise absorbed
sufficient experience to integrate Japanese studies in unusual and
sophisticated ways.
Indeed, this kind of intercultural education program seems to inspire programs of extraordinary creativity and intellectual depth. One
team transformed their experience into a fifteen year staff development program, re-creating a Japan-related intercultural program
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model with new generations of teachers, integrating Japanese nationals as curriculum resources, entering into exchange programs,
evaluating the success of the programs by systematically studying the
effects of the program on both sides of the Pacific Ocean. Through
these means, they are transforming a once ethnocentric school system
into one that is fast becoming a national model of multicultural ed-

ucational development. Another team acquired sufficient wherewithal to build a critical mass of interculturally sensitive educational
leaders who are transforming their knowledge of Japanese education
and culture into new opportunities for intergroup understanding and
sophisticated language programs in their community. Still others have
joined together to create model cultural and language immersions
which transform Japanese studies into occasions to create programs
bringing together African-American, Asian-American, and Caucasian-American students to study a culture where harmony among

face-to-face groups is a high priority. Yet others, in communities
where there are heavy concentrations of Japanese nationals, have
transformed their intercultural education experiences into occasions
to help the two communities become better acquainted, thus transforming educators into important intercultural go-betweens. One
group of educators learned their lessons so well that they were able
to integrate a non-English-speaking classical Japanese dance master
into school programs across the cur*.ulum. An array of intercultural
educators are integrating intercultural principles into orientation programs for U.S. nationals planning to teach in Japan. Although they
are short, of only one or two days duration, sophisticated intercultural
orientation programs can provide participants with a sensitive array
of reading materials and small occasions to begin to "res:id a culture,"
"decipher a meal," anticipate verticalities, gender roles, and other-

wise learn to "see the invisible," and preview what they will be
experiencing in Japan.

The principles of intercultural education also work in reverse as
Japanese nationals come to study, work, observe, and learn in U.S.
culture. When this occurs, intercultural program planners must once
again take the intercultural go-between role, identifying useful materials for the Japanese to study, preparing sensitive bi-cultural and
bilingual mini-immetsion programs, preparing U.S. families to understand why Japanese nationals are sometimes confused by choices,
frightened by direct language, and altogether unfamiliar with the
forms that harmony takes in the United States. As intercultural educators, they can help U.S. students and teachers learn that the kinds
of dialogue and intellectual disagreement that are so common in U.S.
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classrooms and communities, are shocking to the Japanese. At the
same time, they can help the Japanese understand that harmony
among U.S. citizens requires respect for diversity of opinion.
For intercultural educators in search of more meaningful educational forms and processes, Edward Hall's dictum, that knowledge
and communication not only reflect culture, but re-create, re-build,
re-constitute, and transform it as well, can be adapted. Through intercultural collaboration in education, an effusion of human connections, which might enrich rather than destroy the world we all must
share, can begin.
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The following annotated bibliography is organized along the four
topics used in this book: 1) rationale for studying Japan and background reading; 2) profe3sional development; 3) curriculum design
and enhancement; and 4) exchange programs. Because of the inevitable overlap of some of these topics, some sources are placed art itrarily in one or another category.
This bibliography is intended for those educators who are not specialists in either Japan or exchange programs. Both scholars and those
involved with teacher outreach on Japan and exchange programs may
find gaps here. Rather than attempt a comprehensive view, our selections are meant to be representative. Many works of merit have
no doubt been left out, but enough are included, it is hoped, to lead
the interested reader to the full range of books and curriculum materials available. The field, as they say, is a moving target, with new
and exciting resources appearing each year. The list of books for
content reading has been selected for both accuracy and readability,
the latter all too uncommon in academic works. For that reason and
also lack of space, many significant books are not included, but the
bibliographies in the works that are listed will give the diligent reader
guidelines for further reading. Most of the titles are available in relatively inexpensive paperH,:k editions, and most were in print at the
time of compilation. Both the Journal of Asian Studies and the Journal
of Japwwse Studies contain scholarly book reviews of the most recent
literature on Japan.
The items followed by an ED number are in the ERIC database.
They are available in microfiche and paper copies from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). For information about
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prices, contact EDRS, 7420 Fullerton Road, Suite 110, Springfield,
Virginia 22153-2852; telephone numbers are (703) 440-1400 or (800)
443-3742. Entries followed by an EJ number are annotated monthly
in Current Index to Journals in Educatiim (CITC) and are not available
through EDRS. However, they can be located in the journal section
of most libraries by using the bibliographic information provided.

Rationale: Further Sources
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for Teachers. Bulletin No. 69. Washington, D.C.: National Council
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included in the curriculum.
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One of the most readable accounts of the factors that have made

Japanese corporations amon, the most competitive in the world.
The authors argue that marketing, capital, and strategy have played
a more important role than management style in Japan's economic
success.
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St. Martin's Press, 1981.
Now in its fourth edition, this book is still the best overview of the
economic history of Japan. Although it is not based on theoretical
models, the frequent use of statistics and growth trend figures make
it somewhat difficult reading for those without some economics
backgrou nd.

Christopher, Robert. The Japanese Mind. New York: Fawcett Columbine, 1983.
Despite its trendy title, this is a very well-written and informative
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book on contemporary Japan by a journalist who has spent many
years there. If you have time to read just one book on Japan, this
one ties with Tasker (see below).
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55 (November-December 1991): 433-456.
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as well as issues and resources related to teaching about Japan are
considered.
Condon, John C. With Respect to the Japanese: A Guide for Americans.
Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 1984.
This is an excellent primer on intc-:Altural dilemmas that often face
foreigners in Japan. It is filled wit excellent anecdotes which reveal
important dinwnsions of Japanese culture, which can help Westerners avoid obvious cultural misunderstandings.
Curtis, Gerald. The Japanese Way of Politics. New York: Columbia University Press, 1988.
This is a recent study of the or m a I political system.
Dementhe, Boye. Japan Almanac. New York: Passport Books, 1987.
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Earhart, Byron. Japanese Religim. New York: Dickenson Publishing
Co., 1974.
A very brief overview of Japan's major religions and value structure.

Finkelstein, Barbara, Joseph J. Tobin, and Anne E. Imamura, eds.
Transcending S term t pes : Discovering Japanese Culture and Education.

Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 1991.
A publication of the International Center for the Study of Education
Policy and Human Values. This book clears away the myths about

Japanese education by analyzing the current situation. Half the
contributors are Japanese ard half are American. They consider the
fami'y matrix and child-rearing, early childhood education, pre-

school training, education policy and reforms, and the negative
aspects of Japanese education.
Fukuzawa, Yukichi. Autobiography. New York: Columbia University
Press, 1981.

A spirited account of the youth and education of one of Japan's

foremost modernizers in the nineteenth century. Fukuzawa
founded Keio University and wrote many books explaining the
West to those living in Meiji period Japan.
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Hall, Edward. The Basic Works of Edward T. Hall. Anchor/Doubleday
No. 503, can be ordered as a set from Intercultural Press, Yarmouth,
Maine.
This foui-volume series of classics includes The Silent Language, The
[Udder, Dimension, Beyond Culture, and Tlw Dance of Life. These basic
and influential studies in culture and communication provide mean-

ingful frameworks for analyzing culture. Written in a lively and
engaging style, they reveal how concepts of space, time, and nonverbal communication differ from one culture to another. These
books are musts for people hoping to enter into exchanges and
studies of truly foreign cultures and are dotted with insights into
Japanese culture and behavior.
Hibbett, Howard. Contemporary Japanese Literature. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1989.
An interesting variety of short stories by some of Japan's best authors. It includes filmscripts and poetry.
lshida, Takeshi. lapaiwse Society. New York: Random House, 1971.
A classic study of Japanese society by one of Japan's foremost sociologists.
Johnson, Chalmers. WIITI arni flw Japanese Miracle. Stanford, California:
Stanford University Press, 1982.
Despite its difficu'ty, this complex discu,,sion
ne development
of an econoilic bureaucracy in Japan is a masterpiece ot institutional
history. John.;on is the foremost advocate of the argument that
government has played an essential role in economic growth in
Japan; economists in general like to look at the market and behavior
of the individual firms. The last chapter in Johnson's book is an
incisive overview oi Japan's economic growth well worth reading.
Keene, Donald, ed. Anthology of Japanese Literature. New York: Grove
Press, 1955.

A comprehensive collection of Japanese readings. This useful introduction places the selections in their proper historical setting.
Kitagawa, Joseph. On Understanding Japanese Religion. Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton I Jniversitv Press, 1987.

A difficult, but erudite study ot the various religious traditions in
Japan, by the foremost scholar of Japanese religion in the U.S.
Lebra, Joyce, Joy Paulson, and Elizabeth Powers, eds. Women in
Cluinging Japan. Stantord, California: Stanford University Press,
1976.

One of the first studies of women in Japan, a field that has grown
tremendously in the List decade. It contains important discussions
ot the slowly changing role of women.
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Lincoln, Edward. Japan's Unequal Trade. 18
Institution, 1990.

gton, D.C.: Brookings

Lincoln's study goes beyond Japan-bashing to show carefully and
convincingly how Japanese imports of manufactured goods have
remained consistently below those of any other advanced industrial
nation. He makes a strong case for continuing political pressure to
open up the Japanese market to competition from foreign companies. Each argument that has been advanced by defenders of the
Japanese situation is dissected and dismissed with economic analysis of intra-industry trade.
Macpherson, W. J. The Economic Development of Japan 1868-1941. New
York: MacMillan Education, 1987.

This short book of 78 pages has an excellent overview of the economic history of Japan in the form of a bibliographical essay that
introduces the reader to the most important books in the field for
further reading. It is a concise guide to Japanese economic history.
Murasaki, Shikibu. The Tale 01 Genji. Seidensticker translation, New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983; Waley translation, New York: The
Modern Library, 1960.

The great literary work of Japanese culture written by the first
female Japanese novelist. Over a thousand pages long, it gives a
good account of court life in aristocratic Japan. The Waley version
is more literary, but it takes far more liberties with the translation
than Seidensticker's, which is the more accurate version.
Nakane, Chic. Japanese Society. Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1973.
A somewhat controversial interpretation of Japanese society as a
"vertical" structure.
Plath, David, ed. Work and Lifecourse in Japan. Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1983.
A collection of interesting essays on life, work, class, and gender
in modern Japan.
Reischauer, Edwin. Japanese Today: Change and Continuity. Cambi idge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1988.
The late Edwin Reischauer was the dean of Japanese Studies in the
U.S. and this book is an excellent overview of modern Japan, although it does not take a very critical view.
Reischauer, Edwin, Japan: The Story of A Nation. New York: McGrawHill, 1989.

The latest edition of this readable classic brings the history of Japan
up to the present. A solid overview, written for the nan-specialist.
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Brooks, 1967.
A lively account of Heian Japan by one of the court ladies. It gives

a good sense of court life, and the likes and dislikes of the aristocracy.

Smith, Robert. Japanese Society. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985.

A short study of social structure in Japan.
Stanley-Baker, Joan. Japanese Art, London: Thames-Hudson, 1984.

The best informed short Mtn. ;Auction to Japanese art, with plates
on each important art period.
Tanizaki, Junichiro. The Makioka Sisters. New York: Putnam Publishing
Company, 1966.
A lengthy but compelling novel about a traditional Osaka family
coping both with modernization and the coming of the war in the
late 1930s. Gives many insights into the sociology of the Japanese
family.
Tasker, Peter. The laparwse. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1987.
A very readable, even witty account of contemporary Japan, with
one of the best analyses of how the political system really works
in Japan. Tasker, a journalist with significant experience in Japan,
divides his book topically. Perhaps the best single book to read if

your time is limited.
Taylor, Jared. Shadows of tlw Rising Sun: A Critical View of the Japanese
Miracle. Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle Co., Inc., 1983.

As the title suggests, Taylor is more critical than most writers .on
Japan. Although he is judgmental and puritanical, his view offers
an interesting contrast to those of Reischauer and others. A chapter
of Taylor juxtaposed with one of Reischauer's offers students excellent discussion topics in historiography.
Tobin, Joseph J., David Y. H. Wu, and Dana H. Davidson. Preschool
in Three Cultures: Japan, Chiaa and the United States. New Haven and
London: Yale University rress, 1989.
This lively and imaginative comparison of classroom practices in
Japan, China, and the United States not only reveals how teachers
view their roles in these three nations, but offers an array of surprises. For example, to U.S. educators, Japanese classrooms seem
noisy, the children unruly but to Japanese observers, U.S. teachers

are disciplinarians and strict overseers. There is a superb video
accompanying the tet.
Totman, Conrad. Japan Before Perry. Berkeley, California: University
of California Press, 1981.
An excellent short history of premodern Japan.
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Tye, Kenneth, ed. Global Education: Front Thought to Action. Alexandria,

Virginia: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1991.

This useful volume explains what global education is, assists those
developing their own programs in global education and shows how
global education can serve as a vehicle for improving schools.
Varley, H. Paul. Javanese Culture: A Short History. New York: Praeger,
1977.

This eruditc book shows the major periods of Japanese art, architecture, and literature.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Anderson, Lee. Schooling For Citizenship in a Global Age: An Exploration
of the Meaning and Significance' of Global Education. Bloomington, IN:

Social Studies Development Center, 1979. ED 214 834.
The author, a political scientist and leader in the global education
movement, outlines the major tenets of global education.
Cleveland, Harland. "The World We're Preparing Our School Children For." Social Education 50 (October 1986): 416-423. EJ 340 609.
The author of this article has served as Assistant Secretary of State,
President of The University of Hawaii, and Dean of the Hubert H.
Humphrey School of Public Affairs. He discusses the effects of a
changing world upon social studies education.
Committee on Teaching About Asia.
CEA is a committee of the Association for Asian Studies. CTA serves
to further understanding of Asia by improving the teaching of Asian

studies, primarily in the elementary and secondary grades. For
further information about the committee, which publishes a biannual newsletter, writ.: (-TA Secretary-Treasurer, do Associated Col-

leges of the Midwest, Urban Education Program, 5633 North
Kt-imore, Chicago, IL 60660.
Duk Benjamin. The Japanese School: Lesstms for Industrial America. New
,

York: Praeger, 1986.

Since an excellent way to stimulate teacher interest in Japan is by
a study of Japanese schooling, this highly readable book is recomnwnded.
Enloe, Walter and John (.ogan. "The Hiroshima Experience: Two
Reflections." Social Education 49 (November-December 1985): 641(42. 11 325 849.
Since the atomic bombing of Japan is a major event in world history
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and is applicable to many different classrooms, this excellent article
is included as reflective material for teachers.
Hadley, Marilyn and Robert Wood. "International Perspectives in
Teacher Education." Action in Teacher Edw ition 18 (Fall 1986): 157163. EJ 341 983.

This article shows the need for infusing an international perspective
in teacher education at primarily the preservice level. It uses a case
study based upon the University of South Dakota's program.
Heinz, Elgin. Planning a Teachers' Workshop on Japan. Washington, D.C.
Embassy of Japan, 1980. ED 213 641.
This publication has been called a basic "cookbook" for educators

who want to plan and organize a workshop on another culture.
Merryfield, Merry. Teaching About the World: Teacher Education with a
Global Perspective. Columbus, Ohio: Mershon Center of Ohio State
University, 1991.
This is a useful directory of teacher education programs throughout

the United States that have global education components.
Rohlen, Thomas P. Japan's High Schools. Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1983.

This look at five Japanese high schools, based upon fourteen

months fieldwork, has become a classic.
Torney-Purta, Judith. "The Global Awareness Survey: Implications
for Teacher Education." Theory Into Practice 21 (Summer 1982): 200205. EJ 269 224.

This survey of the international awareness levels of a large sample
of undergraduate teacher education majors makes a compelling case
for a strong international component in all teacher education programs The article is part of a special global education issue of the
journal.
Tucker, Jan L. "Developing a Global Dimension in Teacher Education:
The Florida International University Experience." Theory Into Practice 21 (Summer 1982): 212-217. EJ 269 226.

A good practical case study of the efforts of one university to infuse
a global awareness component in both undergraduate and graduate
teacher education programs.
Von Loewenfeldt, Charles. Teaching About Japan. 1978 (film).
This 39 minute film, in which techniques of teaching about other
cultures using Japan as an example is the major theme, is available
for loan from the East Asian Studies Resource and Education Program of Yale University. East Asian Studies, Yale University, Box
13 A, Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520.
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Walstad, William and Patricia Weiss. "The Views of United States
and Japanese High School Students on Current Issues: Results from
a Cross-Cultural Survey" and "Survey of Issues for the U.S. and
Japan: U.S. and Japanese Preservice Teachers." Unpublished manuscripts, 1991.

These surveys, conducted in the spring of 1990 covered a range of
issues that wcre likely to be of some concern in the United States
and Japan. For information contact: Mid-America Japan in the
Schools Program (MAPS), University of Kansas, 202 Bailey Hall,
Lawrence, KS 66045.

Wilson, Angene. "Cross-Cultural Experiential Learning for Teachers." Theory Into Practice 21 (Summer 1982): 184-192. EJ 269 222.

In this overview of situations in which teachers have experienced
personal growth from intercultural programs, the author stresses
the importance of the component of reflection in the intercultural
process. The article is part of a special global educatior sue of the
journal.
W:.jtan, Linda S. "Advice From an Expert: So You Want to Have A
Work.shop on Japan?" FORUM-Newsletter of the United States ,' ;pan
Foundation 1 (Spring 1986).

This is a superb piece for the educator who is planning a teacher
workshop on Japan.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND
ENHANCEMENT
Asia Society. "Video Letters from Japan," 1982.
This series of twelve videos, designed for middle school students,
introduces youngsters to Japan through the eyes of Japanese sixth
graders. The series has been so popular there is now a secondary
schoo! level series which is also available through the Asia Society.
Association for Japanese Language Teaching. Japanese for Busy People.
Tokyo: Kodansha international, 1986.
This is a useful book-cassette series for those educators who might

to learn some beginning conversational Japanese. It is also
possible to learn hiragana and katakana with this publication.
Bullard, Betty. "Asia." Social Education 50 (September 1986): 367-375.
EJ 339 487.

This is a very well-done analysis of secondary school social studies
textbook treatment of Asia.
Center 'or Improvement of Teaching of Japanese Language and Culture in High School.
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This center has evolved into a kind of clearinghouse and network
hub for teachers of the Japanese language at the K-12 level. It has
a useful newsletter entitled "Newsletter of the Japanese Language
Teachers Network," and has produced ReN, Pce:; for Teachers of High
School Japanese (March 1991.) For subscriptior bind other information

contact: Carol Bond, Director, Center for Improvement of Teaching
of Japanese Language and Culture in High School, University High
School, 1212 West Springfield Avenue, Urbana, IL 61801; Tel. (217)
244-4808.

Czarra, Fred. The Japan Database. Washington, D.C.: Council of Chief
State School Officers, 1986.
This is a practkal guide for teachers listing resource organizations,
people, and materials relating to teaching about Japan.
Ellington, Lucien. Japan: Tradition and Change. New York: Longman,
1990.

This textbook, written at an adult reading level, contains both content and pedagogy on Japan.
Ellington, Lucien, Jack Morgan, Richard Rice, and Tony Suglia. The
Japanese Ecmomy: Teaching Strategies. New York: Joint Council on
Economic Education, 1990.
This curriculum guide for secondary-level teachers contains over
20 activities for students, an overview of the Japanese economy,
and an annotated bibliography.
Haley, Frances, ed. Social Studies Curriculum Planning Resources. Wash-

ington, D.C.: National Council for the Social Studies/Kendall-Hunt
Publishing, 1990.

The most current collection of resources in one book for social
studies professionals to use in planning, evaluating, and revising
the social studies program.
Heinz, Elgin, ed. Stepping Stones: Teaching About Japan in (lw Elementary

Grades. San Francisco, California: The U.S.-Japan Education Group,
1988. El) 329 487.

This exemplary set of lessons is written by elementary teachers who
visited Japan and edited by one of the outstanding Asian outreach
specialists in the country.
International "Irade Curriculum.

The departnwnts of education of Alaska, Oregon, and Washington
have published an international trade competency-based cu rriculurn. The publication includes sections on import and export basics,
international economics, laws and regulations, and communications. For copies write: The Alaska Department of Education, Office
of Adult and Vocational Education, P.O. Box F, Juneau, AK 99811.
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The Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO).

This Japanese government agency exists to connect foreign sellers
with Japanese buyers. In this regard, JETRO maintains a computer
database to speed match-making, conducts marketing seminars,
and publishes materials on how to do business in Japan. IETRO
has offices in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Denver. Write the main office at: 2-5, Toranomon. Minatoku, Tokyo, 105, Japan.
Japanese Studies in the United States. New York: The Japan Foundation,
1989.

This two volume directory includes names and addresses of both
Japan specialists and Japan-related programs at universities and
colleges throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Japnese I and II Telecommunications Course. For information about
this project of the Nebraska Department of Education and the Nebraska Educational Telecommunication Consortium contact: Elizabeth Hoffman, the NDE Technology Center, 301 Centennial Mall
South, Box 94987, Lincoln, NE 68509.
Johnson, Jacquelyn and Lynn Parisi. Japan in the Classroom: Elementary
and Secondary Activities. Boulder, Colorado: Social Science Education
Consortium, Inc., 1987. ED 291 668.
These activities were written by teachers and curriculum developers
who have experience in japan. The lessons are interesting and quite
practical.

Johnson, Jerry, Lucien Ellington, and Richard Rice. "Undentanding
the Japanese Economy." (Video) University of Wisconsin, Eau
Claire Center for Economic Education, Eau Claire, WI 54702-4004.
This 30 minute educational video on the Japanese economy is specifically designed tor high school students and is accompanied by
an instructor's guide.
Joint Council on Economic Education, 432 Park Avenue South, New
York, NY 10016; Tel. (212) 213-2872.

This independent, non-profit educational organization was incorporated in 1949 to encourage, improve, and coordinate the economic education movement. JCEE, in addition to maintaining a
network of 50 affili3ted state councils and about 273 centers for
economic education located at colleges and universities nationwide,
publishes economic education and social studies curriculum for
elementary and secondary schools. A number of center directors
and some of the council publications focus on Japan.
Keidanren.

Keidanren (Japan Federation of Economic Organizations) functions
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somewhat like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Of importance to
entrepreneurial educators is the Council for Better Corporate Citizenship, a new subsidiary of Keidanren, whose members are calling
for greater involvement by member companies in U.S. communities
where they have business interests. The Council made its first cash
donations in early 1991. In addition to the Council, another subsidiary of Keidanren is the Keizai Koho Center (Japan Institute for
Social and Economic Affairs), which publishes an annual report on
comparative economic data on Japan, Western Europe, and the U.S.
For information write: Keizai Koho Center, Otemachi Building, 61, Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.
Martin, Roberta, Elizabeth P. Tsunoda, and Amy Heinrich, eds. Contemporary Japan: a Teaching Workbook. 3rd ed., New York: East Asian

Curriculum Project, 1988.

This curriculum guide for secondary teachers is indispensable in
planning for teaching about Japan.
f::rian and a Look at Cultural Transmission. Stanford, California

.

anford Program on International and Cross-Cultural Edu-

cation (SPICE), 1990.

The development of this multi-media curriculum unit is examined
in the chapter on curriculum development. The unit explores the
theme ot cultural transmission through the study of the religions
of Shinto and Buddhism in Japan.
Rosengren, Frank, Matylee Wiley, and David Wiley, eds. Internationalizing You; Sclwol. Washington, D.C.: National Council on Foreign
Language and International Studies, 1983.
This useful handbook for teachers, other educators, and parents,
both articulates a vision of precollegiate Lilernational education and
provides interested people with sound logistical suggestions and
model school programs.
Stanford Program on International and Cross-Cultural Education
(SPICE), Littlefield Center, Room 14, 300 Lasuen Street, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305-5013; Tel. (415) 723-1116.
Formed in 1976, SPICE has produced over 70 supplementary cur-

riculum units kr use in K-12 classrooms. Over a dozen of these
units focus on Japan. A free catalogue is available.
Wilson, Donald C., David L. Grossman, and Kerry J. Kennedy, eds.
Asia and the Pacific: Issues of Educational Policy, Curriculum and Practice.

Calgary, Canada: Detselig Enterprises Limited, 1990.
In this volume wriwrs from around the Pacific provide educators
with new perspectives and innovative directions for education.
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Wojtan, Linda S.
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Resources for Teaching about

japan. Bloomington, In-

diana: National Clearinghouse for U.S.-japan Studies and ERIC
Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education, 1992. In
Press. ED number to be assigned.

EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES WITH JAPAN:
ORGANIZATIONS
AFS International/Intercultural Programs
313 East 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017
(212) 661-4550
One of the oldest and best-run youth exchange programs which sends high
school students to many countries, including Japan.

American Intercultural Student Exchange (AISE)
7728 Herscgel Avenue
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 459-9761, FAX (619) 459-5301
The program places Japanese students with host families and high schools
for one-year stays.

Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE)
205 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017
(212) 661-1414; ext. 1234 for School Partners Abroad Program
This organization has many programs for teachers and students who are
interested in carrying out exchanges with Japan Their School Partners
Abroad Program rm.tches U.S. junior and senior high sclviols with counterparts in Japan for annual reciprocal exchange ot students and teachers.
They also have many low-cost international flights and othor programs to
save students and educators money. Their 72-page Student Travel CataloN
is updated each year and is full of useful information for teachers and
faculty interested in Japan, even though the focus is on Europe. This organizatitm has probably the widest range of resources and services to offer
the teacher.

Educational Foundation for Foreign Study
1 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02142
(800) 447-4273
This group brings Japanese high school students to the U.S. tor ten months.

Contact Mary Clarke for further program information.
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Embassy of Japan
2520 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 939-6/00

The Embassy can provide addresses and telephone numbers of the Consulates serving your region: Boston, New York, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Chicago, Kansas City, Houston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, Anchorage, Honolulu, and Guam. Consulates can provide educators in their region with printed and audio-visual materials about Japan.
The Experiment in International Living
Youth Exchange Initiative
Brattleboro, VT 05301
(802) 257-7751

This organization has a summer program in Japan that involves language
training, a three-week homestay, and cultural excursions for high school
students, for about $4,000 from the west coast. In addition, the
fer a
Japanese Language Institute each summer in the U.S. with scholarships
available.

Institute of International Education (11E)
809 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
(212) 883-8200

Information on study abroad; locates qualified U.S. educators and specialists for education-related assignments.
International Christian Youth Exchange (ICYE)
134 West 26th Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 206-7307

Thk organization arranges orientation and host-tamily slays for a year in
Japan. Students can attend a Japanese high school for a year or half year,
and are expected to do some volunteer work while in Japan. The entire
program, including air fare, is about $5,000 for the yeir. Members of all
denominations and non-Christians are eligible.
Intei national Hospitality and Conference Service Assodation (1HCSA)
Annex-Ministry of Foreign Affairs
2-1, 2-Chome
Kasumigaseki
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100, Japan
Tel. (03) 3580-1621/3350-3311; ext. 2297-9, 3084, 3086.

l'his organization has helped members of the National Precollegiate Japan
Projects Network arrange summer study tours.
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National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
1860 19th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 462-8811

Professional organization of institutions and individuals concerned with
international educational exchange.
National Council for the Social Studies
3501 Newark St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 966-7840

Two all-expenses paid study tours for teachers, school administrators and
supervisors, and university professors of education are available each year.
They are excellent opportunities to learn about Japan first-hand. One is
sponsored by the Keizai Koho Center and the other by the Japan Foundation. For information on either one contact: Coordinator, Japan Foundation/Keizai Koho Center Fellowship Program, 4332 Fern Valley Road,
Medford, OR 97504; Tel: (503) 535-4882.

Programs for Academic and Cultural Exchange (PACE)
1-10-5-13 Sangenjaya

Setagaya-ku
Tokyo 154 Japan
Tel. (03)3487-8012. Fax. (03)3487-8300.

This small private firm provides personalized services for different types
of exchanges, including summer study tours to Japan tor educators.
Youth for Understanding (YFU)
3501 Newark Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(800) TEEN-AGE (833-6243)

They have several programs for Japan-U.S. youth exchange. One hundred
high school students (two from each state) are sent to Japan for two months
in the summer under the U.S.-Japan Senate Scholarship Program.

EXCHANGES WITH jAPAN: RESOURCES
Durston, Diane. Old Kyoto: A Guide to Traditional Shops, Restaurants,
aml Inns. Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1986.

Readings on Kyoto's history, artistic traditions, cuisine, and architecture, followed by guides and maps of distinctive neighborhoods
within the
Fnkelstein, Barbara, Joseph J. Tobin, and Anne E. lmamura, eds.
Transcepuln

Stereo.`upes: Disovering Japanese Culture and Education.
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Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 1991.
Some parts are suitable for pre-trip orientation. See "Background
Reading" for full description.
"Intercultural Contact: The Japanese in Rutherford County Tennessee" (Video). Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 1986.

This 30 minute documentary comes with a study guide. A few
statistics are dated, but it still shows the problems faced by Japanese
and also the community when a Japanese company opens a plant.
The video discusses mutual images and adjustments needed when
Japanese live in U.S. communities.
Japan Travel Bureau. A Look Into Japan. 1989.

A useful pocket guide to things Japanese, designed for the firsttime traveler. It describes and illustrates everything from traditional cultural items to accommodations. JAL (Japan Air Lines) offices may have copies or similar materials.
Japan Travel Bureau. Living Japanese Style. 1984.
Another JTB pocket guide for foreigners. It has concise survival

information and illustrations of subjects as diverse as using the
Japanese bath and exchanging greetings.
Mosher, .-iouverneur. Kyoto: A Contemplative Guide. Tokyo: Charles E.
Tuttle Co., 1964.

Cultural histories, maps, and guides for over 20 of Kyoto's most
notable temples, shrines, and palaces.
Parisi, Lynn, ed. A Look at Japanese Culture Through the Family. Boulder,

Colorado: Social Science Education Consortium, 1988.
This curriculum explores the Japanese family through a series of
case studies based upon the homestay experiences of U.S. educators. In addition to classroom use, the unit is useful for Japan studytour orientation.
Schumacher, Shirley Davis. City-to-City/Se/mot-to-Se/tool: A Handbook of
Guidelines for Establishing and Maintaining Sister City/Sister School Re-

lationAips. Ann Arbor, MI: Ann Arbor Public Schw)ls, 1991. Order
from Shirley Davis Schumacher, Clague School, 2616 Nixon Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48105; Tel. (313) 994-1982.
A real step-by-step handbook for those who are not sure where to
begin.
State International Trade Offices.

Many states operate intei, ,itional trade offices in Japan. These offices often are the source . of specialized inforrnation about market
receptivity unique to the products of the particular state. Alaska's
office, for example, specializes in forest products and seafood.
Many of the state offices with branches in Japan publish useful
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materials and have access to specialized Japanese government and
industry publications in English. The state offices are normally associated with the state's department of commerce or the governor's
office.

U.S. Department of Conunerce, U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service International Trade Administration.

This federal office maintains specialists in U.S. embassies and consulates throughout the world. In addition, trade specialists are located in many large cities around the U.S. These specialists have
small libraries and access to a wide range of publications specific

to countries, markets, and products. They also have videos and
other materials. For an address of the nearest trade specialist write:
U.S. Department of Commerce, 1615 H St., N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20026,

Wilson, Angene. "Cross-Cultural Experiential Learning for Teachers," Theory into Practice 21 (Summer 1982): 184-192. ED 269 222.

See listing in "Professional Development" section.
Wojtan, Linda S. Introduction to japan: A Workbook. Washington, D.C.:

Youth for Understanding, 1986.

This is a very readable workbook intended for U.S. high school
students who plan to take part in an exchange with Japan. It has
readings and activities on history and geography, society and religion, trade and defense, and cross-cultural challenges students
are likdy to face.

NATIONAL PRECOLLEGIATE JAPAN PROJECTS
NETWORK MEMBERS
Alaska-Japan Studies Project: Douglas Barry, Director; Universib,
of Alaska, Alaska Cc Ail for International Business, 4201 Tudor Center Drive, Suite 120, Anchorage, AK 99508; Tel. (907) 561-2322, FAX
(907) 561-1541.

Consortium for Teaching Asia and the Pacific in the Schools
David Grossman, Project Leader; East-West Center, 1777
East-West Road, Honolulu, HI 96848; Tel. (808) 944-7768, FAX (808)
(CTAPS):
944-7670.

Great Lakes Japan-in-the-Schools Project: John J. Cogan, Director;
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, Global Education Center, College of Education-Peik Hall #152A, 159 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455; Tel. (612) 625 18%, FAX (612) 626-74%.
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japan Project/Stanford Program. on International and Cross-Cultural
Education (SPICE): Gary Mukai, Coordinator; Littlefield Center,
Room 14, 300 Lasuen Street, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 943055013; Tel. (415) 723-1116, FAX (415) 723-2592.

Mid-America japan in the Schools Program (MAJIS): Patricia Weiss,
Director; University of Kansas, 202 Bailey Fla ll, Lawrence, KS 66045;
Tel. (913) 864-4435, FAX (913) 864-3566.

Mid-Atlantic Region japan-in-the-Schools Program (MARHS): Barbara Finkelstein, Director; Beajamin Building, Room 3104, University
of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742; Tel. (301) 405-7350, FAX (301)
405-4773,

Midsouth japan-in-the-Schools Program: Barbara Stanford or Walter
Nunn; Arkansas International Center, University of Arkansas at Little
Rock, 2801 South University, Little Rock, AR 72204; Tel. (501) 5693282 or Lucien Ellington or Richard Rice, Japan Project, University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga, 615 McCallie Avenue, Chattanooga, TN
37403; Tel. (615) 755-4292.

National Clearinghouse fot U.S.-japan Studies: C. Frederick Risinger, Director; Social Studies Development Centcr, indiana Univeray,
2805 E. 10th Street, Suite 120, Bloomington, IN 47408; Tel. (812) 8553838, FAX (812) 855-7901.

New England Program for Teaching About japan: Kathleen Woods
Masa !ski, Program Director; Five College Center for East Asian Studies, 8 College Lane, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063; Tel,
(413) 585-3751, FAX (413) 585-2075.

Northeast Regional Program on japan: Roberta Martin, Director; East
Asian Institute, Columbia University, International Affairs Building,
420 West 118th Street, New York, NY 10027; Tel. (212) 854-4278, FAX
(212) 749-1497.

Project on International Agriculture: Diane Crow, Student Services
Specialist; International Programs, P.O. Box 15160, 5632 Mt. Vernon
Memorial Highway, Alexandria, VA 22309-0160; Tel. (703) 360-3600,
FAX (703) 360-5524.
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Rocky Mountain Region japan Project: Lynn Parisi, Director; Sock)]
Science Education Consortium, 3300 Mitchell Lane, Suite 240, Boulder, CO 80301-2272; Tel. (303) 492-8154, FAX (303) 449-3925.

Southeast Program for Teaching about Japan: Donald Spence, Director; School of Education, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC
27858-4353; Tel. (919) 757-9247, FAX (919) 757-4813.

Southwest Program for Teaching abovt Japan: Duane Christian, Director; The Center for Excdlence in Education, Texas Tech University,
P.O. Box 4560, Lubbock, TX 79409; Tel. (806) 742-2356.
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